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Abstract

Smart surfaces have attracted wide attention from research due to their special func-
tionality, which typically cannot be achieved by a bulk material. Despite the clear
potential and benefits, they have not gained widespread industrial relevance due to
some fundamental challenges associated with the design, production and choice of
materials to be used. In this thesis, mask-projection vat photopolymerization (VPP)
was chosen as a possible technology, as it shows advantages over currently applied
methods by being able to improve on factors such as fidelity, cost, complexity and
its applicability to produce multi-scale, multifunctional surfaces for high-end engin-
eering tools like medical devices.

To apply VPP in surface manufacturing a comprehensive study on the genesis of
smart surfaces and mechanisms governing photopolymerization-based manufactur-
ing was performed. Based on the current most advanced developments, the most
significant factors regarding both functionality and manufacturability were estab-
lished. Furthermore, a fully open, high-resolution VPP system was employed as the
main tool for surface manufacturing. To optimise the implementation of improve-
ments the process chain was decomposed and the development of each phase was
applied.

The first optimisation phase was the pre-processing stage of the chain - design
and material selection. The construction of the surfaces was performed, taking into
account the aspects of functionality and manufacturability. Functionality-oriented
design investigated the influence of the dimensions and shapes of critical features of
the surface on the selected property (hydrophobicity). Next, the behaviour of smart
surfaces on inclined structures mimicking real-life medical devices was tested. The
dimensions were then adjusted to the resolution and constraints of the VPP system,
i.e. the projector and vertical stage subsystems. The last part of the chapter presents
the material selection process.
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Design optimisation was followed by the development of the processing part, which
included fabrication and post-processing. First, the methodology for the determ-
ination of the process window was outlined followed by identification of the weak
points of the applied setup. With an iterative hardware upgrade, significant pro-
gress in terms of functionality and manufacturability ease was achieved. In the post-
processing phase, the influence of the cleaning and post-curing parameters were
established, leading to the determination of the optimal settings.

The last part of the thesis depicts the evaluation of applied methods. The assessment
of the employed techniques, parameters and hardware upgrade was undertaken, tak-
ing into account the functionality improvement. Next, the characterisation methods
relevant for the practical application of used materials were selected and performed.
Lastly, the determined properties and optimised surfaces were applied in advanced
applications.

The work performed in this thesis led to a significant improvement in the case of
both functionality and manufacturability of smart surfaces. The obtained results
showed that through a decomposition of the process chain and iteratively employed
enhancements it is possible to improve special properties and accuracy. Moreover,
the employment of surfaces in advanced applications revealed that it is possible
to add value to the devices where specific functionality is required. Based on the
undertaken work, this thesis proposes solutions that could be mainly used for surface-
water interaction, however, they can be applied for other functionalities too.
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Resume

Smarte overflader har tiltrukket sig stor opmærksomhed fra forskning p̊a grund
af deres særlige funktionalitet, som typisk ikke kan opn̊as med et bulkmateriale. P̊a
trods af det klare potentiale og fordele har de ikke opn̊aet udbredt industriel relevans
p̊a grund af nogle grundlæggende udfordringer forbundet med design, produktion
og valg af materialer, der skal anvendes. I denne afhandling blev mask-projection
vat photopolymerization (VPP) valgt som en mulig teknologi, da den viser fordele
i forhold til aktuelt anvendte metoder ved at være i stand til at forbedre faktorer
s̊asom p̊alidelighed, omkostninger, kompleksitet, og dens anvendelighed til at produ-
cere multi-skala, multifunktionelle overflader til avancerede tekniske værktøjer som
medicinsk udstyr.

For at anvende VPP i overfladefremstilling blev der udført en omfattende undersøgelse
af produktion af smarte overflader og mekanismer, der styrer fotopolymerisations-
baseret fremstilling. Baseret p̊a den nuværende mest avancerede teknologi blev de
væsentligste faktorer med hensyn til b̊ade funktionalitet og fremstillingsevne identi-
ficeret. Desuden blev et fuldt åbent VPP-system med høj opløsning brugt som det
vigtigste værktøj til overfladefremstilling. For at optimere implementeringen af for-
bedringer, blev proceskæden dekomponeret, og udvikling af hver fase blev anvendt.

Den første optimeringsfase var forbehandlingsfasen - design og materiale-valg. Kon-
struktionen af overfladerne blev udført under hensyntagen til funktionalitet og frem-
stillingsevne. Funktionalitetsorienteret design undersøgte indflydelsen af dimensioner
og former af kritiske elementer p̊a overfladen, p̊a den valgte egenskab (hydrofobi-
citet). Dernæst blev konstruktionen af smarte overflader p̊a skr̊a strukturer, der
efterligner virkelige medicinske anordninger, testet. Dimensionerne blev derefter
justeret til opløsningen og begrænsningerne for VPP-systemet, dvs. projektoren og
de vertikale sceneundersystemer. Den sidste del af kapitlet præsenterer material-
evalgsprocessen.
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Designoptimering blev efterfulgt af udviklingen af forarbejdningsprocessen, som om-
fattede fremstilling og efterbehandling. Først blev metoden til bestemmelse af pro-
cesvinduet skitseret, efterfulgt af identifikation af de svage punkter i den anvendte
opsætning. Med en iteraktiv hardwareopgradering blev der opn̊aet betydelige frem-
skridt med hensyn til funktionalitet og fremstilling. I efterbehandlingsfasen blev
indflydelsen af rengørings- og efterhærdningsparametrene fastlagt, hvilket førte til
bestemmelse af de optimale indstillinger.

Den sidste del af specialet skildrer evaluering af anvendte metoder. Vurderingen af
anvendte teknikker, parametre og hardwareopgradering blev foretaget under hen-
syntagen til funktionalitetsforbedringen. Dernæst blev de karakteriseringsmetoder,
der er relevante for den praktiske anvendelse af brugte materialer, udvalgt og udført.
Til sidst blev de bestemte egenskaber og optimerede overflader anvendt i avancerede
applikationer.

Arbejdet udført i denne afhandling førte til en væsentlig forbedring i tilfælde af
b̊ade funktionalitet og fremstilling af smarte overflader. De opn̊aede resultater viste,
at gennem en dekomposition af proceskæden og iterativt anvendte forbedringer er
det muligt at forbedre særlige egenskaber og nøjagtighed. Desuden afslørede an-
vendelsen af overflader i avancerede applikationer, at det er muligt at tilføre værdi
til de enheder, hvor specifik funktionalitet er p̊akrævet. Baseret p̊a det udførte arbe-
jde foresl̊ar denne afhandling løsninger, der hovedsageligt kan bruges til interaktion
mellem overflade og vand, men de har ogs̊a andre anvendelser.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The importance of surfaces has been known for years and surface engineering has
developed as an individual research and industrial field. The advancement of manu-
facturing methods and material composition largely contributed in the surface engin-
eering field. The need of miniaturisation and broader applications however generated
new challenges. A new concept, called smart surfaces, has emerged, opening a wide
range of possibilities, but also requirements for the surface fabrication workflows.
This chapter will introduce the concept of smart surfaces and investigate the poten-
tial of additive manufacturing (AM) as a technology of choice for surface fabrication.
The chapter will continue with selection of the most suitable AM method and will
reflect on the research questions which shall be addressed in this thesis.

1.1 Project background

Smart surfaces belong to a broad field of surface engineering, in which the external
layer of the object can be modified, in order to enhance the performance and
functionality of a device. The discipline of surface engineering emerged from the
need to protect the manufacturing equipment exposed to friction, wear, oxidation
and corrosion [1, 2]. Surface degradation is a major concern in production processes,
causing decreased tool life, increased power consumption and poor performance of

1
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the production equipment, which is estimated to cost up to 4% of gross domestic
product in developed economies [3]. As the industry and research areas have been
experiencing an extensive growth and new applications have been emerging, surface
engineering started to face new challenges, not only in the area of protection of
manufacturing equipment, but as a working element in end products. Under such
requirements, the purpose of the surface needs to be expanded to enhance the visual
appearance, tactile properties, optical properties, hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity,
adhesion, tribological performance and many other [4]. Such properties can be
achieved by the means of three aspects: physics, chemistry and geometry. The fun-
damental principle is based on pattern creation by modifying of the microstructure
of an outer layer in the device [5].

In the research field, the term smart surface is often used together with engineered,
functional or structured surface [6], but the key distinction comes from the
ability to re-arrange the morphology or configuration of the system in response to
environmental conditions [7]. Smart surfaces can be generally categorised into three
major areas depending on their origin, geometry and material from which they are
made. Based on this approach surfaces can be based on biomimetics, metamaterials
and stimuli-responsive materials. These mechanisms are often combined and new
configurations have been under extensive development. Due to this reason, the
nomenclature in the field of smart surfaces is not specified and the literature
research requires multiple entries. In order to demonstrate the development of the
interest in this field, a search engine named Web of Science (WOS) was used and
the number of research contributions in each year was extracted and depicted in
Figure 1.1. The inquiry was divided into four categories, each of them already
narrowed down to the phrase “engineered surface” as the initial topic. In the first
search, the publications related to biomimetics were researched and the keywords
biomimetic and bioinspired (and their various spelling) were identified. The same
approach was used for the research in the area of meta- and stimuli-responsive ma-
terials. The last group shown in the plot combines the aforementioned searches with
an addition of the following keywords: modified, structured, functional and textured.

The number of publications regarding those areas and their application in surface
engineering have been growing exponentially. This is due to advancements in the
field of precision engineering, micro-manufacturing and nanotechnology over the last
decades due to the rapid development of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS),
which are devices that contain electronic, electrical and mechanical components of
sub-millimetre dimensions [8]. A growing interest in stimuli-responsive materials
and their application in space, structural and textile fields is also a strong factor [9].
One of the biggest user of the smart surfaces is medical industry, in which they are
applied in devices for protein and bacterial absorption, cell culture, chromatography,
self cleaning and filtering devices [10]. Such growing interest in the field of smart
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Figure 1.1: Number of publications within the Web of Science database for various
categories of smart surfaces.

surfaces requires advanced processing methods and over the years they have been
extensively developed and well described in the literature. Table 1.1 depicts selected
techniques, which directly influence or can be used to modify the surface structure
and properties [11, 12].

Table 1.1: Selected surface modification processes.

Based on De Chiffre et al. [11] and Holmberg et al. [12].

Classification Processes

Coating Physical and chemical vapour deposition, plasma and
thermal spraying, sol gel, ion beam assisted deposition,
ion assisted coating

Machining diamond turning, milling and cutting, contour boring,
micro grinding, ultrasonic lapping, fly-cutting

Microfabrication lithography, oxidation, etching, wafer bonding, oxida-
tion, electroplating, hot embossing, injection moulding,
laser ablation, soft lithography, photolithography

Micromanipulation atomic and molecular manipulation (positioning of
individual atoms on a surface using low temperat-
ure scanning tunnelling microscopy), field evaporation,
atomic force microscopy, thermoindentation

With the growing need of miniaturisation and increase in the surface area-to-volume
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ratio, the resolution of the processing system is critical in order to achieve the
desired functionality. Current capabilities of surface modification techniques are in
the range of 1 µm for laser ablation using picosecond laser [13], and 0.1 µm for
ion implantation [14] and selected replication technologies [15]. The aforementioned
techniques however have the following limitations:

· Limited design freedom of the patterned microstructures. Features such as un-
dercuts, free-form and lattice structures are impossible to be achieved due to
the nature of the conventional manufacturing processes. Moreover, the applic-
ation of patterns is difficult on more complex substrates.

· Majority of these technologies require a multi-step process chain including
tooling and assembling, which significantly increases the fabrication time and
price. Moreover, some of the methods involve use of materials and tools, which
require special environment and handling.

· Multiple fabrication steps and use of various materials can lead to anisotropy
of the entire system. As an effect the physical and mechanical properties can be
weakened and so, the functionality and life-span of the surface is significantly
decreased.

These limitations can be overcome by applying additive manufacturing (AM).
Additive manufacturing is defined by an ISO/ASTM 52900 standard as “a process
of joining materials to make objects from three-dimensional (3D) model data,
usually layer upon layer, as opposed to subtractive manufacturing and formative
manufacturing technologies” [16]. The first AM method, called vat photopolymer-
ization (VPP), was patented and commercialised by Charles Hull in 1986 [17].
In the following years new technologies emerged and more patents in the field of
hardware, software and material development were granted, and the applications of
AM were steadily growing. In the early 2000s the first patents expired and the AM
market experienced a sudden massive increase in the number of machines, both for
industrial and personal use [18].

AM involves a group of fabrication technologies which are able to process a
wide variety of materials including polymers, metals, ceramics and composites.
AM can be divided into categories based on raw material feedstock, patterning
energy, material, support type, machine cost, fabrication speed, and workspace and
machine dimensions [19, 20]. The basic classification, presented in ISO 17296-2 [21]
divides AM into seven groups. Material jetting (MJT) is a process in which the
photopolymer or wax material in the form of droplets is selectively deposited. VPP
is a process in which a photopolymer in a liquid state (referred to as resin) is
converted into a solid structure when exposed to a structured ultraviolet (UV) light.
Material extrusion (MEX) uses a heated nozzle to melt and deposit thermoplastic
material in form of soft strands. Sheet lamination (LOM) uses thin panels of
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material bonded on top of each other. Direct energy deposition (DED) applies
thermal energy in order to melt and fuse deposited material. Powder bed fusion
(PBF) also uses thermal energy for fusion, but the material is stored in a powder
bed. In binder jetting (BJT) the powder material is selectively connected by a
bonding solution [22]. Each of the methods can process only certain materials.
Another often used broad classification divides AM techniques based on the used
feedstock. Under this condition three types can be distinguished: liquid-based,
solid-based and powder-based [23, 24]. Figure 1.2 depicts the AM techniques, with
a division based on feedstock and sub-division based on ISO 17296-2 together with
used materials [21, 25].

SolidLiquid Powder

MJT
- polymers

- composites 

DED

- metals 

VPP
- polymers

- composites 
MEX

- polymers

- composites 

BJT

- polymers

- composites 
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- polymers

- metals

- ceramics

- composites

PBF

- polymers

- metals

- ceramics

- composites

manufacturing

Figure 1.2: Classification of additive manufacturing processes.
Based on ISO 17296-2 [21] and Kruth et al. [25].

Regardless of the architecture and the used material the principle of every AM
method is the same. A 3D model with closed surfaces is constructed by computer-
aided design software (CAD). Next, the model is converted into STL format (3D
mesh), which transforms the surface into a tessellation of triangles. The mesh is
then sliced into cross-sections (X-Y direction) with a defined thickness (Z direction)
and input into a fabrication program. During the manufacturing phase, material
converted into a processing state is deposited as a thin layer on a build plate. After
a sufficient solidification is achieved the build plate is vertically moved by a distance
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corresponding to the layer thickness. The process is automated and is repeated
until the entire part is finished. The last step is post-processing, which can involve
cleaning, post-curing and finishing, depending on the AM method [26].

Due to the additive fabrication approach, AM offers much higher design flexibility
compared to other techniques. There are much less constraints regarding undercuts,
draft angles and aspect ratios. Complex and organic structures can be fabricated in
a single process without need of assembly. AM also allows a personal customisation
which facilitates on-demand fabrication [27]. Moreover, it generates almost no
scrap, as AM processes use only the amount of material they needs for the part,
significantly reducing the material waste [28]. Finally, parts made with AM do
not require any complimentary tooling that requires its own parallel process
chain. It is estimated that this reduces fabrication costs and time-to-market from
50% to 90% [24]. Currently, it is applied in industries such as construction [29],
aerospace [30], prototyping, automotive [31], fabrication of cellular and lattice struc-
tures [32], electronic devices [33], soft tooling [34] and energy storage [35]. Figure 1.3
shows the industries in which AM is widely applied according to Wohlers report [18].

Automotive
Consumer products
Aerospace
Medical
Research
Energy
Military
Architecture
Other

4%
16%

15%

15%

14%

12%

12%

7%

5%

Figure 1.3: Applications of additive manufacturing.
Based on Wohlers report [18].

According to the report, in the year 2019 the global revenue of AM was estimated
at a level of more than 5000 billion USD, 22% higher compared to 2018 [18]. One of
the major contributors to this growth is the application of AM in biomedicine [36].
In this field, various processes serve both as a supporting tool for prototyping
of medical procedures and standalone working devices. Table 1.2 depicts the
applications of AM in biomedicine.
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Table 1.2: Biomedical applications of AM.

Based on Singh et al. [36] and Da Silva et al. [37].

Status Application

Approved by Food and
Drug Administration

Screws, artificial valves, stents, bone fixations, dental
crowns, bridges and implants, hip joints, spinal and
knee implants, articular cartilage, scaffolds, femoral
and bearing surfaces, prosthetics, hearing aids

Under research and de-
velopment

smart-hip coating, retinal implants, bone and cartilage,
heart chips and implants, kidney and liver tissue, novel
dosage devices, bioactive structures, filtering devices
for dialysis, acoustic waves manipulators

In this field new applications and devices fabricated with AM are constantly emer-
ging. It is predicted that in the future AM will be a key manufacturing method
in tissue engineering and bioprinting, processing of nanostructured biomaterials,
production of metamaterials and autogenous tissue engineering [37]. With the de-
velopment of this industrial sector, growing importance of surface engineering and
exploration of potential of smart surfaces in medical devices is a natural progression.

1.2 Surface fabrication with additive
manufacturing

Various AM techniques provide different manufacturing capabilities, therefore choos-
ing the most suitable one is essential. There are two factors that define the practical
use of AM system in micro-components production: resolution and build envelope.
Resolution refers to minimum feature size, which can be fabricated. Build envelope
is maximum size in the X-Y plane that the entire part can achieve. The relationship
between the two is depicted in Figure 1.4. In the diagram processes categorised as
high-resolution AM were divided into sub-categories for better understanding of the
available technologies. VPP is split into two-photon polymerization (TPP) as one
sub-group, and vector scanning (VS) and mask projection (MP) as a second. MEX
was also divided into fused filament fabrication (FFF) and direct ink writing (DIW).
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Figure 1.4: Summary of resolution and build envelope of selected AM methods.
Based on Ge et al. [38].

As can be seen, higher resolution generally comes with lower build envelope.
The smallest features can be fabricated with TPP, which is capable of achieving
sub-micron resolution, but the building envelope is typically around 1 mm2, and
maximum of 10 mm2 for modified systems [39]. Another drawback of TPP is a long
fabrication time. A single part of 50µm in X, Y and Z directions can be fabricated
in around 10 minutes; if an array of these features would be used to coved a 100 mm
area it would take approximately 6 months [40]. On the contrary, a large build
envelope can be achieved by both MEX methods (FFF and DIW). MEX however
uses material melting and deposition through the nozzle, which results in large
strand formation. Achievement of higher resolution would require a volume flow
in the order of nano-litres/s and reduced nozzle size. Due to the viscous nature of
materials used in MEX, this is difficult to achieve [41]. MJT and PBF have also
a limited resolution. The best compromise can be achieved with VS and MP, as
these processes are capable of fabrication of features above 10 mm2 in size and with
resolution reaching 1 µm.

The trade-off offered by VPP makes the technology best for manufacturing of func-
tional surfaces. Another characteristic of VPP is the use of polymer material as
the feedstock, which has the advantage of flexibility in manipulation of mechanical,
thermal, and physical properties, stimuli-responsivity, biocompatibility, and resolu-
tion [42]. Due to its advantages, VPP has become the de-facto production standard
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in the medical devices industry, e.g. custom fit hearing aids [43], a growing tool in
dentistry [44], tissue scaffolds [45], separation membranes [46] and many others.

1.3 Project scope

The combination of high resolution and design freedom of VPP opens manufactur-
ing possibilities which can take smart surface fabrication to a new level. Similarly to
all the other processes, VPP however has its limitations and most of them extend to
the nature of AM technology. Despite the overall reduction of the time-to-market,
the fabrication stage itself is longer compared to conventional processes, therefore
AM is not applied in a mass production. Parts made with AM often have lower
mechanical properties due to residual stresses and properties of the raw feedstock.
The limitations specifically related to VPP concern complicated handling of ma-
terials, narrow process windows and lack of data regarding post-processing, which
involves using chemical solvents and thus requiring a special environment [47].
The main research problem therefore is the lack of optimisation procedures and
guideline for smart surface fabrication. As an effect, smart surfaces made with VPP
are not well explored.

To enhance the manufacturability of smart surfaces, the limitations in the field
of both hardware and software need to be solved. With the current state of the
art in the surface engineering discipline, the tools, design genesis and chemical
formulations are already well established and their potential widely explored. This
dissertation, therefore, does not deal with the invention of brand new geometries
and materials. The goal of this project is adaptation of the VPP process chain to
fabricate smart surfaces, which will meet functional and manufacturability criteria
for medical devices. To achieve this goal the following research questions need to be
answered:

· What are the mechanisms and the requirements that drive the functionality
of smart surfaces?

· What are the capabilities of the available VPP systems and which elements
of the VPP process chain need to be taken into account for robust fabrication
of surfaces for medical devices?
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· What are the key methods to characterise VPP process for surface manufac-
turing and incorporation into medical devices?

· How incorporation of VPP can enhance design freedom, manufacturability
and applicability of smart surfaces?

To respond to these questions the systematic approach will be applied via execution
of the following project objectives:

1. Thorough analysis of the state of the art in the area of smart surfaces and vat
photopolymerization additive manufacturing to determine the features and
mechanisms and to underline the requirements that potentially can be ad-
dressed by applying VPP.

2. Adaptation of the VPP process into smart surfaces manufacturing. This will
include identification of the key elements of the entire process chain followed
by selection and evaluation of the high-resolution VPP setup.

3. Decomposition, investigation and optimisation of the following components
of the process chain: design, material selection, fabrication, post-processing,
characterisation and application.

4. Iterative assessment of the implemented solutions through experimental work
followed by case studies.

1.4 Thesis structure

The thesis is broken down into seven chapters, as seen in Figure 1.5. The division
of the practical parts is based on the major steps of the VPP process chain to
provide continuity between different manufacturing stages. These sections provide
the outcome of experimental work obtained throughout this project and present the
systematic approach for optimisation of the entire process chain. The investigations
undertaken are both interdependent throughout the entire chain as well as stand-
alone, based on particular applications.
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Figure 1.5: Thesis structure.

Chapter one presents the motivation of the thesis and provides the relevance of
surface manufacturing and limitations of the currently applied techniques. Next,
additive manufacturing is introduced as a potential method for surface fabrication.
The breakdown of different AM processes is presented based on both feedstock and
resolution and the most promising method is selected. The chapter finishes with
research considerations important for this project.

Chapter two presents the state of the art. It is divided into two major sections: smart
surfaces and vat photopolymerization additive manufacturing. In the first part, the
reader is introduced to the concept of smart surfaces and their genesis is explained
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together with examples of current manufacturing methods and capabilities. Next,
the mechanisms that drive the key functionalities of these surfaces, which are
further tested in this thesis, are explained. The second section explains the VPP
process, starting from the photopolymerization principles on the molecular level
and finishing with its practical application in manufacturing and workflow.

Chapter three introduces the undertaken methodology. In the first section, a thor-
ough analysis of the process chain is undertaken and the key aspects of the VPP
process for surface manufacturing are identified. Next, the high-resolution VPP
system, which was primarily used for the vast majority of the project, is presented.
Lastly, the overall experimental approach is explained and the preliminary system
capabilities are established.

Chapter four deals with the first two steps of the process chain: design and material
selection. The first section shows the constraints and consequences of the design
approach taking into account the functionality and capabilities of the VPP system.
The second section presents primarily the material selection process. Material
development is not within the scope of this research and emphasis is placed on the
key properties of the materials that already exist on the market.

Chapter five shows the outcome of optimisation of the two steps of the processing
stage: fabrication and post-processing. In the fabrication section the outcome of
selected process parameters, hardware and software are thoroughly evaluated and
optimised. Based on this analysis the relevant improvements are implemented and
quantified. The post-curing stage was primarily focused on the selection of the
parameters.

Chapter six introduces the deployment of the selected workflow. First, the as-
sessment of the implemented optimisation is performed. Furthermore, suitable
characterisation methods focused on the medical application aspect of the parts
are examined. The imaging methods, such as microscopy, are used throughout the
entire thesis, but this section deals with advanced characterisation methods focused
on the surface functionality and application in medical devices. The second section
shows examples of utilisation of surfaces in advanced applications.

Chapter seven concludes the outcome of the research and provides the author’s view
on the outlook.



CHAPTER 2

State of the Art

This chapter provides the outcome of the literature study on two major topics of
this thesis. First, the interpretation of the term smart surfaces will be introduced
by explanation of the origins of functional surfaces and their mechanisms. The most
versatile applications will be next selected and explained. They will be followed by
the state of the art in manufacturing of these surfaces, with the focus on adaption
of VPP processes. Second section will describe the vat photopolymerization addit-
ive manufacturing. The underlying mechanisms of the photopolymerization will be
explained, followed by demonstration of the VPP machines and process chain.

2.1 Smart surfaces

2.1.1 Genesis and classification of smart surfaces

In smart surface engineering biomimetics, metamaterials and stimuli-responsive ma-
terials can be applied as a separate means as well as together for enhanced function-
ality. However, their underlying mechanisms have distinctive characteristics. Only
by understanding the basic working principles, it is possible to design, fabricate and
apply these surfaces for practical use.

13
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Biomimetics

Biomimetics, also referred to as bio-inspired or biologically-inspired design is
defined as a discipline of science and engineering, which studies the formation,
structure and functionality of substances, materials and morphology created by
nature and adapts them into manufacturing, design, algorithms and devices [48,
49]. Through evolution, nature managed to develop mechanisms that facilitate
self-sufficiency, as well as supplying protection and adaptation to the surrounding
changing environments. These mechanisms are preliminarily based on chemistry
and architecture, which both take place in enhancing surface functionality. In this
work, a focus is placed on the architecture-based biomimetic surfaces.

Examples of architecture-driven functionalities of biomimetic surfaces include:
superhydrophobicity, oleophobicity, adhesion, optical engineering, antibiofouling,
and enhanced hardness and toughness [50]. Lotus leaf is the most popular example
of a hydrophobic surface, with water droplet contact angle (CA) ranging from 150
to 165o due to its dual-scale structures [51]. Moreover, a lotus leaf has self-cleaning
properties due to low contact angle hysteresis (CAH), which represents the differ-
ence between advancing and receding angle, responsible for drag reduction. Other
widely explored wetting surfaces are rice and Salvinia molesta leafs, rose petals,
spider legs, and wings of Morpho butterflies and cicadas. Hydrophobicity can be
further extended to self-cleaning, anti-icing, anti-corrosion, water/oil separation
and drag reduction applications [52]. Adhesive surfaces can be found on the
geckos’ and frogs’ feet and several insects, which allow them to attach to various
surfaces. A gecko’s feet contain 30-130 µm keratinous hairs or setae, ending with
spatula-shaped structures, which generate 10 N of adhesive force from 10 mm2

area of contact [53]. Another adhesion mechanism can be found on rose petals,
but in this case its surface has high CAH, which contributes to adhesion of water
droplets [54]. Optical engineering with surfaces include colour change depending on
the viewing angle or natural colour production by means of surface architecture.
The surface of Morpho butterflies owes its blue iridescent colour due to multiscale
features [55]. Feathers of blue penguins [56] and peacocks [57] are other examples of
astounding, colourful surfaces due their microstructures. Antibiofouling is achieved
on a sharks’ skin in order to prevent the growth of fouling organisms on their bodies.
It is achieved through a textured nano-structure, which minimises the available
attachment area. Hard and tough structures can be found on teeth [58] and in
honeycomb structures like the inside of a woodpecker’s peak [59]. Natural surfaces
can also be multifunctional, integrating two or more properties for adaptation in
the surrounding environment [60]. Hydrophobicity is most often appearing in these
cases. Figure 2.1 shows different surfaces with varied hydrophobic properties and
additional functionalities.
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(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F)

Figure 2.1: Multifunctional natural surfaces.
(A) Superhydrophobic surface of the lotus leaf [61], (B) Superhydrophobic and

adhesive surface or rose petal [62], (C) Rice leaf, which has both superhydrophobic
and anisotropic adhesive properties [63], (D) Antibiofouling and hydrophobic

shark’s skin [64], (E) Heterogeneously wettable surface of the Stenocara beetle [65]
and (F) Heterogeneously wettable surface of Salvinia Molesta [66].

Metamaterials

Metamaterials are artificially structured 3D units, which have properties not
occurring in the materials in their preliminary state. The characteristics of metama-
terials are achieved via architecture rather than chemical composition and they are
composed of periodically arranged functional nano- or micro-features [67]. Rapid
progress in metamaterials and an increase of research interest in this field over
the last years, shown in Figure 1.1, took place due to the progress in numerical
modelling, advanced fabrication and characterisation techniques [68]. Metamaterials
found their applications in optical cloaking, scattering, absorbers, energy harvesting
and mechanical energy absorption devices [69, 70].

Surfaces can be also structured in such ways. Typically, metasurfaces are 2D coun-
terparts of metamaterials, which also have unique properties, however they are easier
to manufacture and do not modify the characteristics of the bulk material. They are
widely used in holographic imaging, absorbers, antennas and protection of sensitive
electronics [71, 72]. Examples of various metasurfaces are shown in Figure 2.2. In
wave-manipulation applications, the single units in an array are required to be smal-
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ler compared to wavelength [72]. This property, together with the 2D geometry of
the surface however leads to anisotropy and inhomogeneity. As a result the practical
application of metasurfaces is limited [73]. The advancement of the AM field opens
possibilities to broaden practical application of metasurfaces with 3D geometry.

(B)(A)

Figure 2.2: Examples of metasurfaces.
(A) MEMS-integrated metasurface lens for beam correction in scanning

platforms [74] and (B) Chiral holograms made with sub-wavelength
micro-gratings [75].

It can be noted that, in terms of architecture of the functional units, metasurfaces
resemble their biomimetic counterparts. However, surfaces occurring in nature do
not have an arranged arrays of features - the structure can be often chaotic. In
this thesis the practical use of metamaterials does not include design of completely
new metasurfaces, but rather discusses utilisation of the periodical arrangement of
features, which is one of the primary constraints during the design phase.

Stimuli-responsive materials

In this thesis only one kind of stimuli-responsive material is considered and
utilised - shape memory polymer, abbreviated as SMP. SMPs belong to a group of
materials that have the ability to recover to their primary shape after previously
being subjected to a large deformation without a need of any further external
load. Recovery is achieved by applying an external stimulus and it is called shape
memory effect (SME). It is principally induced by change in temperature, but can
be also stimulated by electric or magnetic field, a moisture or light, if suitable fillers
are added to the base polymer [76].

In the basic form of SME, two main shapes can be determined: permanent shape ob-
tained during the fabrication process and temporary shape, achieved by first heating
up the sample above transition temperature Ttrans, where the polymer changes from
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rigid to a soft state, and applying a load [77]. Ttrans works as a molecular switch
and typically takes place over the reversible thermal temperature, which in the case
of polymers is glass transition temperature Tg. Another important temperature is
Tperm, which serves as the physical cross-liking phase in which the permanent shape
of the material is stored. It is a the maximum permissible temperature which the
material does not undergo degradation. SME is achieved by first heating up the
material to the deformation temperature Td (between Ttrans and Tperm) where the
polymer changes from solid, rigid plastic to a flexible, elastic state, allowing the
temporary shape to be achieved by applying external load. The shape is fixed by
subsequent cooling down under the applied load to the fixing temperature Tf (below
Ttrans). Next, the load is removed, and the part stays in its fixed shape. The whole
part of the process is called programming and the outcome of fixing is a tempor-
ary shape. The next step, referred to as recovery, takes place through heating the
material to a recovery temperature Tr (above Ttrans) under stress-free conditions,
which forces the polymer to return to its permanent shape [78], as seen in Figure 2.3.
The SME cycle can be repeated several times with different subsequent temporary
shapes.

Permanent shape Temporary shape Permanent shape

Programming Recovery

Figure 2.3: Shape memory effect.
Based on Lendlein et al. [77].

Two fundamental mechanism govern the SME. The first one is a reversible thermal
transformation, which is responsible for fixing and recovery of the shape and the
second one is a molecular chain network which determines the permanent shape [79].
Due to their viscoelastic properties, most of the polymers meet the first criteria.
The second condition is met when the material contains elastic polymer networks,
which are equipped with netpoints and switches [80]. The SME on the molecular
level can be seen in Figure 2.4. The netpoints are obtained through cross-linking
during polymerization. They act as the hard segment, which is responsible for the
permanent shape of the polymer matrix. Switches are the soft block of the material
and they have a lower Ttrans than the netpoints. Upon heating, switches become soft
at a faster rate, and therefore are responsible for the shape recovery. The shape of
the deformed switches can be only fixed by lowering down the temperature.
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Figure 2.4: Molecular mechanism of shape memory effect.
Adapted from Zhao et al. [79].

SMPs have been receiving significant attention from both industry and research
due to high elastic deformation, high strain recovery, adjustable properties and
transition temperatures, low density, low cost, versatile processing and stable
their fixity and recovery [81]. Moreover, they can be modified in order to achieve
biocompatibility, enhanced mechanical properties and multi-shape SME [82, 83].
Medicine is the most significant potential application of SMP. High deformation and
reliable recovery can be used to minimise invasive surgery and implants insertion,
like expandable stents [84]. SME can be also used for controlled drug release inside
the body and movement of the body tissue (for example by applying self-closing
sutures) [85]. Other fields, where SMPs found their use include textile, aerospace,
MEMS and biosensors [86].

SMPs also found their application in surface engineering. Colour-diffracting surface
was achieved by Xie at al. [87] via wrinkle formation on an epoxy shape memory
polymer. Upon recovery of the material, the templated logo had the ability to change
colours, which can be seen in Figure 2.5. A. Luo et al. [88] created a bio-inspired pillar
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structure with switchable anisotropy using replica-moulding method. The achieved
double-directionality of their structures can be seen in Figure 2.5 B.

(B)(A)

Figure 2.5: Functional surfaces made of shape memory polymers.
(A) Colour-diffracting logo made with a wrinkled shape memory polymer

substrate [87] and (B) Shape memory arrays with switchable isotropy [88]

VPP of SMPs is a relatively new field mostly focused on material development.
Shape memory photopolymers have been reported to achieve a high recovery ratio
and high resolution [89]. The progress in material design and machine development
makes VPP a very promiscuous method for surface manufacturing. However, at
time of writing no work has been reported on direct VPP of surfaces made with
SMPs [90].

2.1.2 Practical use of smart surfaces

Wetting and adhesion are the two most extensively described phenomena achieved
via surface engineering. As they are highly geometry-dependent, they significantly
benefit from enhancing their structural complexity, which is often difficult to achieve
with conventional manufacturing methods. This makes them an attractive case study
for VPP processes.

Hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity

Wettability is the most explored surface property created by nature. Wetting is a
phenomena, which is broadly described a spreading of a liquid on solid substrate.
It results from an interaction along three interfaces: solid-liquid (sl), liquid-vapour
(lv) and solid-vapour (sv). The balance between those interfaces and their tensions
is expressed by the intrinsic contact angle (CA, θY ) based on Young’s equation [91]:
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cosθY =
γsv − γsl
γlv

(2.1)

The relationship between the corresponding interfaces is shown in Figure 2.6.

Vapour

Liquid

Solid
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Figure 2.6: Static contact angle θY as a result of the force balance between
interfacial energies.

γsv, γsl and γlv denote energies of solid-vapour, solid-liquid and liquid vapour
tensions respectively. R is a droplet radius. Pout and Pin are pressures outside and

inside the droplet. Based on Arzt et al. [92].

Contact angle θY evaluates the wetting of the substrate. θY equal to 0 is a complete
wetting. If θY is lower than 90o, the surface is considered to be hydrophilic.
When the contact angle exceeds 90o, hydrophobicity of the surface is achieved.
Superhydrophobicity takes place when θY is above 150o [93]. The term “hydro-”
refers only to water, but the same principle can be applied for oils and the substrate
can be classified as oleophilic, oleophobic or superoleophobic [94]. Figure 2.7 shows
the evolution of the contact angle.
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Figure 2.7: Evolution of the contact angle on different flat wetting surfaces.
Based on Luo et al. [93] and Doshi et al. [94].

Young’s equation is however limited to smooth surfaces. In reality, surfaces have a
certain roughness, which highly influences the contact angle, regardless of chemical
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composition. Enhanced roughness via micro- and nano structuring can increase θY .
The concept of surface roughness was first introduced in wetting theory by Wenzel.
In his model the surface roughness is taken into account and quantified as a ratio
between actual surface to geometric surface and called roughness factor, designated
by r [95]:

r =
Aactual
Ageometric

(2.2)

Roughness factor is a non-dimensional parameter, which equals 1 for smooth surfaces
and is higher for rough surfaces. As r increases, the actual area increases and thus
the surface/interface energy is higher [93]. As effect, an apparent contact angle can
be quantified, by modifying Young’s equation:

cosθW = r × cosθY (2.3)

In Wenzel model, the liquid fully wets the textured surface, resulting in maximised
liquid-solid contact area. If the smooth surface already has a wetting property, in-
crease in roughness will results in enhanced hydrophilicity and vice versa [96]. The
model introduces the concept of influence of roughness but it does not account for
porosity or varying chemical composition. A second model, suggested by Cassie and
Baxter [97], extended the Wenzel equation. In their approach the surface contains n
randomly distributed different types of materials, each with its own surface energy
and specific fraction fi, so that

∑
i fi = 1 and the energies γsv and γsl are:

γsv =
n∑
i=1

fi(γi,sv) and γsl =
n∑
i=1

fi(γi,sl) (2.4)

Therefore, an extended Wenzel equation can be given as [93]:

cosθCB =
n∑
i=1

fi(γi,sv − γi,sl)
γlv

=
n∑
i=1

ficosθ
Y (2.5)

In some specific cases the model is based on assumption that the liquid droplet
rests on the peaks of the surface protrusions. In this scenario it is supported by air
and solid. The solid and the vapour distributions can be respectively denoted as fsl
and flv, where fsl + flv = 1. If in a simple example of Equation 2.5 the solid-liquid
fraction (also denoted as f1) is substituted with fsl, cosθY1 with cosθY , the air-pocket
fraction (f2) with flv and, under assumption of the non-wetting air-pocket fraction
(when CA = 180o), cosθY2 with -1, the apparent CA, can be expressed as:
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cosθCB = fslcosθ
Y − flv = fslcosθ

Y + fsl − 1 (2.6)

Contrary to the Wenzel model, in Cassie-Baxter approach the apparent CA will
increase with increased roughness, regardless of the intrinsic CA [98]. Figure 2.8
depicts the comparison between the two models.

(A) Wenzel model (B) Cassie-Baxter model
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Figure 2.8: Comparison between Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter wetting models.
In Wenzel model (A) increase in roughness will results in enhanced hydrophilicity

and vice versa. In Cassie-Baxter (B) model the apparent CA will increase with
increased roughness, regardless the intrinsic CA. Based on Jeevahan et al. [96] and

Wang et al. [98].

By combining the Cassie-Baxter equation and the roughness factor r introduced by
Wenzel, it is possible to get:

cosθCB = rfslcosθ
Y + fsl − 1 (2.7)

In the Wenzel approach, the lack of air pockets results in higher interface adhesion
and therefore restricted movement of the liquid, called sticky contact. In the Cassie-
Baxter model, the liquid lays on the patterned surface, with smaller contact, and
therefore lower adhesion. This results in higher mobility of the liquid droplets and
facilitates sliding, also referred to as slippery contact. Rolling-off is an important
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property of repellent surfaces, therefore Cassie-Baxter state is typically preferred
for application where self-cleaning is required [96].

For hydrophobicity measurement, a sessile drop technique is typically employed. It
uses a camera for recording the liquid drop profile and simple software for measuring
the CA [99]. Based on the contact angle measurements several types of such sur-
faces can be distinguished: hydrophobic and hydrophilic, oleophobic and oleophilic,
omniphobic (multi-liquid repelling), switchable, and heterogeneous. Their relations
are depicted in Figure 2.9.

Figure 2.9: Relationships between different wetting regimes.
Infographic adapted from Wang et al. [98].

VPP has only been recently applied as a tool for manufacturing of wetting sur-
faces with promising results [52]. Credi et al. [100] synthesised UV-curable material
with low-surface tensions using perfluoropolyethers (PFPEs) and manufactured pil-
lar arrays of 400, 85 and 200-350 µm of height, diameter and pitch, respectively. The
samples showed high CAs, 150o for water and 120o for oil. Fabricated structures
can be seen in Figure 2.10 A. Kaur et al. [101] designed a novel ink filled with non-
fluorinated acrylates and hydrophobic fumed silica of different concentrations and
fabricated pillar structures of varied spacing. The combination of dimensions and
chemical composition resulted in maximum CA of 158o. Figure 2.10 B shows the res-
ults. Davoudinejad [102] increased complexity by reproducing gecko feet using arrays
of re-entrant structures and achieved a CA of 124o, however the repeatability of the
process was low an the parts revealed significant overcuring and non-homogeneously
fabricated samples and in effect the CA was dependent on the droplet location.
Moreover, the samples were relatively large, therefore their practical use in devices
is inhibited. The resulting features can be seen in Figure 2.10 C.
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(B)(A) (C)

Figure 2.10: Examples of hydrophobic surfaces manufactured with VPP and
resulting CA.

(A) Pillars made of material with low-surface tensions using PFPE,
CA: 150o [100], (B) Pillar structures made of ink filled with non-fluorinated

acrylates and Hydrophobic Fumed Silica, CA: 158o [101] and (C) Gecko feet using
arrays of re-entrant structures, CA: 124o [102].

Adhesion

Adhesion is defined as a process of joining two surfaces of materials, which results
in resistance upon separation. Various types of both natural and synthetic adhesives
exist; one of the classifications divides the adhesion mechanisms into van der Waals
interaction, chemical bonding, capillary interactions, mechanical interlocking, suc-
tion forces, diffusion and electrostatic attraction [103, 104]. Figure 2.11 depicts the
schematics these mechanisms.

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G)
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Figure 2.11: Adhesion mechanisms of two surfaces.
(A) Van der Waals interaction, (B) Chemical bonding, (C) Capillary interactions,

(D) Mechanical interlocking, (E) Suction forces, (F) Diffusion and (G)
Electrostatic attraction. Infographic adapted from Heepe et al. [103].

As in the case of wetting surfaces, the phenomenon of adhesion is widely observed
in nature, for example in gecko, dragonflies and spiders feet. Often, more than one
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mechanism plays a role in the attachment to the opposing surface. In this thesis,
the mechanism of mechanical interlocking is further incorporated, as it is the most
relevant system for replication by VPP.

Mechanical interlocking is achieved through connection of protrusions that engage,
when pressed against each other. The mechanism is facilitated by roughness-induced
friction leading to transmission of force along interfaces. It has been seen as attractive
solution, as it does not require any additional post-treatment. It found its application
in many fields and it is also commonly referred to as a fastening system. The most
famous example is Velcro®, which was invented as a result of replicating burdock
burrs. Burrs contain hundreds of hooks on one surface and loops on the opposite.
Velcro® was designed in the same way and Nylon was used as a material in order to
enhance strength and durability [105]. Another example is a mushroom-type hooking
system, called Dual Lock�, introduced by 3M� [106]. Both products, together with
the schematics of their working principles are shown in Figure 2.12.

(A) Velcro (B) 3M   Double Lock
R TM TM  

Figure 2.12: Fastening devices using mechanical interlocking adhesion mechanism.
(A) Velcro®, which uses hooks and loops [105] and (B) 3M�Dual Lock�, with

mushroom-shaped fastener [107].

Another example of mechanical interlocking is based on a reversible fixation of
densely arrayed microstructures. This phenomena, known as microtrichia, is used by
various species of insects. The shape of microtrichia is typically a spiky, compressed
microplate or heir-like pillars [108]. Contrary to hooks and loops and mushroom
interlocking, this configuration allows maximisation of lateral shear friction and min-
imisation of vertical separation forces due to the overlap of the pillar structures [109].

Several researchers have undertaken the replication of mechanical interlocking
features. Fiorello et al. [110] fabricated hooks-like features using TPP. The achieved
stiffness of the features was 4.8 GPa and the attachment force was between 40
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and 70 mN/feature depending on the design. Figure 2.13 A shows the resulting
geometry. Ou et al. [111] fabricated upscaled biomimetic hair structures based
on Cillia using VPP. The adhesion was evaluated as a function of titling angle
of the hair structures pressed against each other. The pulling force increased
with higher inclination, reaching around 8.5 N. The resulting geometries can be
seen in Figure 2.13 B. Sharma et al. [112] used VPP and double moulding to
fabricate Dual Lock� mushroom-like surface. With double moulding the stiffness
was 1.8 GPa and detachment force reached 7.5 mN/feature. The attachment of three
different patterned fabrics were evaluated: highly stretchable nylon, non-stretchable
synthetic and cotton mixed fabric, and non-stretchable cotton fabric. Figure 2.13 C
shows the resulting attachment.

(B)(A) (C)

Figure 2.13: Example of mechanical interlocking adhesion surfaces.
(A) Hooks-like features fabricated with TPP with maximum detachment force of
70 mN/feature [110], (B) Cillia-like features fabricated with VPP with maximum

detachment force of 8.5 N [111] and (C) Dual Lock� mushroom-like surface
fabricated with VPP [112].

Mechanical interlocking is highly dependent on factors such as features density and
geometry, rigidity of the material, locking force and detachment regime. For this
reason, there is no uniform model for describing the adhesive mechanism, how-
ever three methods are commonly adopted for evaluation of adhesive forces: tensile,
shear and peel strength tests [113]. Based on the experimental approaches, several
researchers undertook derivation of the theoretical model for force calculation. Park
et al. [114] fabricated wet-responsive flexible hydrogel mushroom-shaped interlocks.
In their work, adhesion mechanism was activated by water immersion and expansion
of the features. Based on the experiment, the theoretical model for normal force was
derived:

Fnormal = nFext = n(Fb,t +
1
3
Fad + f1 + f2) (2.8)

where n is the number of features per unit area, Fext is the external force acting
on a single feature, Fb,t is the bending force, Fad is the adhesion force between
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the bottom of the tip and the pillar and f1 and f2 are frictional forces between
the interlocked walls and tips of opposite features. The model uses bending force
acting on a beam, which is geometry and material dependent. Bending force is
often used in order to predict the interlocking mechanism of pillar-like structures.
This particular model takes also into account hierarchical structure of the adhesive
surface.

Another interesting adhesion mechanism is the water droplet attachment. In nature,
this phenomena is used by plants in order to store water. High adhesion is related
to increased contact area between the liquid and the single features of the surface,
therefore the higher the contact area, the higher the adhesion. Such architecture
allows the liquid to immerse into the empty areas between the micro-features,
according to the Wenzel state, and trap the droplets [115]. Water droplet adhesion
can be characterised by contact angle hysteresis (CAH). In such measurement
an advancing (θA) and receding (θR) angles are measured as a result of tilting
angle (θT ) of the substrate. In order for the droplet to move along the surface the
change in these two angles must be observed upon increase in the tilting angle. The
difference between them is the hysteresis and the adhesion increases upon increase
of the hysteresis [116]. The schematic of this phenomena is shown in Figure 2.14.

θ
R

θAθ

θTθ

Figure 2.14: Receding and advancing contact angles as an effect of substrate tilting.
θA, θR and θT are advancing, receding and tilting angles. Adapted from Biolin

Scientific [117].

Whereas much research is focused on the low adhesion for self cleaning application,
little work has been done in the field of manufacturing of water-adhesive surfaces.
They can have however frequent use in many applications. In medical devices they
can be used for water-oil separation, liquid transport, analysis of liquid substances
and prevention of condensed liquids falling inside a device [62].
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2.2 Vat photopolymerization additive
manufacturing

2.2.1 Principles of photopolymerization

VPP uses liquid photopolymers, referred to as resin. Photopolymers are composed of
multifunctional low molecular weight monomers and oligomers [118]. Monomers are
single molecules, which bind to each other and create the polymer chain. Oligomers
are polymer units, which are built from monomers. Both groups define the physical
properties of the final product and the majority of resins are based on methacrylates
or acrylates. Such a system is called free-radical photopolymerization and it is the
most commonly used VPP method. The second type, cationic photopolymerization,
employs epoxy and vinylether monomers [119]. Acrylate-based systems are more
reactive, versatile and commercially developed, therefore only free-radical type is
further discussed and applied here.

On the molecular level monomers contain one or more vinyl groups with double
carbon bonds, which allow the cross-linking process [120]. In addition, the monomers
can be modified to achieve desired characteristics such as bio-compatibility, high
mechanical properties, tuned physiochemical and viscoelastic properties [121].
Early free-radical photopolymerization systems were based on diacrylates or
dimethacrylates mixed in a liquid acrylates or methacrylates with addition of
N-vinyl monomers [122]. Common (meth)acrylate monomers/oligomers used in
VPP include Poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA), Urethane Dimethacrylate
(UDMA), triethylene glycol dimethacrylate (TEGDMA) and bisphenol A-glycidyl
methacrylate (Bis-GMA) [121, 123].

Another component of the photopolymer resin is a photoinitiator (PI). PI is a
molecule which reacts when exposed to UV light in the range between 380 and
420 nm and converts its energy into a chemical reaction. PI breaks double carbon
bonds of the monomers, creating free radicals, and pairs the resulting bonds of
different monomers, generating branches. There are two types of PI conveying
the process: through scission and through hydrogen absorption. The most popular
examples of type I are benzoin ethers, benzyl ketals, hydroxyalkylphenones,
α-aminoketones, and acylphosphine oxides. Type II typically consists of H-donor
radicals, such as amines, ethers, alcohols, and camphorquinones, benzophenones
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and thioxanthones [121, 122, 124]. A simplified schematic of free-radical photopoly-
merization is depicted in Figure 2.15.

UV light

Liquid state Solid stateSolidification

Oligomer Monomer Photoinitiator

Figure 2.15: Schematic of free-radical photopolymerization process.

The process can be divided into three main stages: initiation, propagation and ter-
mination [125]. The kinetic model can be described by the following reaction pro-
cesses [126, 127, 128]:

Initiation

PI
kd−→ R•

R• + M
ki−→ M1•

(2.9)

Propagation

Mn• + M
kp−→ Mn+1• (2.10)

Termination

Combination Mn• + Mm•
ktc−→ MnMm

Disproportionation Mn• + Mm•
ktd−→ Mn + Mm

Radical trapping Mn• + R•
kb−→ Mn

Inhibition Mn• + O2
ko−→ MnOO

(2.11)

During the initiation process, shown in Equation 2.9, the primary radicals R• are
formed at the constant rate kd, as the UV photolyzes the PI molecules. Next, the
radicals are added to the monomer molecules M, at the accelerated rate ki creating
macroradicals M •. In this stage an increase in viscosity can be observed. During
propagation the chain reaction takes place and the polymer network grows by addi-
tion of the subsequent molecules M to the macroradical chain of repeated units n
at the rate kp, which can be seen in Equation 2.10. The process is finished upon
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various modes of termination: bimolecular termination, radical trapping and inhib-
ition. During bimolecular termination two radical species M n• and Mm• react with
each other. This mode can occur by combination, which produces one dead polymer
chain at a rate ktc or disproportionation at ktd resulting in two dead chains [127].
The kinetics of bimolecular termination mechanisms are the same [128]. Radical
trapping takes place upon dramatic drop in mobility of the chain due to increased
viscosity and shielding of the radicals by a solid, polymerized structure. As a res-
ult, the radicals become inactive and the conversion is lost [129]. Inhibition occurs,
when an oxygen from the environment is introduced into the matrix. Oxygen in-
hibits the photopolymerization at a rate ko by reacting with radicals and forming
non-active peroxide molecules [130]. Termination modes are shown in Equation 2.11.
Photopolymerization is a non-reversible reaction and its final product is a solid state
structure. The entire transition from the initiation to termination is referred to as
curing. The speed at which the conversion takes place can be modified by varying the
ratio between monomers, oligomers and photoinitiators and by using UV-inhibiting
molecules [131].

2.2.2 Material-light interaction in the photopolymerization
systems

The practical use of the photopolymerization comes from conversion of the liquid
material into the solid state with a defined thickness in the UV light direction. The
basic material-light interaction was laid out by P. F. Jacobs and in his model two
key parameters were provided: penetration depth of the UV light and the critical
energy required to begin photopolymerization. The model was primarily developed
for laser UV light, but can be applied for other irradiance sources as well. Jacobs
presented the maximum cure depth Cd by the following formula [132]:

Cd = Dp ln
Emax
Ec

(2.12)

where Dp is the penetration depth, Emax is the light energy at the surface and Ec is
the critical energy density required to initiate the polymerization. Energy density,
also referred to as exposure represents the UV dose expressed in J/cm2. Exposure
depicts the number of absorbed photons at a given unit volume. It is directly propor-
tional to the laser power and inversely proportional to the scan velocity or exposure
time. A semi-logarithmic plot of Dd vs. Emax results in a straight line, with Dp being
the slope. The slope is independent of the UV dose as Dp and Ec are material para-
meters determined by the PI concentration [133]. The plot is known as the working
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curve, and its schematic can be seen in Figure 2.16 (A) [120]. Another important
parameter derived in Jacobs’ model is a beam width Lw:

Lw = Wo

√
2Cd
Dp

(2.13)

Based on the formula Lw is directly proportional to the area of the UV light
beam Wo at the surface of the resin, but it does not linearly increase with Cd.
Knowing Dp and Ec, it is possible to choose the exposure parameters for the
optimum process window [134]. The satisfactory settings are accepted by evaluation
of part quality with respect to the design. Excessive exposure leads to overcuring,
which can be seen as enlarged features. Undercuring takes place when insufficient
light is supplied to the feature and its dimensions are smaller than desired.

Jacobs’ model is based on three key assumptions. The first one is the agreement
with the Beer-Lambert law, defined by the equation:

Iz = I0 e
−z/Dp (2.14)

Iz and I0 are irradiance at z depth and at the surface, respectively. Irradiance is
expressed as a power per unit area, mW/cm2. At Dp the penetration falls to 1/e
(around 37%) of the surface irradiance Emax. The model assumes the exponential
decrease of the exposure with increase of the light penetration. The second as-
sumption is a Gaussian distribution of the irradiance of the UV light source, which
determines the parabolic cylindrical shape of the cured region [135]. As a results
the width of the cured part in the Z-direction decreases. The visualisation of the
single cured line is depicted together with Cd and Lw are depicted in Figure 2.16 (B).

(A) Working curve (B) Cure depth
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Figure 2.16: Material-light interaction in photopolymerization process.
(A) Working curve and (B) Cure depth.
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Knowing the relationship between the E and Cd, the development of solidification
can be drawn, as shown in Figure 2.17. As the penetration depth decreases, the Cd

can be represented as a fraction of Emax. The solidification begins after a few micro-
to miliseconds, at Ec, which typically falls between 5 to 50% of applied E [136].

- 3 - 2 - 1

E (y,0)

E max

C d

E c

Y 

Z 

Cured

material

L w

Figure 2.17: Schematic of relationship between light distribution and cured depth.
Adapted from Venuvind [136].

The third assumption is a reference of the transition from the liquid to the solid
phase as gel point. This takes place at E=Ec. When E starts to exceed Ec, the entire
irradiated area undergoes a minimum partial photopolymerization and creates a
strand (in mask-projector setups, explained further in this chapter, in the 3D it is
referred to as single voxel). The external region remains liquid [132].

In the VPP processes the strands or voxels are polymerized next to each other cre-
ating a layer. The achieved penetration depth of each layer is referred to as layer
thickness (LT). When the layers are deposited on top of each other, the parabolic-
shaped strands or voxels create less solidified voids, which increase the anisotropy
and residual stresses within the entire part. In effect, errors such as shrinkage, swell-
ing, curling and distortion take place [136]. Size of the voids can be controlled by
changing the patterns and the centrelines distances between each strand referred to
as hatch spacing hs [137]. In order to minimise the size of the voids, hs should be
lowered. This however can cause an overlap of the strands and overcuring. A certain
level of convergence is recommended in order to supply sufficient bonding between
the strands, but excessive overlap leads to further increase in anisotropy. Another
parameter that has the influence on the isotropy is the layer convergence. As the lay-
ers are added in the Z-direction, Cd should be higher than the desired layer thickness
by approximately 10-35% [135]. Under these conditions three zones in the part can
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be distinguished: undercured, cured and overcured [138], as shown in Figure 2.18.
The extent of each of these regions needs to be balanced by choosing an appropriate
irradiance level for a defined layer thickness and hatching strategy. It is important
to note that this cannot be completely achieved as the perfect Gaussian distribution
does not exist in reality due to refractive index gradients, imperfect surfaces of the
optical elements and other factors [139].
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Figure 2.18: Visualisation of strands interaction in the layer-by-layer
photopolymerization.

Based on Salmoria et al. [137].

2.2.3 Vat photopolymerization processes and machines

VPP follows a similar fabrication pattern as other AM processes. The architecture
of the system differs predominantly in terms of material handling. The overview
of the VPP systems is depicted in Figure 2.19. Typical VPP machines contain the
following subsystems [140]:

· A UV light generator and optics located either on the bottom (bottom-up
configuration) or on the top (top-down configuration).

· Vat which contains the liquid resin.

· Build plate mounted to a vertical stage.

· Additional sensing and recoating devices (more advanced systems).
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(A) Bottom-up

1. UV light source
2. UV light
3. Glass window
4. Vat
5. Liquid photopolymer
6. Build plate
7. Solidified part

(B) Top-down
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Figure 2.19: Orientation of the VPP systems
(A) Bottom-up and (B) Top-down approach.

In the bottom-up setup the light source faces upwards to the vat, which has a trans-
parent bottom in order to allow the light to pass through. The bottom is usually
made of glass or Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). The build plate is located above the
vat and the deposition area is facing downwards. In this configuration the process
starts with the build plate submerged in the liquid resin parallel to the bottom of
the vat. The distance between the deposition area and the vat should be as close
to the desired Cd as possible. The first layer is cured by switching the UV light on.
Once the layer is cured, the build plate moves upwards by several millimetres. The
repositioning offset is used to allow the liquid resin to fill in the entire vat completely,
after the fraction of the material was converted into a solid layer. Lack of homo-
geneous material can result in voids and bubble formation inside the resin. Certain
setups contain a special recoating systems which facilitate the material sweep [141,
142, 143]. Next, the build plate moves downwards to the position, which is higher
from the bottom of the vat by the thickness of the subsequent layer. The UV light
is switched on and the next layer is attached to the previous one. The process is
repeated until the entire part is finished. In the top-down approach the UV light
is facing downwards and the build plate is submerged in the liquid resin leaving
a thin resin film. The platform moves only downwards between subsequent layers
and the part is fabricated facing upwards. Both configurations have advantages and
disadvantages. A top-down approach results in faster printing time due to the lack
of build plate offsetting between each layer. Moreover, in the bottom-up systems
layers experience an adhesion to the bottom of the vat during curing and detach-
ment as the build plate is lifted. This causes delamination of the cured layers and
fractures, especially in parts with high aspect ratio. On the other hand, the pressure
of the build plate constrains the material and allows for higher control over the layer
thickness [144]. Top-down also has a disadvantage of oxygen inhibition which does
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not occurs in the bottom-up approach since the processed layer is not exposed to
air [145]. Bottom-up units are better suited for application where high accuracy and
precision are required, i.e. in micro manufacturing, whereas top-down systems are
useful where fabrication speed is a priority. In this work, only a bottom-up con-
figuration is applied and therefore the following descriptions will be based on this
system.

UV light source types

Two main light source technologies were developed as the leading VPP techno-
logies in both research and industry: vector scanning (VS) and mask projection
(MP) [120]. Vector scanning (commonly referred to as stereolitography or laser
writing) was first introduced in a patent made by Charles Hull [17] in 1996
and it is considered the very first commercialised AM system. Development of
mask-projection VPP began in 1995. Figure 2.20 shows both technologies.

1a. Laser beam source
2a. Galvanometers
3a. Laser beam

1b. Projector
2b. DMD
3b. Mask
4. Lens
5. Light absorber

1a
2b 1b

2a

3a 3b

4

5

(A) Vector scanning (B) Mask projection

Figure 2.20: Types of UV light source in VPP systems.
(A) Vector scanning and (B) Mask projection light sources.

In vector scanning process liquid photopolymer is selectively solidified using a UV
laser. The layer is constructed by tracing the outline shape of the cross-section and
inside cross-hatches [141]. Once all the strands are finished, the process continues
with the next layer. The movement of the laser in X and Y directions is governed
by a galvanometric head in which the emitted laser beam is deflected by two
rotating mirrors [146]. Therefore, the precision of the scanning pattern is highly
influenced by the movement of galvanometers and it is essential that they are
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properly assembled and calibrated in order to avoid distortion and defects in the
parts [147, 148]. The control of the beam is done by focusing and adjustment
optics [120]. The minimum feature size is defined by a laser spot size. Currently, a
state-of-the-art laser technology is capable of minimising the cross-section of UV
beams to 1µm. Commercial system beam sizes range between 50 and 100µm [149].

Two key parameters which determine the depth of curing in the vector scanning
VPP are laser power (LP), set in mW , and scanning velocity (vs), typically
expressed in mm/s. LP is the power of the emitted beam. The higher the LP the
more light per unit area is supplied to the material, resulting in higher Cd. vs is
the speed at which the laser is moving in the X and Y plane. As the laser scans
across the polymer surface, the speed determines the time the individual segment
of the material is exposed to the UV light [120]. The longer the time, the higher
the conversion degree and therefore the Cd. vs is dependent on LP, laser spot size,
Cd and Dp. Another important parameter is an infill density, which determines the
amount of rastered material per area. Higher infill density results in higher density
but also overcuring. Velocity, power and infill density need to be carefully balanced
in order to obtain the desired LT [140].

Laser spot
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1. Incoming UV
2. X-mirror
3. Y-mirror
4. Motor
5. Directed UV

(A) Galvanometer system (B) Scanned pattern

Figure 2.21: UV light manipulation schematic in vector scanning.
(A) Schematic of the galvanometer system, based on Ehrmann et al. [146] and (B)

Rastering pattern.

Mask projection technique uses a light-emitting diode (LED) as a UV light source
and a dynamic mask in order to irradiate the entire layer at a time [150]. LEDs
have advantages of a long operating life, low cost, compact volume, and low heat
generation [151]. A mask is a 2D image which corresponds to the cross-section of the
part and it is formed by two configurations. The first systems used Liquid crystal
display (LCD) where an array of pixels masks the emitted light. The 2D pattern
is set by setting the pixel in a transparent (light transmitting) and opaque (light
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blocking) mode [152]. LCD technology has a disadvantage of limited resolution,
slow modulation speed (20 ms), and low contrast so is often limited to desktop
setups [153]. A second technology, Digital Light Processing® (DLP®), developed
by Texas Instruments and widely used in projectors, offers higher resolution and
stability, and therefore is preferred in the field of micro-VPP [120]. DLP® uses
an array of micromirrors, called Digital Micromirror Device� (DMD�), which is
actuated by electrostatic forces. Each mirror makes a ±12o rotation to on and off
position in order to reflect the incident light into active pixels creating a bitmap
image. The rotation is possible due to the yokes connected to the mirror on one side
and the hinges on the bottom. The on-off position represents the binary phase of
the static random access memory (SRAM) cell, which is located under each mirror.
The applied voltage induces an electro-static force and creates an opposite restoring
torque against the hinges to produce rotation [154]. Only the array of mirrors in
the shape of the 2D image is activated. The image is then reflected through a tube
and objective lens for focusing onto a resin surface [155]. DMD� chips come in
standard resolutions (e.g. 800x600, 1024x768, 1280x800 and 1920x1080) and have
size in the order of tens to single micrometers [151, 155, 156, 157]. The pixel size
can be further reduced by applying a lens with magnification below 1×, but such
solution results in reduction of the entire 2D image size [158]. This limitation can
be overcome by applying a continuous movement of the projector [145] or multiple
projector series [127]. The schematic of the DMD� fragment, designed by Texas
Instruments, is depicted in Figure 2.22 [159].
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Figure 2.22: UV light manipulation schematic in mask projection.
(A) Schematic of two mirrors in DMD system, based on Hornbeck [159] and

(B) Rastering pattern.

Set parameters in MP are UV irradiance (I0) and exposure time (ET). A multi-
plication of I0 and ET is called UV dose. As in the case of VS system, I0 is the
amount of the emitted UV light, which determines the Cd. ET sets the amount of
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time each layer is exposed to irradiance. Analogous to vs, it dictates the amount of
time the resin undergoes solidification. The light distribution of the single voxel is
similar to the laser beam. The difference in the curing between MP and VS comes
from the fact that, as the entire layer is cured at a time, the light beam of each
voxel spreads to the neighbouring voxels and undergoes a phenomena called blend-
ing [160]. The energy input, and therefore the curing rate, in effect accumulates,
with the effect being stronger towards the middle of the photopolymerized area [161].

VS has an advantage of smooth surface finish due to circular shape of the laser spot.
In MP each layer is rendered into an array of voxels which creates staircase-like,
rough edges of layers in the X-Y plane [162]. This feature is particularly important
for parts with curved or round geometries. Another advantage of the VS configura-
tion is independence of the horizontal resolution and overall size of the fabricated
piece. In MP processes, the size is determined by the number of mirrors in the
DMD� chip and the optics. The overall size of the 2D image can be modified by
using magnification lenses, but this comes with a change in the pixel size. In VS
process the laser beam can cure the material at any area of the build plate [163].
MP has a significant advantage of much faster fabrication rate entire layer is
irradiated at once. The fabrication time is also not influenced by the X-Y size and
the number of parts [162].

VS and MP are well-established techniques for nearly all desktop, industrial and
research VPP set-ups. With the current advancements in the field of light sources,
optics and microelectronic devices it is possible to achieve high resolution, precision
and accuracy with both configurations. The choice of the UV light source is
determined by application, critical features geometry and size, surface quality and
fabrication rate.

2.2.4 Vat photopolymerization process chain

VPP process chain adopts the same procedure as all the AM techniques. After the
product conceptualisation phase, the manufacturing work-flow has a general division
into pre-processing, fabrication and post-processing. Figure 2.23 shows the schematic
of the VPP workflow [155, 164].
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Figure 2.23: Vat-photopolymerization additive manufacturing workflow.
Based on Choi et al. [155] and Thompson et al. [164].
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Digital preparation starts with creating a 3D geometry. The specimen can be
designed using either CAD modelling software or reverse-engineered from 3D
data obtained with a scanner or computed tomography (CT) [165]. The geometry
preparation should follow design for additive manufacturing (DfAM) guidelines for
optimisation of the fabrication process. DfAM defines the rules regarding specimen
orientation, supports, topology optimisation and challenging geometries, such as
overhanging structures, high aspect ratio features and cavities. When designing
parts it is important to take into consideration the build envelope, system resolution,
build plate repositioning settings and liquid resin properties. In VPP the smallest
feature size corresponds to laser spot (VS) or pixel size (MP). These dimensions are
typically very difficult to achieve due to light scattering inside the material and the
stability of the setup, but they can serve as an initial design constraint. Another
geometry prerequisite for 3D design is a closed volume [24]. This is required for
the next step, in which the entire surface 3D model is transformed into a set of
tessellated vertices (triangles) defined by coordinates and unit vector. This type
of geometry is typically stored in an STL file type. STL is said to be taking its
name from the STereoLithography process, but its actual acronym is not officially
defined [16]. Refinement of tessellation can be adjusted and higher number of
triangles is typically required for complex or round shapes. Figure 2.24 depicts the
three levels of tessellation resolution of a 3D CAD model (Figure 2.24 (A)): coarse
(2.24 (B)), middle (2.24 (C)) and fine (2.24 (D)). As it can be seen the level of
tessellation does not influence the flat, square-based vertices but it significantly
enhances the quality of rounded features by increasing the number of triangles. The
drawback of higher refinement is an increase of STL file size [166].

(A) No tesselation

CAD design

(B) Coarse

tesselation

496 triangles 

(C) Medium  

tesselation

1000 triangles

(D) Fine

tesselation

1644 triangles

Figure 2.24: Tessellation levels of the 3D geometry.
(A) 3D data before tessellation, (B) Coarse tessellation, (C) Medium tessellation

and (D) Fine tessellation.
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STL carries the information necessary for the slicing step. Slicing divides the
volume into cross-sectional segments in X-Y direction, by generating the outer
surface, filling paths to be exposed to the UV light, and converting the data into
AM setup compatible format [167]. The distance between each of the slice can
be defined and in the process it refers to the layer thickness. The lower the layer
thickness, the finer the surface in the Z-direction, but higher amount of layers and
therefore longer fabrication time.

On the physical side, the preparation involves procedures which assure that the AM
unit and material are in their ready-to-use state. In VPP sterility of the system is
essential. Contamination on the optical elements, the glass bottom of the vat and in
the material can lead to light distortion and uneven curing. The machines elements,
such as UV light source, build plate and vat need to be properly positioned and
calibrated. Some VPP systems elements also require a short warm-up period in
order to achieve full functionality. For the material it is important to mix or shake
it prior to fabrication for homogeneous distribution of the molecules in the liquid
resin. During the preparation stage, the key process parameters - UV light dose and
scanning speed or exposure time - for the applied resin and selected layer thickness
are determined experimentally.

The fabrication phase typically happens automatically and does not need a machine
user’s intervention unless an error occurs. The performance and stability of the
machine and material are the key for a successful results. During fabrication the
machine uses a subsystem, which moves the build plate vertically. The translation
parameters, such as repositioning speed and offset, should be adjusted in order to
supply fast fabrication time and at the same time prevent vibrations within the
hardware of the machine. Material should also be controlled and additional amounts
added if needed. In the case of resin blends with heavy additives, supplementary
mixing is often required to keep it homogeneous.

In the fabrication phase, a digital framework is applied for monitoring and control
of the fabrication. The monitoring can differ between the systems and can include
sensors, meters, encoders etc. In advanced systems the control of aspects such as
repositioning accuracy, material level and progress of the fabrication is communic-
ated to the user and either is adjusted automatically or requires calibration.

Post-processing is typically a manual task, which involves a sequence of actions.
Once the fabrication stage is finished the part is removed from the build plate. As
the adhesion between the workpiece and the build plate is high, the removal can be
facilitated by using a metal spatula. This action requires caution, as the removal
brings the risk of damage. The workpiece is covered with liquid, unpolymerized
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resin, which requires cleaning with a solvent, e.g. ethanol or isopropyl alcohol [168].
The next is post-curing, which is a process of additional UV flood light bath. This
step is necessary for polymerizing of uncreated molecules on the surface of the
part. The post-curing can be performed in high temperature for enhanced polymer
chains mobility. Optimized time and temperature of the post-curing contribute to
the increase of mechanical strength and accuracy [169]. If the part was designed
with supports, additional machining and polishing is applied for a smooth surface
finish.

Digital post-processing involves activities related to evaluation of the manufactured
part. An effective method to determine the process efficiency is comparison of the
specimen against the CAD design. For this purpose non-contact metrology is a
useful tool using means like microscopy, CT or scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
Typically the properties that need to evaluated are geometrical deviations caused
by residual stresses and shrinkage [170] and physical post-processing errors evolving
from cleaning, support removal and finishing [171].

2.3 Summary

Based on the literature study and analysis of the state of the art in the field of
smart surfaces, an extensive work has been performed in order to determine the
genesis, mechanisms and applications of various types of surfaces. It was determined
that adaptation of the VPP processes is still limited to few cases. This is due to
the low resolution of the first AM systems, which, until recently, inhibited their
application in surface manufacturing.

The ability to produce features in the sub-millimetre scale is the main prerequisite
for surface manufacturing. With the advancement of optical engines, MEMS devices,
motion systems and materials, together with design freedom, VPP currently holds a
very strong promise to become the main technique for smart surfaces fabrication. In
order for this to be achieved, VPP technology needs to be thoroughly decomposed,
analysed and optimised. This is further described in the following chapter.



CHAPTER 3

Integration of Vat
Photopolymerization Additive
Manufacturing into Smart

Surfaces Fabrication

In this chapter an introduction to adaptation of the VPP process chain for smart
surfaces fabrication will be presented. The first section will bring out the primary
challenges that differentiate the manufacturing of surfaces from macro-scale parts.
As a starting point, an assessment of the manufacturability of an exemplary surface
will be shown. Based on the study, decomposition of the VPP process chain will
performed and the most important aspects will be highlighted.

In the second section of this chapter, an open-architecture, high-resolution VPP
unit will be presented. It is the primary system used in this project and therefore
understanding its composition and process workflow is essential for further optim-
isation.

In the last part, the machine’s capabilities in terms of micro-features for surface
fabrication will be evaluated and the experimental approach in this work will be
established. For this purpose a universal geometry will be applied in order to es-
tablish more general characteristics of the VPP setup. Finally, initial improvements
will be implemented based on this assessment.
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3.1 Adapted process chain for surface
manufacturing

Vat photopolymerization of smart surfaces faces limitations, which predominantly
emerge from two attributes: the additive nature of the VPP process and miniatur-
isation of parts. These aspects are further challenged by the design requirements
that need to be fulfilled in order to achieve the desired functionality. At the start of
this project there were no definite guidelines that determined the detailed process
chain and system requirements that will provide satisfactory results. This thesis
aims to identify and optimise them to achieve desired properties and characteristics.

3.1.1 Preliminary study

Fabrication of smart surfaces requires high-resolution and stability of the man-
ufacturing unit. Currently, the market offers a wide variety of VPP systems,
and the machine providers compete with each other to provide high quality at
an affordable price. This facilitates the fabrication possibilities, however, the
scale of the functional features in surfaces creates a challenge for commercially
available systems. To validate their capabilities, a short preliminary assessment
of a desktop setup was performed. For this purpose a Peopoly® Moai VS system
was used. The setup uses a 405 nm laser beam with a diameter of 70µm. It is
a low-cost machine, which allows for limited manipulation of process parameters
and the use of third-party material. Full specifications are available in Appendix A.1.

The part’s design for this study was based on a hydrophobic surface occurring in the
Salvinia Molesta plant [172]. The surface is built from arrays of micro-pillars with
a whisk-like looking top structure (see Figure 2.1 (F)). The hydrophobicity follows
the Cassie-Baxter regime due to the re-entrant shape of the features. The geometry
of the single feature was simplified and enlarged to facilitate fabrication. The single
structure is illustrated in Figure 3.1 (A). The micro-features were arranged in an
array and manufactured directly on a base to aid the handling of samples. The centre-
to-centre distance between features was set to 900µm. The overview of the entire
part is depicted in Figure 3.1 (B). A detailed drawing can be seen in Appendix B.1.
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Front view Top view

(A)  Single feature (B) Entire part

1 mm

Figure 3.1: Geometry selected for the preliminary study.
Values in mm.

The parts were manufactures with a commercial photopolymer resin NxtGen
SnowWhite supplied by FunToDo®. Process parameters selected for the study
are depicted in Table 3.1. They were determined experimentally, based on the
optimisation of the fabrication time and the amount of successfully printed features.
Five samples were fabricated.

Table 3.1: Process parameters for preliminary study with commercial VS VPP
system.

Parameter Value Unit
Layer thickness 60 µm
Laser power 2.73 mW
Scanning velocity 120 mm/s
Cleaning time 15 min
Cleaning temperature 35 °C
Post-curing time 30 min
Post-curing temperature 45 °C

After fabrication, the parts were measured and compared to the nominal values
of the CAD. The microscopic images were obtained with Alicona® Infinite Focus
optical system, at 10× magnification, and measured using Scanning Probe Image
Processor software (SPIP�). The height and diameter of five single features were
evaluated. An example picture of a part can be seen in Figure 3.2 (A). The selection
of the features was based on Figure 3.2 (B) and the microscopic picture of a single
feature is shown in Figure 3.2 (C).
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(B)  Selected features (C) Microscopic picture

of a feature

(A) Fabricated sample

2mm2mm 0.3mm

Figure 3.2: Overview of the samples for the study.
(A) Example picture of a part, (B) Featured selected for geometrical measurement

and (C) An example picture of a single micro-feature.

To evaluate the hydrophobic properties of the parts, a water drop test was per-
formed with a contact angle goniometer Model 200 supplied by Ramé-hart. The
static contact angle was measured according to Figure 2.6. 10 ml of distilled wa-
ter was deposited on a sample using a pipette. Figure 3.3 shows a deposited water
droplet on the surface. The results from the geometrical measurements and water
drop test are shown in Table 3.2. Additionally, a droplet test was performed on a
flat surface resulting in CA = 65o.

1mm

Figure 3.3: Water drop test and CA measurement.

The CA achieved with the surface was higher than 90o, therefore it was considered
to be hydrophobic according to the Cassie-Baxter state. However, the geometrical
measurements revealed discrepancies, particularly in the case of the diameters of
the top element of the features. They were on average bigger than the nominal
value by 0.45 mm, which constituted more than 50 % of the value stated in the
CAD. It was a result of overcuring due to excessive irradiance. In some regions
of the samples, the overcuring led to merging of the features, which can be seen
in Figure 3.2 (A). The power reduction was tested, but it resulted in some of the
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Table 3.2: Results from the geometrical and water droplet deposition study.

Parameter Value Unit
Diameter 1.24 mm
Standard deviation 0.05 mm
Difference from CAD 0.45 mm
Height 1.6 mm
Standard deviation 0.01 mm
Difference from CAD 0.03 mm
Contact angle 108.85 °

Standard deviation 3.75 °

features being missing or damaged. This indicates a narrow process window of the
setup and limits the manufacturing capabilities of the system. It was also observed
that the layer distribution was uneven in all directions. Figure 3.4 (A) shows high
contrast microscopic images of the top of the single features and Figure 3.4 (B)
illustrates the profiles of the corresponding parts. As can be seen, each of the
subsequent layers was displaced with the respect to the centre axis of the pillar.
The profiles also revealed uneven layer thickness within the unit, which can be
explained by the low resolution and precision of the laser and stage subsystems.
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Figure 3.4: Uneven layer distribution within single features.
(A) High contrast microscopic picture of the top of the feature and (B) Profile of

the top element of the feature.
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This short study showed that it is possible to achieve a structure with limited
functionality, which might find application in several fields. However, low resolution
and errors in the layer deposition decrease the mechanical, physical and aesthetic
properties of such parts, hindering the practical use of such surfaces. Moreover, the
use of vector scanning results in a long fabrication time and it cannot be applied
where large volume and fast production is required. Commercial systems have the
advantages of low cost and can be used as a supporting tool for prototyping but
in order to advance the practical use of smart surfaces a significant improvement
needs to be made and a more thorough approach needs to be undertaken in every
aspect of the VPP process chain. The next section introduces its key components.

3.1.2 Aspects in surface manufacturing with VPP AM

Successful fabrication of smart surfaces depends on coordinated optimisation of
all the elements of the process chain. For this research, they were divided into
six categories: design, material, fabrication, post-processing, characterisation and
application, and further branched into sub-groups, as seen in Figure 3.5. All of the
aspects are further elaborated, evaluated and optimised in this thesis.

Design includes two elements to consider: DfAM and functionality. DfAM de-
scribes general guidelines for architecture of parts fabricated with AM. The rules
involve constraints regarding both the shape of the features and the minimum
and maximum dimensions. They depend mostly on the selected method and
machine capabilities. Design for functionality focuses on the architecture, which
governs or facilitates the smart property of the surface. For example, wetting is
highly dependent on the roughness induced by applying a certain shape. The two
aspects are often in contradiction with each other and require a trade-off between
functionality and resolution.

Material selection should involve three key characteristics, which need to be con-
sidered: processability, mechanical and physical properties, and special characterist-
ics for smart and medical applications. In this thesis, a resin selection is performed
rather than photopolymer synthesis. The materials available on the market some-
times combine many desired properties in one formulation, but in most cases, they
can be contradictory. The goal is to optimise the material selection and tuning for
the desired application.
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Figure 3.5: Diagram of relevant aspects for smart surfaces fabrication with vat
photopolymerization additive manufacturing.
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Fabrication is the most important and the most expanded element of the process
chain. First, a choice of the preferred VPP process should be made. Whereas
VS offers smooth edges of the irradiated layer, MP is a much faster and stable
procedure. Moreover, with the current UV light systems, the resolution of the
MP system offers a pixel size less than 10 µm. In MP machines there is also no
need for recalibration of the galvanometer system, which facilitates its practical
use. The next aspect to consider is the choice of the MP system and the process
parameters. They are set using dedicated software during job file preparation, an
intermediate step between slicing and fabrication. Commercial systems typically
use one of the two approaches: closed or semi-open. In a closed system, the software
package restricts the selection of the parameters to changing the layer thickness,
part’s orientation and part’s position on the build plate only. Semi-open software
allows for a wider freedom of the settings selection, but it cannot increment the
parameters or divide the parts into sections with separate settings. Surface manu-
facturing however requires higher diversification of the settings due to multiscale
architecture, therefore an open system is preferred. Another requirement concerns
the performance of all three hardware elements of the system: vertical stage, UV
light source and vat subsystem.

The next step, post-processing, involves cleaning, post-curing and heat treatment.
In many cases, the latter two can be combined into one process. Post-processing of
surfaces is a challenging task due to constrained access to the small area within the
surface structure. At the same time, the surfaces are susceptible to damage, due to
the dimensions of the single micro-features. Therefore, the post-curing regime and
the applied equipment and solvents might differ compared to macro-scale parts.
Another aspect is the properties of the material. In VPP processes, the post-curing
parameters influence the mechanical, physical, shape memory and biocompatibility
properties to a high degree.

The characterisation methods are chosen among numerous techniques available.
Selection depends highly on the final application and environment in which the
surface is to be used. Two features should be considered for the characterisation of
surfaces made with VPP: dimensional stability and material properties. The first
evaluates the design approach, performance of the VPP setup and selected process
parameters for both fabrication and post-processing. Material characterisation
involves testing for evaluation of the mechanical, thermal and curing properties.
It does not consider the surface’s functionality in itself, but rather the resulting
quality of the obtained parts with respect to the working environment. These
also result from the chosen geometry and process parameters. The selection of
suitable techniques should involve optimisation of the time of measurement and the
efficiency in terms of the evaluation of key properties.
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The primary goal of the fabrication of smart surfaces with VPP is two-fold. The
first indicator is the ability to achieve desired geometrical and material properties.
Second is the ability of the surface to exhibit the designated functionality. Several
dedicated testing methods exist for specific applications and the selection of
the most relevant should be made based on the application and geometry. The
additional element to consider is the potential of employing the developed process
chain into advanced applications. As the employment of VPP allows for design
freedom, the surfaces can work as intermediate structures for multifunctional
and multi-structured devices. The goal of this phase is to identify and test such
possibilities.

All the aforementioned aspects need to be considered separately but they are also
interconnected. The design process and material selection need to be pre-determined
by the application. The fabrication and post-processing protocols depend highly on
the material as well as the required material properties. The characterisation meth-
ods are constrained by design, material and assumed functionality. At the same time,
the order of the process chain needs to be maintained and subsequently evaluated,
optimised and the improvements should be implemented. The optimisation of the
VPP system should therefore be based on the collective consideration of the entire
process chain.

3.2 High-resolution open vat photo-
polymerization system

Throughout this thesis, the primary setup used for the fabrication of surfaces is a
MP VPP machine developed by the AM group at the Mechanical Department at
Technical University of Denmark (DTU). The group’s goal has been to develop a
fully open, high-resolution system, in contrast to the commercially available ma-
chines, which restrict the use of third party materials and manipulation of most of
the process parameters. Development of the platform began in 2014. Over the years
the setup has been systematically improved, reaching state-of-the-art resolution.
Full decomposition is not the scope of this thesis, however, several subsystems were
upgraded throughout this project to enhance the process specifically for surface
fabrication. Therefore, it is essential to understand the basics of the manufacturing
workflow of the system.
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Figure 3.6: Iterations of the VPP systems and the critical upgrades.

The history of improvements is shown in Figure 3.6. The detailed descriptions of
the modifications can be found in the following projects:

· Version 1, created by Karl-Emil Nielsen. Nielsen built the first iteration of the
open VPP system to determine basic process characteristics and the forces
involved in the process [173].
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· Rasmus Severing Hansen and Joachim Christian Franch evaluated the setup
by carrying material testing, light source optimisation and vat coatings [174].

· Anders Ravn Jørgensen created Version 2. He improved the machine by re-
building the linear stage and build plate [175].

· David Bue Pedersen implemented a fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) film
to the vat and investigated the peeling capabilities of the subsystem. Also, a
high-resolution projector was purchased at this time [176].

· Frederik Winther Andersen upgraded the system by implementing a round vat
and the linear motion system for vertical movement of the projector [177].

· Andrea Luongo investigated appearance modelling and greyscale application.
He also created an open software, which replaced previously used Creation
Workshop [178].

· Macarena Méndez Ribó created the current version by replacing the linear
stage, redesigning the vat and optimising the process chain [179].

· Additional ultra-high-resolution stage, minifying lens and software improve-
ments were implemented throughout this project and carried out by the author
of this thesis.

The main advantage of the open VPP at DTU is modularity. Each subsystem can
be controlled separately. The choice of the process parameters is not constrained
and any material can be used as long as it reacts to the UV wavelength of the
projector. Moreover, the selection of high-resolution light source and linear stage
places the setup at the most advanced level available compared to other systems
used in research and industry. Another quality of the machine is its price: the setup
was achieved for less than US$40,000 [179], whereas high-resolution, typically closed
systems available on the market cost approximately US$100,000.

3.2.1 Hardware

The current version of the MP VPP involves three subsystems: light source, linear
stage and vat. The entire setup is mounted on an in-house built frame. The subsys-
tems are independent, meaning that any element can be upgraded at any point in
time, without influencing the functionality of the others.
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Light source subsystem

The main element in the light source subsystem is the UV light projector. The engine
chosen for this platform is a DLP® Luxbeam® Rapid System LRS-WQ supplied by
Visitech. Figure 3.7 (A) shows the engine. The projector uses the DLP900 WQXGA
DMD� chip from Texas Instruments, depicted in Figure 3.7 (B).

Projected pattern

Intercheable lens

UV light engine

2x / 1x / 0.5x magnification

2560 x 1600 WQXGA

380 nm

15.08 / 7.54 / 3.77 μm  pixel pitch

DMD    micromirrors
TM

DMD    active arrayTM

Window shield 

aperture

(A) Luxbeam   Rapid System LRSWQ (B) DLP900 WQXGA DMD
R TM

Figure 3.7: UV light projector.
(A) Luxbeam® Rapid System LRS-WQ, Drawing courtesy of Visitech [180] and

(B) DLP900 WQXGA DMD� [181, 182].

In this type of setup the UV light is emitted from the LED onto the DMD� chip.
It passes through a lens array, optical integrator and total internal reflection (TIR)
prism and is then reflected by the micromirrors again through TIR prism to the
lens. The primary shape of the image is obtained by rotation of the micromirrors
into their active state [183]. The reflected image then passes through the projection
lens and the remaining light is collected by the absorber. The lens is constructed
from two barrels (rear and front) and a set of optical lenses which define the
magnification and focusing. The barrels can be adjusted to correct artefacts such
as distortion and offset [184]. The projection lens then conveys the image onto the
bottom of the vat. The size of the image is determined by the magnification of
the projector lens; for bigger build envelope, magnification above 1× is required,
however this results in bigger pixels, and therefore lower resolution [185]. The
opposite happens for magnification below 1×. The projector in this VPP setup
has a modular lens system, which allows changing of the magnification and build
envelope. Initially, the setup was equipped with 1× and 2×. Throughout this
project, a third lens with a magnification of 0.5× was purchased. The outcome of
the upgrade is presented in the next chapters. Table 3.3 depicts the projector’s
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parameters. Full specifications of the projector and the DMD� are available in
Appendix A.2 and A.3. Additionally, the projector was equipped with two neutral
density (ND) filters with an optical density of 1 (10% transmission). The filters can
be mounted between the lens outlet and the glass window. The use of the filters is
suggested because the projector emission of the UV light is more stable at higher
amplitude levels. This however results in irradiance exceeding the values necessary
for photopolymerization and leads to overcuring. Moreover, high irradiance can
cause residual light outside the pre-determined curing area. The use of the filters
lowers the irradiance and eliminates the surplus light. The ND filters used for this
projector are NE2R10B from Thorlabs [186].

Table 3.3: Specifications of Luxbeam® Rapid System LRS-WQ.

Specification Value Unit
Resolution 2560 x 1600 px
Wavelength 380 nm
Magnification 0.5 1 2 ×
Pixel size 3.77 7.54 15.08 µm
Build envelope 9.7 × 6.0 19.3 × 12.1 38.6 × 24.1 mm

An essential factor that determines the quality of the projected image is the focusing
of the projected image. Each lens has a specified working distance that is the length
between the exit of the lens and the plane on which the 2D image is projected.
For the interchangeable system to work, the projector needs to be repositioned, so
that the working distance is readjusted and the focus is established. To facilitate
the focusing procedure and assure the parallel position of the projector, a special
mount was implemented by Andersen [177]. The mount consists of two elements: a
mounting frame and a linear guide motion system. The entire system is depicted in
Figure 3.8.

The principle of the fixture is based on a Kelvin kinematic mount, in which the top
plane contains three spherical elements and the bottom plane has three fixtures in
the shape of a cone, V-groove and a flat surface placed parallel to the spheres [187].
In the setup, two square aluminium frames are used at the top and the bottom
of the planes. To prevent the setup to tilting, springs were installed between the
plates. The entire mounting frame was attached to the ball nut and assembled with
the aluminium profile via linear bearings.

The linear motion system consists of a vertical frame and a ball screw. The rotation
of the screw is controlled by the Nema 23 stepper motor from Nanotec and the
entire system is supported by the bearing holder and coupling.
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Figure 3.8: UV light projector subsystem.
Adapted from Andersen [177].

The movement of the motor is set through a controller, which receives commands
from the in-house developed software. The details regarding the resolution, max-
imum permissible loads calculations and dimensions are presented in Andersen’s
thesis. The focusing workflow is explained further in this chapter.

Linear stage subsystem

The linear stage subsystem governs the vertical movement of the build plate, which
is determining factor in layer deposition. At the start of this project, the setup had
one stage. It uses a two-component assembly of a linear stage and a servo motor.
Heavy-duty Precision Linear Slide NLS8 (further referred to as NLS8 stage) from
Newmark was selected [188]. An external servo motor was used to increase the
resolution of the system. ClearPath® CPM-SDSK-2310S-EQN (further abbreviated
as CP) servo motor from Teknik was chosen. The resolution of the motor is 6400
counts/revolution. When coupled together with NLS8, the minimum incremental
step size of the system is:

Zmin =
load screw pitch

steps per revolution
=

4 mm
6400

= 0.000625 mm (3.1)

With a Zmin = 0.625µm the setup is capable of achieving high-resolution. With a
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maximum manufacturing height of 260 mm, it is suitable for manufacturing multi-
scale geometries. The stage assembly was carried out by Ribó [179] and it can be
seen in Figure 3.9.

ClearPath CPM-SDSK-2310S-EQN

NSL8

Modular build 

plate mount
Aluminium build plate

Vat

Figure 3.9: Newmark NLS8 stage assembled with ClearPath®

CPM-SDSK-2310S-EQN.
Assembly courtesy Macarena Méndez Ribó [179].

In Ribó’s work, the positioning accuracy of the system was measured and established
to be ±1 µm. The stage is not equipped with a linear encoder, therefore such error
can contribute to uneven curing of subsequent layers, which is further evaluated in
this thesis. Table 3.4 shows the specification of the assembly. Full specifications of
the NLS8 and CP are available in Appendix A.4 and A.5.

Table 3.4: Specification of Newmark NLS8 stage assembled with ClearPath®

CPM-SDSK-2310S-EQN.

Specification Value Unit
Zmin 0.625 µm
Travel range 300 mm
Unidirectional repeatability 1 µm
Screw pitch 4 mm
Positioning correction None
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The stage is equipped with a modular build plate mount. The mount contains a
ball joint to assure the parallel levelling of the build plate to the projector lens. The
joints contain the supporting plate and wedge, which are mounted on the stage. On
the other side, there is a cavity, in which the ball is mounted. At the bottom of the
ball, there is a rod connecting to the build plate. On the top of the ball, there is a
closing plate mounted via a hinge. The ball is then locked by a side screw. The ball
joint’s main advantage is its simplicity with levelling against flat surfaces, which is
an essential procedure to assure the correct layers attachment. The procedure is a
part of the machine preparation sequence and is further explained in Section 3.2.3.
The build plate is made of aluminium and has a width and length of the glass
window.

Vat

In VPP processes vat is the container for the liquid resin. It is located directly
below the build plate, as shown in Figure 3.9. The current vat architecture involved
two upgrades. The first, executed by Pedersen et al. [176], was a replacement of
a bottom coating, a solution typically implemented in commercial machines, with
a membrane. The coatings were evaluated not to be effective against interface
adhesion with the cured layers, which is a common problem in VPP systems and
lead to damage of the fabricated parts. A membrane made of FEP was chosen due
to its anti-stick characteristics and good mechanical properties. The principle of
the peeling mechanism is shown in Figure 3.10. The specification of the FEP film
is available in Appendix A.8.

(A) Build plate resting (B) Build plate up

PeelingFEP membrane

Figure 3.10: Peeling mechanism in vat subsystem with FEP membrane.
(A) Flat shape of the membrane in build plate resting position and (B) Membrane

peeling off during build plate repositioning. Based on Pedersen et al. [176].

In this setup, the vat is made of bottom and top elements, between which the
membrane is fixed. Upon lifting the build plate between the curing of subsequent
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layers, the membrane deforms elastically and gently peels off without generating
high normal forces. This approach allows for the manufacturing of parts with a
high aspect ratio and longer utilisation of a single membrane.

The second improvement concerned the geometry of the vat. First, the adhesion
forces needed to be further minimised. Ribó et al. [189] designed a vat with an
off-centre location for the window and curing area relative to the entire vat.
The offsetting governs the difference in the peeling angle on the front and back
side to the plane of the window. As the membrane rests between the window
and the curing part, the same effect was obtained on the cured layer of the
specimen. It was determined that the pulling forces on the membrane were further
minimised and it was able to withstand more cycles before it was damaged. As a
consequence, the number of parts fabricated using the same membrane was doubled.
Figure 3.11 illustrates the difference in peeling angle for two different configurations.

(A) Symmetrical vat (B) Offset vat

Same peeling angle Different peeling angle

Figure 3.11: Comparison of the peeling mechanism in two vat configurations.
(A) Equal peeling angle in the a with symmetrical geometry and (B) Unequal

peeling angle in offset vat configuration. Based on Ribó et al. [189].

Another feature of the vat is the facilitation of the vat installation with a robust
fixture to ensure the homogeneous stretch of the membrane. A bracket made of
two plates was applied for this purpose. The lower bracket has a hollow cavity,
in which the glass window is mounted and fixed with rubber o-rings. The top
bracket has an opening and is mounted in the pocket on one side and closed with
a quick-release clamp on the other. The stretching is achieved by mounting an
additional frame, that is placed on the edges of the top frame. The solution is
suitable for virtually any shape of the cavity and it proved to be effective also for
the offset vat. Figure 3.12 shows the cross-sectional view of the vat subsystem.
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O-ring

Membrane
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Figure 3.12: Cross-sectional view of the vat assembly.
Adapted from Ribó [179]

3.2.2 Software

Initially, Creation Workshop, EnvisionTEC company’s open-source software, had
been used for slicing, job preparation and motion control of the linear stage. The
software allowed for more freedom in terms of process parameters selection, but
it still had limitations. It also did not support communication to the Nema 23
motor and its control of the projector was limited to startup. Therefore, focusing
and irradiance settings needed to be performed separately. To integrate all the
procedures, Luongo wrote an open software dedicated to the machine.

Job generator

The job generation window (“DLP”) of the GUI is shown in Figure 3.13. It is divided
into eight parts:

· Printer options for start up of the linear stage and setting of the build plate
position.

· Projector options for connecting to the projector and projector motion system.
The parameters in this section are used for starting up and focusing.

· Layers parameters for setting the layer thickness (LT) and to choose irradiance
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(I0, called Amplitude in the software), exposure time (ET), ETIL, initial layers
irradiance (IL), initial layers exposure time (I0IL) and the number of initial
layers. IL (in the software they are called Burn Layers) are the base layers of
the part, with the thickness LTIL (usually the same as LT) that are attached
to the build plate. They typically require a higher UV light dose to supply
sufficient adhesion.

· START and STOP buttons for launching and interrupting fabrication.

· Preview of the currently irradiated layer (black window).

· Log window, which shows the current status of the print.

Figure 3.13: Job generator GUI for high-resolution VPP system at DTU.

In the software, the Amplitude is an arbitrary value, chosen by the user. Amplitude
extends from 0 until 1600 and its actual irradiance, expressed in mW/cm2, differs
depending on magnification and applied filters. Figure 3.14 depicts the irradiance
values of the set amplitude in the software [179].
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Figure 3.14: Irradiance value of the amplitude set in the DTU VPP software.

Slicer

The software has a built-in slicer for conversion of the 3D geometry into 2D black
and white PNG images, where white represents the cross-sectional view of the part,
i.e. the area to be radiated with the UV light. Each image represents a single layer,
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which is cured parallel to the build plate. The part is sliced uniformly, where each
layer is created at subsequent Z-heights and the distance between each of these steps
is the layer thickness. The slicer GUI is shown in Figure 3.15.

Figure 3.15: Slicer GUI for preparation of 2D images.

The slicing is set by choosing the layer thickness and the pixel size. Pixel size
depends on the lens selected for fabrication and it determines the contouring of
the white the 2D images. Other parameters refer to the DMD� and they stay
fixed for the machine. The software creates the images from the cross-sections
in the Z-direction. The levels, at which the cross-sections are extracted refer to
the LT. The overview of the slicing procedure and the resulting images are shown
in Figure 3.16.
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(A) 3D geometry
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(B) 2D images (slices)

Figure 3.16: Visualisation of slicing process.
(A) 3D geometry and (B) Extracted slices at different levels corresponding to LT.

Advanced settings

These settings give the possibility to set the background parameters, which influence
the overall fabrication workflow. Apart from all the parameters already set in the
“DLP” window, they include settings, which define the motion of the build plate.
These parameters assure a stable operation of the machine and they typically stay
unchanged. The exception is the repositioning settings. Between the curing of each
layer, the build plate is lifted to allow the liquid resin to recoat the bottom of the
vat. Two parameters are set for the build plate repositioning: distance (DR) and
velocity (vR). Distance should be high enough to allow a sufficient amount of resin
to flow in, but short enough that it does not significantly delay the overall fabrication
time. Repositioning velocity defines how fast the build plate is lifted. Although high
velocity would decrease fabrication time, it is preferred to keep it low to decrease
the pulling-up forces and avoid separation between layers [190]. Another feature is
the advanced settings is greyscale correction, not applied in this project. The GUI
for advanced setting is depicted in Figure 3.17.
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Figure 3.17: Advanced settings GUI.

3.2.3 Adjusted process chain of high-resolution VPP system
at DTU

Machine preparation

The manufacturing process with the VPP at DTU starts with preparation and
inspection of the hardware system. First, the membrane needs to be checked for
scratches, dents and holes and changed if needed. Second, a decision regarding lens
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choice needs to be made. If any of these elements require re-installation, focusing
must be performed to re-establish sharp imaging. It is done by vertical movement
of the projector motion system, described in section 3.2.1. For inspection of the
image a Blackfly Flea®3-U3-13E4C-C high-speed camera from Teledyne FLIR® is
used [191], further referred to as FLIR® camera. The camera’s full specification is
available in Appendix A.9. The camera is placed on the surface of the membrane fa-
cing downwards towards the projector lens. The settings and live view of the camera
are performed with a FLIR® SpinView software. Focus is found by moving the pro-
jector up or down in small increments (typically 10 µm, set in the Projector settings
section in the DLP tab of the software, Figure 3.13) until a sharp image is obtained.
Next, the projector is lowered by 17.526 mm, as that is the distance between the
camera’s CMOS position and the membrane. The full membrane preparation and
projector focusing workflow is depicted in Figure 3.18.

Membrane 

inspection

New
membrane 
needed?

Membrane 

replacement

Initializing the 

VPP setup

Unlock projector
Projector to home 

position

Projector 
position reset

to "0"

Lens selection

Selected lens
installed?

Lens installation

Projector to 
reference
position

UV light onCamera on
Camera

parameters setup

Focusing
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ready

Projector 
movement 
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Inspection Image in
focus?

Position

recording

Projector lowered
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finished
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Yes

Yes
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Figure 3.18: Detailed VPP setup preparation workflow.
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Figure 3.19 shows the view of the unfocused (A) and focused (B) images. A
chequerboard with four different pattern scales is used for the facilitation of the
process. Focusing is an essential step to obtain micro-features. On a small scale,
blurred pixels can lead to distortion in the UV light and distorted curing.

(A) Unfocused (B) Focused 

Figure 3.19: Projector focusing process.
(A) Unfocused chequerboard pattern and (B) Focused chequerboard pattern.

The next step in the machine preparation is build plate levelling. It assures that it
is located in parallel to the glass window and membrane and is properly set at the
starting point, called the Origin. The Origin defines the location of the build plate
in the Z-plane, which has a height allowing for the thin layer of photopolymer to
flow in, undergo curing and attach to the build plate. Levelling does not need to be
done before every single fabrication, but it is recommended to repeat it regularly as
the build plate might tilt due to vibrations taking place during repositioning. The
procedure is illustrated in Figure 3.20. Levelling is done by opening the ball joint
lock and lowered until the ball lifts up. Next, the build plate is moved upward by
small increments (using settings in the Printer option in the DLP tab, Figure 3.13)
until the ball sets in the joint. This indicates that the bottom of the build plate is
lifted above the membrane. The joint can be then closed and the Origin height is
registered.
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(A) Build plate

down. Joint open

(B) Ball

pop-up

(C) Build plate up.

Ball inside the joint

(D) Joint closing

Gap

Figure 3.20: Visualisation of the build plate levelling procedure.
(A) Lowering down the build plate to the membrane level with the open joint, (B)
Ball pop-up as an effect of build plate elevation, (C) Incremental build plate raise

until the ball rests in the joint and (D) Locking the ball in the position with the
closing of the joint.

Job preparation and fabrication

Job preparation and fabrication follow the general VPP workflow shown in Fig-
ure 2.23, but there are some adjustments. The first is the build plate positioning
in the Origin. In commercial systems, this step is executed automatically, which
does not allow the user to inspect whether the build plate is positioned in parallel
to the glass and the membrane. Next, initial and specimen layers parameters are
set and loaded separately. The advanced settings need to be adjusted if the job
requires it. Once all the process parameters are prepared, fabrication is initiated
by clicking the START button. The process begins with creating the initial layers,
then switches the process parameters and continues with the specimen layers. The
repositioning distance and speed stay fixed throughout the entire process. Once all
the layers are cured, the build plate moves upwards to the home position. The job
preparation and fabrication workflow is depicted in Figure 3.21.
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Figure 3.21: Detailed job preparation and fabrication workflow adapted for
high-resolution VPP setup at DTU.

Post-processing

Post-processing starts with part removal from the build plate using a putty knife.
The specimen first undergoes an initial rinse with IPA to remove surplus liquid
photopolymer. Next, the part is submerged into IPA in a container and placed
in the ultrasonic cleaning unit. Elmasonic P 30 H supplied by Elma is used for
cleaning of the surfaces [192]. The machine has a dual-frequency option; 37 kHz
that creates larger bubbles for coarse and more powerful cleaning and 80 kHz for
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penetration of cavities by small bubbles formation. For cleaning of surfaces higher
frequency is used. Additionally, heating at 35 °C is applied for increased mobility of
the photopolymer. After cleaning, the part undergoes an extra rinse and is dried
using compressed air. The action is repeated several times, each time followed by
a visual inspection. When the result is satisfactory, the part is transferred to the
post-curing unit where it undergoes additional exposure to the UV flood light and,
in some cases, thermal treatment. The duration and temperature of the post-curing
depend highly on the material used and needs to be determined by investigating the
crack formation on the parts. A Form Cure supplied by Formlabs equipped with 13
multi-directional LEDs, heaters and rotating stage is used for post-curing [193]. Spe-
cifications of the Elmasonic and Form Cure are available in Appendix A.10 and A.11.

Part removal

Primary rinse Ultrasonic cleaning

80kHz
Extra rinse

Cleaning

Drying with

pressurised air

Visual inspectionPart clean?

No

Post-processing

finished

Yes

Post-curing

temperature and

time selection

Post-curing

Thermal

treatment

UV flood light

Figure 3.22: Detailed post-processing workflow.
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3.3 Experimental approach

In this thesis, the research goal is to develop a beyond state-of-the-art system for
smart surfaces fabrication. To achieve this, requirements for smart surface fabrica-
tion are set against the capabilities of the VPP system. The starting point is the
identification of the machine’s ability to fabricate micro-features used in functional
surfaces. From the manufacturing perspective, the process optimisation for the fab-
rication of smart surfaces follows a very similar methodology, regardless of the ap-
plication and functionality. The optimisation, therefore, is based on the diagram
shown in Figure 3.5. For that reason, the focus of this thesis is placed not on ex-
ploring numerous functionalities, but rather on optimisation of multiple aspects of
the process chain shown in Figure 3.5. Although the diagram follows the process
chain, each of these categories and challenges associated with it, can be identified
and optimised both collectively and individually.

3.3.1 System capabilities

The starting point of this work is a preliminary assessment of the VPP setup
capabilities in terms of surface manufacturing. Before proceeding to an arrayed
surface geometry, a universal test part was developed. The geometry involved
features, which have been identified as the most often occurring in the various
surfaces: pillars, grooves and angled walls. The part also follows the design approach
for benchmarking of parts made with AM, which makes it useful for more general
evaluation of standard geometries of micro-features [194]. The features were placed
on an elevated stage [195]. The overview of the artefact is shown in Figure 3.23.
The detailed technical drawing of the assembly is presented in Appendix B.2.

FunToDo® Industrial Blend (Red) was used for the study as it has previously
shown satisfactory results with the VPP setup at DTU [178, 189]. The manu-
facturing process parameters were selected based on the Design of Experiment
approach (DOE). LT and I0 were differentiated while the ET was kept constant.
Four samples per process parameter set were fabricated. Table 3.5 shows the settings.
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(A) Side view (B) Top view

1mm

Figure 3.23: Test artefact used for preliminary evaluation of the high-resolution
VPP system at DTU.

Table 3.5: Process parameters for test artefact manufacturing.

Parameter Value Unit
ET 1000 ms
ETIL 12000 ms
Number of IL 5

DOE parameter Low High
LT 10 12 µm
I0 0.489 0.559 mW/cm2

The features were measured and compared to the nominal values of the CAD design
separately. The microscopic images were obtained with Alicona® Infinite Focus
optical system and measured using SPIP�. Figure 3.24 shows the dimensions of
the pillar features of the test artefact. The height of the pillars was kept the same,
whereas the width was varied to achieve different aspect ratios.

(A) Side view (B) Top view

Figure 3.24: Detailed drawing of the pillar structures.
(A) Side view and (B) Top view of the features.

Figure 3.25 shows the top view microscope image of two sets of features. Fig-
ure 3.25 (A) depicts the example of successfully manufactured pillars, whereas
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Figure 3.25 (B) shows missing pillars, seen as darker areas. Figures 3.26 and 3.27
depict the resulting deviation of the height and the width of the pillars, respectively.
As can be seen in the plots, the pillars with the width of 500 and 250 µm were
achieved in all the parts with average deviations within ±10µm. The pillars with
widths of 125 µm were not achieved for all the test artefacts. In the DOE the
missing pillars were indicated as 0, resulting in deviations equal to the width and
height.

Lower LT and I0 contributed to a higher amount of successfully fabricated pillars.
It is also evident that an increased aspect ratio results in incomplete fabrication.
This can be explained by two phenomena, with the first is the smaller curing
area in thin pillars. As an effect, they are more fragile and susceptible to damage
due to the pulling forces of the build plate and flow of the liquid photopolymer
during repositioning. The second cause is a result of insufficient curing. As
demonstrated in Chapter 2, the profile of the cured photopolymer single voxel
has a Gaussian distribution and therefore the achieved feature has a parabolic
shape in the Z-direction. When several voxels are illuminated next to each other,
the internal curing area in the X and Y-direction is subjective to voxel blending
and therefore the parabolic shape dissipates. The outer zone, however, remains
curved. Throughout the fabrication, the subsequent layers are added, resulting in
the narrowing of the pillars towards the centre of the illuminated area until it is so
narrow that it inhibits the addition of the next layer. The effect is less prominent
for parts with a higher amount of voxels cured in the X and Y-direction, but it has
a high influence on smaller features. Therefore, the vast majority of the thin pillars
result in a high deviation from the nominal height.

(B) 12μm, 

0.559mW/cm
22

(A) 10μm, 

0.489 mW/cm   

500μm

Figure 3.25: Microscope images of resulting pillars.
(A) Features fabricated with LT = 10 µm and I0 = 0.489 mW/cm2 and (B) with

LT = 12 µm and I0 = 0.559 mW/cm2.
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Figure 3.26: Main effects plots of deviations of pillars’ heights for LT and I0.
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Figure 3.27: Main effects plots of deviations of pillars’ widths for LT and I0.

Main effects plots in Figures 3.26 and 3.27 reveal also higher deviations for higher
layer thickness. It is an effect of uneven layer distribution in the Z-direction.
According to Equation 6.5 the Zmin of the VPP system is 0.625µm. The LT
is a multiplication of Zmin. For LT = 10 µm, the number of Zmin within the
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layer results in an even number, but this is not achieved for LT = 12µm,
therefore the stage system repositions itself to the position corresponding to the
Zmin. As an effect, the distribution of the LT is uneven resulting in variations
in the curing rate for different layers. As in the case of the height of the pillar,
the effect is more significant for features with lower dimensions in the X-Y direction.

The aim of investigating the ability of the system to manufacture grooves is to estab-
lish the minimum gap between the features. It is an important property for arrayed
micro-structures, where the gaps often take part as functional features (for example
as air gaps in hydrophobic surfaces). Three grooves with different aspect ratios
in the X-Y direction were designed. The grooves’ depth stretches through the en-
tire thickness of the stage to facilitate resin outflow. Figure 3.28 shows the geometry.

(A) Side view (B) Top view

Figure 3.28: Detailed drawing of the grooves.
(A) Side view and (B) Top view of the features.

The obtained features can be seen in Figure 3.29 and the DOE results are shown
in Figure 3.30. Positive deviations demonstrate the higher thickness of the grooves
compared to the CAD design and negative deviations indicate overcured (narrower)
grooves.

All of the grooves were achieved and none of them were closed due to resin
clogging. However, almost all the grooves resulted in a higher thickness compared
to the CAD design. This might indicate the undercuring due to the low irradiance.
However, when higher UV light dose was investigated and the fabrication resulted
in narrower grooves, the liquid photopolymer resin would get blocked within the
feature with 50 µm thickness. Similarly to the pillars, higher deviations can be
identified for LT = 12µm. A more prominent deviation was also observed for the
I0 = 0.559 mW/cm2. It is considered that the same mechanism is responsible for
these variations. The shrinkage of the grooves with the thickness of 250 µm can be
analogically explained by the higher amount of voxels that can blend. Based on the
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results, it is evident that features such as grooves and cavities have a very narrow
process window and their design and optimisation need to be considered separately
from the pillars.

(B) 12μm, 

0.559mW/cm
22

(A) 10μm, 

0.489 mW/cm   

500μm

Figure 3.29: Microscope images of resulting grooves.
(A) Features fabricated with LT = 10 µm and I0 = 0.489 mW/cm2 and (B) with

LT = 12 µm and I0 = 0.559 mW/cm2.
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Figure 3.30: Main effects plots of deviations of grooves widths for LT and I0.

The last investigated geometry - inclined structures - is another repeatedly used
feature used in surfaces. They are often used for creating air pockets underneath
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the hydrophobic structures and adhesive micro-needles. According to DfAM,
these structures have limitations in terms of the maximum angle of the inclination
without a need to use a support. Figure 3.31 depicts the angles selected for the study.

(A) Side view (B) Top view

Figure 3.31: Detailed drawing of the inclining structures.
(A) Side view and (B) Top view of the features.

Figure 3.32 shows the resulting features. The lowest angle, 15°, was not achieved for
any specimen. The areas under the inclinations were overcured and merged the fea-
tures with the bases. The remaining structures were successfully manufactured and
the main effects plots for deviation from the nominal angles are shown in Figure 3.33.

2
(B) 12μm, 

0.559mW/cm
2

(A) 12μm, 

0.489 mW/cm   

1mm

Figure 3.32: Microscope images of inclined structures.
(A) Features fabricated with LT = 12 µm and I0 = 0.489 mW/cm2 and (B) with

LT = 12 µm and I0 = 0.559 mW/cm2.

The deviations ranged between 1° for the 30° inclination to 4° for the angle of 60°.
Lower resulting angles for lower inclinations are considered to be a result of an
overcuring of the resin trapped under the feature due to enhanced staircase effect
on the surface of the structure. The effect decreases with increasing angle, resulting
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in a local undercuring. The influence of the staircase effect is also shown in the
main effect plot; the features fabricated with LT = 12 µm resulted in higher devi-
ations. Irradiance had a less significant influence on the inclinations for lower angles.
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Figure 3.33: Main effects plots of resulting deviations of angles for LT and I0.

The results of this study showed that the VPP setup is capable of fabrication
of micro-features. However, the multi-dimensional geometries present a challenge
in terms of process parameters selection. A small change in the layer thickness
can result in a sudden increase in deviations, especially in the case of pillars and
angles. A small difference in irradiance can affect features, particularly with high
aspect ratios. One set of process parameters is not suitable for different geometries.
This was more prominent in the case of the pillars, resulting in high variations
or a complete lack of features. Pillars are the most common structures used in
the fabrication of functional components and therefore optimisation of high aspect
geometries is essential.

The parameters for this study were selected experimentally, based on the visual
inspection of the parts after each fabrication sequence. The obtained process
window for the DOE includes manufacturing of both the micro-features as well
as the base on which the features were placed. However, it was observed that the
satisfactory parameters for micro-feature fabrication resulted in errors in the sub-
strate structure. They included uneven layer distribution, cracks and delamination
of layers, which is shown in Figure 3.34. Such parts are susceptible to breaking,
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which hinders their practical use.

Micro-feature

Crack

Uneven layer distribution

Weak layer bonding

Figure 3.34: Side view of the layer distribution within the base and features.

3.3.2 Initial improvement

Based on the results, the first necessary step was to implement a division of the
process parameters for the base and functional features. In conventional VPP
system process parameters are only changed for the initial layers and the rest of
the part is fabricated using constant values. For surface fabrication, this task is
more complex as they involve multi-scale features: the base (further referred to as
“Support”) has a macro-scale geometry, and the functional parts (further called
“Features”) have micro-scale dimensions, as seen in Figure 3.35. The two regions
require different curing parameters therefore the division allowed for higher control
over the process. Each section should have a fixed layer thickness and designated
I0, ET, ETIL and the number of IL.
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Surface ("Features")

Base ("Support")

Burn (initial) layers

Figure 3.35: Visualisation of multi-scale division of the functional features
fabricated directly on a substrate.

The settings were divided into Support layers parameters and Features layer
parameters. The new version of the upgraded software is depicted in Figure 3.36.

Figure 3.36: GUI of the upgraded software of the high-resolution VPP system at
DTU.
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The adapted upgrade is not applied in the commercially used systems and according
to the author’s knowledge such an approach to surface manufacturing has not been
applied in the past in the research field. The goal of this improvement is to allow
for more design freedom and to facilitate the process parameters selection. This
task is highly experimental and requires trial and error for a new geometry and
new material. Another advantage of the separation of the Support and Features
layers is the facilitation of the overall parameters optimisation. Once the Support
parameters are established they can be re-applied, regardless of the micro-features
geometry, provided the same material and lens are used. This significantly reduces
the process optimisation time. The detailed outcome of the parameters optimisation
of the features layers is further described in this thesis.

Throughout this thesis, several other improvements of every stage of the process
chain are implemented and further described. The strong and weak parts of the
current system are identified and suitable changes applied. As in the case of the
initial upgrade, the aim is to facilitate the manufacturing process as well as take on
the challenges posed by the nature of surface fabrication and application.

3.4 Summary

This chapter decomposed the most essential factors in smart surface manufac-
turing with VPP. The very initial study was conducted where an arbitrarily
selected hydrophobic surface underwent an attempt to be manufactured using
a partially-opened, commercial system. The study showed that it is possible to
achieve hydrophobicity but desktop VS machines, though they are a useful tool for
prototyping, they do not provide the resolution, speed and precision suitable for
the fabrication of micro-features. Moreover, the system has limitations in terms of
the selection of the process parameters.

The preliminary assessment also laid foundations to determine the elements of the
process chain that are the most relevant for surface manufacturing. They belong to
subsequently realised steps: design, material selection, fabrication, post-processing,
characterisation and application. These aspects should be taken into consideration
both separately and collectively. The achievement of the desired properties and
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micro-scale of the functional features can be fulfilled if those aspects are optimised.
Based on this decomposition, the experiments were performed according to this
division of the process chain.

Based on the results, the first recommendation is to employ a high-resolution,
open mask projection machine. For this purpose, a unit developed at the Technical
University of Denmark was used. The system has a fully open architecture and
allows for complete control over the process. In this chapter the setup’s hardware,
software and workflow were thoroughly described. All the elements of the working
protocol are essential to achieve micro-features. The machine has a default hori-
zontal resolution of 7.54 µm and vertical resolution of 0.625µm, which makes it
suitable for manufacturing of micro-features and thus smart surfaces. The system
underwent an initial evaluation using a universal test sample. Based on the resulting
geometries the initial software improvement was implements, which allowed for
parameters division between the base geometry and the smart surface. It is the
unique property, which allows for more control over the fabrication process and is
not available in any of the commercial system. The initial evaluation served as a
starting point for full implementation of the VPP into smart surfaces manufacturing.



CHAPTER 4

Conceptualisation Strategies in
the Pre-processing Phase

This chapter presents the study of the pre-processing phase of the vat photopoly-
merization workflow, which involves the design and material selection. These steps
can be executed in parallel, but several processing and functional requirements
need to be considered collectively, since with VPP technologies the properties of
the material highly influence the feasibility of the system to achieve micro-features.
The experiments in this chapter will consider only the design and material aspects
and therefore the process parameters for the parts manufacturing are omitted. The
process optimisation will be performed in the next chapter.

In the design phase, several approaches will be considered. The first is design for
functionality and it discusses the possible geometries and dimensions to achieve
hydrophobic properties. The next part will concern the aspect of design for medical
devices, which often requires the application of inclined or free-form base structures.
These complex structures will be evaluated in terms of resulting water adhesion
to the part. The last section of the design phase will consider design constraints
emerging from the VPP process itself and how the parts architecture can be altered
to achieve a homogenous array of micro-features.

The next part will introduce the material requirements that take into consideration
process constraints, functionality and applications. The overview of the character-
istics of the photopolymer resin will be presented and the general VPP process
requirements will be described. In the last section, the materials applied in this
work will be selected based on the functionality and application.

83
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4.1 Smart surfaces design for fabrica-
tion with vat photopolymerization

The design of smart surfaces made with VPP can be divided into three main ap-
proaches: functionality, application and manufacturability-oriented. Functionality-
oriented design includes a choice of geometry that enhances or generate the desired
special property. The application involves the architecture of the final device on
which the surface is to be applied. Manufacturability includes the construction of
features that fulfil the requirements of the particular elements in the process chain.
These aspects are often contradictory and need to be taken into consideration
collectively. The goal of the design optimisation is to achieve a satisfactory trade-off
between manufacturability, functionality and final application. In this approach,
the functionality and application can serve as a starting point for a draft of
the surface architecture and the detailed dimensions can be chosen based on the
resolution of the VPP system, photopolymer material and CAD and slicing software.

In the literature, the geometrically-governed functionality of the surfaces has
a common characteristic regardless of their application; they are built from
repeated arrays of micro-features. Due to this, the design methods developed
for the optimisation of smart surfaces with one functionality can be used for
other purposes. For this reason, the work done in this project is focused only
on one property - hydrophobicity. This feature is also well-explored, however,
manufacturing of hydrophobic surfaces with VPP is still in the early stages of
development, which this thesis aims to push forward.

4.1.1 Design for functionality

Design for functionality includes requirements regarding the shape of a single func-
tional feature and the dimensions of the critical elements. The next aspect is the
periodic arrangement and spacing between the features. In the case of hydrophobi-
city, the dominant factor in enhancing the property is the roughness of the surface
and the shape of the features [196]. Pillar structures have been widely explored
and showed high hydrophobicity [197]. Design of the pillars includes three dimen-
sions: width or diameter (abbreviated as W), spacing between the pillars in the
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X-Y plane (S) and height of the pillar (H). The graphical representation of these
dimensions can be seen in Figure 4.1.

S

W

H

Figure 4.1: Critical dimensions of single features in the pillar-based hydrophobic
surface.

The optimum dimensions of W, S and H have not been determined as the research-
ers to date used numerous materials and manufacturing methods, resulting in an
increasing degree of freedom influencing the effects. In the case of surfaces fabricated
with VPP the dimensions of the pillars chosen by other researchers are depicted in
Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Dimensions of the pillars made with VPP presented in other studies.

Reference W S H Unit
Credi et al. [100] 85 200-350 400 µm
Kaur et al. [101] 70-130 300 0-600 µm

The dimensions used in these studies resulted in high contact angles, however, a
special hydrophobic additive was added to the photopolymer for this purpose. In
this project, the goal is to achieve hydrophobicity without altering the non-wetting
behaviour via chemical composition, but instead only by means of the architecture
of the surface. The dimensions of the pillars used by other researchers serve as a good
starting point but need modification. The height of the pillars should be reduced
to avoid the risk of breaking when the surface is used. Kaur et al. also determined
that features with high aspect ratios tend to bend towards each other [101]. The
spacing between the pillars should also be reduced to enhance the overall surface
roughness, an essential factor for achieving hydrophobicity. A simple initial pillars
structure was designed and is depicted in Figure 4.2.
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(A) Top view (B) Diagonal view

Figure 4.2: Overview of the pillars structures design for the study.
Dimensionless drawing. (A) Top and (B) Diagonal view.

Determination of specific features dimensions was performed experimentally. First,
the arrays of pillars with width and spacing of 20 and 30 µm respectively as well as
various heights were tested. The parts were fabricated using FunToDo® SnowWhite
resin at different UV doses levels. The first parts produced were unsuccessful. The
pillars in the middle were overcured and merged, whereas no features were obtained
further from the centre. Figure 4.3 (A) depicts the initially obtained part. Upon
increasing the UV dose, more pillars were obtained but subsequently a higher area
in the centre was overcured. Merged features also resulted in CA = 56.4o, which is
lower than CA = 65o of a flat surface. Figure 4.3 shows the sessile drop test on a
sample with pillar dimensions of W = 30 µm, S = 30 µm and H = 40 µm.

1mm

(A) Trial surface, 

top view  
(B) Contact angle 

measurement  

Overcured region Lack of features

Figure 4.3: Trial of surface design.
(A) Top view of the part with merged middle pillars and no pillars fabricated in the

outer area and (B) CA = 56.4o of a sample with pillars dimensions of
W = 30 µm, S = 30 µm and H = 40 µm.
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Further changes in the dimensions revealed that the pillars with W, S and H between
60 and 120µm can be manufactured. To determine the most successful configuration,
the dimensions of the pillars were chosen based on the full factorial, two-level DOE.
They are shown in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: DOE parameters for the critical dimensions of the pillars.

Parameter Low High Unit
Width 67.86 105.56 µm
Spacing 67.86 105.56 µm
Height 72 108 µm

For simplification, the width, spacing and height were denoted as W, S and H re-
spectively with the capital letter used for high levels and the small letter was used for
low levels of the parameters. Figure 4.4 shows the resulting CA. As can be seen, the
highest average contact angle was obtained for WsH samples with CA = 115.01o, fol-
lowed by wsH and wsh. WsH geometry also obtained the highest single CA = 118.6o.
Figure 4.5 depicts the main effects plots for the factors. It can be seen that spacing
has the highest influence on the CA, with the average value of 110o for S = 67.86µm.
Height is less significant, however, it still shows an improvement at H = 108 µm. The
width was determined as the least significant factor.
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Figure 4.4: Contact angle for different combinations of width, spacing and height
in the pillar-based surface.
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Figure 4.5: Main effects plot of contact angle for the selected width, spacing and
height.

(D) wSh, CA = 83.66  5.3 o+-(C) WSh, CA = 86.27  4 

(B) wsH, CA = 112.14  2.6 o+-(A) WsH, CA = 115.01  3 o+-
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Figure 4.6: Sessile drop test on (A) wsH, (B) wsH, (C) WSh and (D) wSh surface.

The combination of large spacing and low height resulted in the hydrophilic
behaviour of the surface. This phenomenon takes place due to decreased surface
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roughness, which enhances hydrophilicity. In this type of surface, the pillars act
as an obstacle for the water droplet. High and closely arranged features are more
effective in stopping the liquid from spreading across the surface.

Pillars with a circular base can be applied in the most simple form but several
studies and observations of the surfaces in nature indicated that other geometries
are effective in achieving high CA [198]. Additionally to the simple pillars, the
four geometries are also a subject of this study. Their architecture is depicted in
Figure 4.7. The first pattern, referred to as diagonal, used the WsH pillars patterned
at an angle of 60o. The distance in the X-Y direction between the features followed
the initial geometry. The second type also followed the WsH geometry but instead
of circular pillars, cuboids were applied. In a hierarchical pattern, the WsH pillars
were applied as a substrate for half-domes. Each of the pillars was topped with
three half-spheres. The goal of such approach was to improve the roughness of the
top area of the pillars. The last pattern was based on a re-entrant approach. In
this design, each feature has a thin base topped with a much wider component to
maximise the solid base for the liquid and air between the pillars.

Figure 4.8 depicts the measured CA and Figure 4.9 shows the sessile droplet test.
Pillars with the highest CA, WsH, obtained in the previous study were added
to the plot for comparison. Only re-entrant geometry contributed to increasing
the hydrophobicity, resulting in average CA = 115.24o and highest at 121.6o.
Diagonal arrangement of the pillars and square-base pillars yielded the lowest
CA with the diagonal pattern being hydrophilic. This can be explained by low
water droplet adhesion to the surface due to the discrepancy between the droplet
shape and the arrangement of the features. The results indicate that the circular
pillar with a linear straight arrangement are preferred to achieve hydrophobi-
city. Application of additional roughness did not increase CA, yet compared to all
the investigated dimensions and shapes, it resulted in a relatively high contact angle.

The study showed that pillars with circular bases are the most favourable geometry
for achieving hydrophobicity. The limitation of this approach is the difficulty to
establish a fixed geometry with well-defined dimensions, as there exists an infinite
number of possible shapes and sizes. The results however indicate that the enhance-
ment of the single features did not show any improvement, apart from the re-entrant
shape. The study also pointed to significant dimensional factors that enhance the
contact angle. Therefore, the geometries can serve as a guideline for future work.
The most successful designs obtained in this section are used further in this thesis.
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(B) Square 

(A) 60   diagonal patterno

(C) Hierarchical

(D) Re-entrant

Top viewSide view
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Figure 4.7: Alternative geometries selected for the hydrophobic surface.
(A) 60o diagonal pattern, (B) Square-base pillars and (C) Hierarchical and

(D) Re-entrant features.
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Figure 4.8: Contact angle for alternative geometries.
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Figure 4.9: Sessile drop test images with alternative geometries.
(A) 60o diagonal pattern, (B) Square-base pillars and (C) Hierarchical and (D)

Re-entrant features.
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4.1.2 Design for medical devices

The characteristics of the VPP technique have made it a widely used technique
in many medical fields. One of the biggest users of VPP is the hearing aid sector.
It is estimated that 99 % of the customised in-the-ear hearing aid shells are made
using VPP [199, 200]. These devices contain electronic elements inside the shell
and there are at least two openings for the microphone and the receiver that are
highly susceptible to intake of liquids. The hydrophobic surface therefore can be
a beneficial feature to prevent the water from entering the device. In most cases
the hydrophobicity is associated with low droplet adhesion, to allow the water to
roll off from the part. In the case of hearing aid shells, this presents the risk of
water rolling inside one of the inlets. To protect the devices from the droplet rolling
on the surface and falling into onside the part, the surface should be also able to
exhibit adhesive properties to the water. This can be measured by CAH, as shown
in Figure 2.14.

Incorporating a surface on such parts is challenging as they often have multiform
shapes. Figure 4.10 shows an example of a hearing aid. It can be seen that the shape
of the part is very complex. The multidirectional facets and inclined arrangement
can lead to variations in the pillars configuration which can change the functionality
of the surface. To mimic the complex medical device, varied bases were designed.
Four pyramids with different angles were used and the pillars patterns with the
highest obtained CA, WsH, were applied to their structure. Figure 4.11 depicts the
conical structured with 30o (A), 45o (B), 60o (C) and 80o (D) inclination with applied
surface. To evaluate the surface properties the sessile drop test was performed on
the samples. The advancing (θA) and receding (θR) angles were measured on the
inclined walls and the CAH was calculated. Figure 4.12 shows the testing procedure
and Figure 4.13 depicts the resulting CAH.

(A) Custom-made

  hearing aid

(B) STL mesh, 

top view
(C) STL mesh, 

side view

Figure 4.10: Example of a medical device with a complex structure: hearing aid.
(A) Hearing aid, (B) and (C) 3D mesh of the hearing aid.
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(A) 30   o (B) 45   o (C) 60   o (D) 80   o

WsH pillars

1mm

Figure 4.11: Pyramid-shaped base design.
Walls with (A) 30o, (B) 45o, (C) 60o and (D) 80o inclination.

(A) 30   o (B) 45   o

(C) 60   o (D) 80   o
1mm

Figure 4.12: Sessile drop test on the pyramid structures.
(A) 30o, (B) 45o, (C) 60o and (D) 80o inclination.
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Figure 4.13: Contact angle hysteresis of inclined bases.

The inclination resulted in lower hydrophobicity, but the water droplet adhesion
was significantly higher, compared to corresponding inclinations without any
features applied. It is evident that application of the pillar structure increases
the CAH and as a result, the water droplet remains on the deposition area,
instead of rolling off. In the case of straight walls, the droplet rolled off typically
after several or tens of seconds. This phenomenon is attributed to the enhanced
roughness caused by applied micro-features. The mechanism can be explained by
analysing two surfaces occurring in nature: lotus leaf and rose petal. Both plants
exhibit superhydrophobicity, but while lotus leaf has anti-adhesive properties
and water droplets roll off instantly from its surface, the water deposited on
a rose petal remains pinned, even at 180o rotation. This takes place because
micro-features in the rose petal’s surface are larger than the features of the
lotus leaf. As an effect, the water can partially impregnate the area between the
features, which results in a transition regime between Cassie-Baxter and Wenzel
state [201]. The pillars act like blockage that prevents the water from rolling off. To
shift to a non-adhesive surface, the dimensions of the pillar need to reach nano-scale.
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4.1.3 Design for manufacturability

One of the advantages of AM is the possibility of manufacturing the surfaces directly
on a part, without the need for additional assembly. Handling of the single feature
would be also difficult, due to the small scale and low mechanical properties of
the photopolymer. In this project, the surfaces are fabricated directly on a simple
rectangular base. The use of such substrate facilitates handling of the samples as
well as dimensional and functional measurements. The support layers parameters are
used for the base manufacturing. The thickness of the base was optimised towards
minimisation of the fabrication time, but it was set to be thick enough to supply
a stable substrate for the features. The trial fabrication revealed curling of the
parts therefore the corners of the base were rounded to minimise the residual stress.
Figure 4.14 shows the base used throughout this thesis.

Figure 4.14: Rectangular base used as support structure for functional features.

The complexity and dimensions of the functional elements often do not fulfil the AM
requirements and need to be redesigned. They include the general DfAM rules [202,
203, 204]. Those relevant to surface fabrication are:

· Overhangs, bridges and inclinations should be avoided, supported or - if
needed - designed in such a way that the non-self-supported feature size is
minimised. Typically, angled overhangs above 25 ◦ can support themselves.
This was confirmed in the preliminary assessment of the MP setup at DTU,
where the inclination of 30 ◦ was successfully fabricated, whereas the 15 ◦ angle
was not achieved for any of the parts.

· Small bores and narrow channels are difficult features to achieve as the resin
entrapped inside can undergo undesired curing. Moreover, they are challen-
ging to clean and post-cure. Depending on the system and the material the
minimum size of these features should be kept large enough to supply outflow.
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· High aspect ratio in pillar structures do not only decrease the mechanical
properties of the features but also causes delamination during the fabrication.
To create solid pillars, the height should be decreased and the width of the
structures should be adjusted accordingly.

· As explained in Section 2.2 the width and the cure depth are interdepend-
ent. Surface fabrication involves curing features in sub-millimetre scale on the
horizontal plane, therefore layer thickness should be minimised to avoid over-
curing. Low LT is also preferred as it will reduce the staircase effect on vertical
planes.

The aforementioned rules were implemented at every stage of the design optim-
isation. The next element to consider is an adjustment of the feature’s geometry
to the CAD, slicing software and the VPP setup. The geometry creation with the
software should consider the performance of the workstation used for CAD file
preparation. The surfaces contain arrays of thousands of micro-features. In CAD
arrays are designed through a pattern tool. The set parameters are the direction of
the pattern, the distance between the instances (single features) and the minimum
distance from the edge of the geometry on which the pattern is created. Pattern
generation is a very useful tool, but it has a large RAM usage in the design
computer. Figure 4.15 shows the number of patterned instances and the resulting
rebuild time of the part. The fill pattern tool in SolidWorks software was used, with
a distance of 68.86µm, 90 ◦ and distance of 0.5 mm from the edge of the base. The
number of instances was increased by enlarging the size of the base.
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Figure 4.15: Pattern creation time as a result of a number of instances (single
micro-features) for three different geometries.
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As can be seen, the computing time grows exponentially when the number of
instances increases. If the device on which the pattern is created is more complex,
the part’s rebuild time will further increase. The exact duration of the rebuild time
can vary depending on the computing power but the exponential growth remains
regardless of the workstation. It can be seen that the time also increases when the
complexity of the feature increases. Several solutions can be applied in this case.
The first is to divide the pattern into small areas and create the full surfaces from
smaller patches of features. Next is to implement the surface only in critical areas
instead of the entire part. If this approach is not feasible, the recommendation is to
create an assembly made from smaller sub-systems of the device. Such a solution
can however result in low mechanical properties in parting elements and improper
matching of the parts due to the shrinkage of the material.

The next design constraint is related to the system resolution, which defines the
minimum achievable feature dimensions and is divided into the horizontal and
vertical plane. In VPP the achievable resolution is defined by two factors: pixel size
in the X-Y plane and minimum step size of the linear stage in Z-direction [149]. As
mentioned in Section 2.2, current systems are capable of emitting UV light of single
microns in size. In theory, this dimension represents the minimum achievable size.
However, using single voxels would only allow manufacturing 2D structures, with
limited aspect ratio and functionality. Moreover, due to the Gaussian distribution of
the UV light and directional intensity in a single pixel, the feature geometry would
be distorted [205]. In other words, light intensity at any position is a sum of light
intensities from all the nearest voxels, with the highest intensity in the middle [161].
Due to this uneven distribution phenomenon, the curing profile within the single
layer is inhomogeneous and will lead to variations in mechanical properties, warpage
and shrinkage [206]. Therefore, to achieve dimensional accuracy, a single feature
should be built-up from arrays of stacked squares, i.e. minimum horizontal features
should be several times bigger than a single pixel. In the study presented in the
previous section, it was demonstrated that it is possible to achieve the pillar
structures following this approach for widths greater than nine times the pixel size.

The issue of the height of a single feature was already introduced in Chapter 3. It
was shown that the height of pillars, which design is not adjusted to the vertical
resolution of the system, results in higher deviations. The same phenomenon takes
place in the horizontal direction. To demonstrate this, a pillar-based surface with
arbitrarily chosen dimensions was designed. The values of W and S are shown in
Figure 4.16 (A). The generated STL file was sliced with the LT set to 10µm. Single
slice is shown in Figure 4.16 (B).
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(A) CAD design (B) Single slice

0.08

Figure 4.16: Initial surface designed without correction.
(A) X-Y dimensions of the functional features and (B) Single slice of the entire

surface.

The parts were manufactured using FunToDo® NxtGen SnowWhite with ET = 1 s.
I0 was optimised by starting at a low value and gradually increased. The surfaces
were evaluated by visual inspections. It was observed that the pillars did not have
equal widths. Despite testing different irradiance levels, it was not possible to obtain
a surface with evenly fabricated features. Figure 4.17 depicts the microscope picture
from the approximate middle area of the sample, showing the pillar widths differing
across the sample.

100 μm

Figure 4.17: Microscopic picture of the initial surface.

The origin of this error was determined after examination of the 2D images obtained
during slicing. Figure 4.18 shows the enlarged centre of the slice. It can be observed
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that the geometry of the pillar is distorted and it no longer has a circular shape but
rather a stack of randomly arranged pixels.

Figure 4.18: Enlarged picture of a single slice designed without correction according
to the resolution of the MP system.

This takes place due to the square shape of the micromirrors in the DMD�. During
slicing the STL geometry is divided into a grid of squares. The squares have the size
of the pixels (micromirrors), whose arrangement cannot be modified. In the case of
the round geometries, it is not possible to overlap the edge of the circular feature
with the DMD� grid. Therefore the slicing software generates an active (white)
section the size of a single pixel in any location it detects the CAD geometry. This
takes place even if the actual area is smaller than the pixel size, which in the case
of round features results in distorted geometry. The visualisation of the pixelation
of the round pillar is depicted in Figure 4.19.

(B) Visualisation of 

      the DMD grid 

(A) Top view of 

   a single pillar

(C) Projected 

     pattern 

Figure 4.19: Schematic of the pixelation of a circular feature.
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When all the pixels of a single element are illuminated at the same time, but they
are not symmetrically distributed, an uneven UV light accumulation takes place on
the edges of the part. As a result, the geometry is further distorted. In MP, design in
the horizontal plane should take into consideration the arrangement and size of the
pixels. A single pixel corresponds to a minimum X-Y feature (XYmin). The features
in this plane should be designed based on the formula:

W = XYmin × Pn (4.1)

where Pn represents the number of pixels in the X or Y plane within the single fea-
ture. In the case of the Z-direction, the parts should be designed in accordance with
the vertical stage’s minimum motion. In AM systems, Z-resolution is determined
by a linear stage subsystem. Linear stages are built up of a platform mounted to
a guide, which is attached to a load screw. The motion of the screw is regulated
by a motor installed on one side (typically on the top). In automatic systems used
in AM machines, a stepper or servo motor is used. These types of motors convert
digital pulses sent from the controller into mechanical shaft rotations, also called
steps. Each step results in an incremental rotation of the screw, which is translated
into the movement of the platform. Two characteristics determine the resolution of
the linear stage: the number of steps per revolution and load screw pitch. Based on
these values the minimum linear motion can be calculated:

Zmin =
load screw pitch

steps per revolution
(4.2)

Zmin should be used when determining the layer thickness (LT). Actual LT is the
multiplication of Zmin:

LT = Zmin × Lnz (4.3)

where Lnz is the required number of incremental steps in order to achieve LT. Know-
ing the actual value of LT, the height of the final part should be calculated using
the same approach:

H = LT × Ln (4.4)

Ln represents a total number of layers within the part. In many linear stages, Zmin is a
rational number, therefore, to achieve high accuracy in accordance with the design,
the part’s height should be always adjusted using this methodology. Figure 4.20
depicts the visualisation of this approach. In the case of the features with round
geometries in the horizontal plane, the same methodology should be used.
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Figure 4.20: Schematic of a feature division according to the resolution of the MP
system.

(A) Simple 3D geometry, (B) Division in the horizontal plane divided according to
the pixel grid and (C) Division in the vertical plane divided according to the

minimum step size of the stage.

This approach was already partially applied in the first geometry design for function-
ality. It showed that the highest hydrophobicity can be achieved for higher values
of pillar width and height and the lowest spacing (design WsH). However, from the
manufacturing point of view, such pillars are difficult to achieve as the combination
of the large width of a feature together with small spacing leads to resin entrapment.
The remained material is difficult to clean during post-processing and it undergoes
secondary curing. As a result, the pillars merge, which creates a flat substrate that
decreases the CA. This phenomenon takes place in the centre of the surface. In the
initial study, it was observed this effect is more significant in the WsH samples,
therefore the CA measurements were performed only on the area of the surface,
which gave satisfactory results. However, based on the DOE results shown in Fig-
ure 4.5, increasing the spacing between pillars results in significantly decreased CA.
Therefore instead of lowering S for the further study, it was decided to use a lower
W - samples wsH - which achieved the second highest CA. The surface was modified
according to the MP resolution and the base size. The final width of the pillars was
set to the following:

W = 0.00754 mm× 10 = 0.0754 mm (4.5)

The spacing between the pillars was set to the following:

S = 0.00754 mm× 10 = 0.0754 mm (4.6)
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The height of the pillars was increased and calculated based on the minimum step
size:

H = 0.000625 mm× 192 = 0.12 mm (4.7)

A significant improvement was observed, but uneven curing still took place. The
wider pillars were achieved close to the middle of the specimen and the pillars that
were furthest from the centre were significantly smaller or missing. The 2D pattern
investigation was repeated and it is shown in Figure 4.21 (A). It was observed
that only a small group of circles in the middle was pixelated symmetrically - they
are marked with green. The number of pixels decreased the further the pillars
were located from the centre of the specimen. As a result, a wider 2D image of
the cross-section of the pillar was emitted by the projector in the middle, leading
to thicker pillars, getting decreasing thin towards the edges of the sample. The
features that were closest to the edge did not receive enough UV light dose, because
of the small number of illuminated pixels. In effect, the same phenomena, which
was described in Chapter 3 took place; the pillars were becoming thinner and
eventually, the subsequent layers were not added.

the parts were redesigned with new values of S and subsequently sliced into 2D
images. The resulting cross-sections of higher S can be seen in Figure 4.21 (B) and
Figure 4.21 (C). Different spacing was used for these parts. It can be observed
that the patterns are different but again only a small number of pillars were
pixelated symmetrically. Other variations of pillar width together with various
settings in the STL file extraction gave similar results - the number of symmet-
rical features changed, but they still constituted a small fraction of the entire surface.

Irregular pixelation and resulting uneven width of the pillars led to local over-
and undercuring, missing features and trapped resin. This results in a difference
in functionality across the surface, which inhibit their practical use in devices. To
obtain uniform pillars the design of the features need to follow the exact path of the
pixel in the X-Y direction. Figure 4.22 shows the resulting 2D slice of the corrected
surface. As can be seen, all the features are symmetrical and evenly distributed
along the surface. Figure 4.23 shows the 2D image emitted by the projector taken
with FLIR® camera.
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(A) Spacing: 0.0754mm

(B) Spacing: 0.1131mm

0.0754

0.06032

0.1131

(C) Spacing: 0.06032mm

Figure 4.21: Resulting slices of surfaces with pillar width and spacing according to
the resolution of the MP system.

Coloured areas represent symmetrical and identical features. (A) W = 75.4 µm and
S = 75.4 µm (B) W = 75.4 µm and S = 113.1 µm and (C) W = 75.4 µm and

S = 73.5 µm.
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(A) CAD design (B) Single slice

Figure 4.22: Resulting slice of the geometry corrected according to the resolution of
the MP system.

(A) X-Y dimensions of the functional features and (B) Single slice of the entire
surface.

(A) Initial geometry (B) Corrected geometry

Figure 4.23: Zoomed-in view of projected layer.
(A) Before and (B) After correction.

The error in the 2D images is considered to take place due to the transition from
the circular shape to a set of triangles during STL extraction. Sharp, cuboid
or rectangular shapes typically require fewer triangles due to simple geometry,
whereas spheres, cylinders and free-form parts adopt significantly higher numbers
to reproduce the contours of the shape. In the first case, provided the design follows
the dimensions of the DMD�, the tessellation followed the arrangement of the
pixels and therefore the 2D images can reproduce the STL design. In the case of
the round shapes, the triangles cannot follow the DMD� as it is not possible to set
the exact location of the triangles to reproduce the DMD� configuration for all the
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features. As a result, the pixelation is uneven across the surface. With the adopted
design approach it is possible to correct this error. Such a solution is however easily
applicable to simple, flat bases. On inclined and free-form parts introduced earlier
in this chapter, this approach is not possible to apply as it would require a different
W, S and H for each shape, which would change the manufacturability and wetting
properties of the applied surface.

4.2 Material selection for smart sur-
faces manufacturing

In this work, instead of material synthesis, market research is performed. Since
the introduction of the VPP technology, the photopolymer sector has been rapidly
growing in the case of both AM research and industry. Currently, the market offers
a wide range of photopolymer materials with different characteristics tailored for
various applications. To narrow down the research, the main requirements and most
suitable materials were selected.

4.2.1 Initial material requirements

The choice of the resin for surface manufacturing is a challenging task, due to the
lack of specific data on the photopolymers. Resins are typically the most important
intellectual property of the VPP systems suppliers and the formulations and
majority of the characteristics are not available for the users. Moreover, most of the
properties depend on the specimen geometry, manufacturing process parameters
and post-processing sequence. There are, however, some key guidelines that can
be followed when selecting the material. They can be divided into processability,
mechanical and physical characteristics and special properties.

Processing properties of the material involve resin transition from liquid to solid.
Photopolymer resins are typically designed to cure at a specific window of the
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wavelength of UV light and depending on their chemical composition their Ec

can differ significantly. On the micro-scale, resins are very sensitive to changes
in parameters and typically have a narrow process window, which needs to be
determined experimentally [207]. Material selection should therefore be based on
the AM system. Another important aspect is the viscosity of the uncured resin.
As the vertical stage of the VPP machine makes cyclic up and down motions,
its movement should not be constrained. A viscous resin will not recoat the layer
and in the top-down system, it will cause suction between the build plate and the
bottom of the vat, which can damage the part and the motor in the vertical stage.
Another disadvantage of viscous resin is the difficulty with removing it during
post-processing. For this reason viscosity of the resin should not exceed 5 Pa s [208].

Mechanical and physical properties are important for the practical use and
durability of the components in medical devices. The spectrum of properties in
commercially available resins is very wide. Typical standard resins have tensile
strength in the range of 23-66 MPa, tensile modulus of 1.6-3.4 MPa and elongation
at break of 6-16 % [209, 210, 211, 212]. Strong photopolymers are of high interest
and they are constantly under development. Currently offered strong resins on
the market have tensile moduli between 300 to 4100 MPa [209, 213]. However, as
photopolymers are susceptible to ageing, it also needs to be taken into account
that these properties change, as over time they become more brittle [214]. Thermal
properties indicate maximum operating temperatures and high degradation tem-
peratures are desired to prevent cracking of the part. The material opacity is a
deciding factor as to when it is desirable to expose the interior of the device. Other
aesthetic properties include gloss and colour, thus is a matter of subjective choice,
however pigmentation and altering additives can result in changes in the UV light
absorption and mechanical properties.

Special properties involve two characteristics. The first one, shape memory proper-
ties, take place when the material is composed of netpoints and switches. In photo-
polymers, the crosslinker works as a hard segment, whereas the monomer acts as a
soft segment [215]. The selection of the material should be therefore based on the
types of the chemical components used for the synthesis. Examples of crosslinkers
are di(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (DEGDA) and bisphenol A ethoxylate dimethac-
rylate. Monomers, which were successfully used for SMP, involve tert-butyl acrylate
and acrylic acid [215, 216]. The second characteristic is biocompatibility. Photo-
polymers used for the fabrication of medical devices should interact with the human
tissue, without causing any damage, immunity response, allergic reactions, inflam-
mation etc. Methacrylate-based photopolymers are less toxic and therefore preferred
to use in medical devices [217]. Structural compatibility determined by the mech-
anical properties, friction and hardness of the material should also be taken into
consideration [218].
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4.2.2 Materials for surface manufacturing

To achieve surfaces with particular geometry and functionality, the initial require-
ments of the photopolymer resin need to be further extended by applicability to
smart surfaces. In this work several characteristics are taken into consideration;
fast and easy processing, shape memory properties, bio-compatibility and high-
resolution. The market research revealed that there is currently no material that
fulfils all the requirements. It was therefore decided to select one material per
property and apply the design and processing workflow to its distinctive properties.

Material for prototyping

Optimisation of the process chain requires numerous trials and errors. Multiple
experiments and measurements require a large amount of used material, which
results in increased costs. This is important for highly specialised resins, whose
prices are typically in the range of hundreds or thousands of dollars per litre.
Another aspect is the processability of the material. Special-purpose photopolymers
are typically characterised by a narrow process window and the determination of
the UV light dose against the selected layer thickness and geometry takes a large
amount of time. This significantly increases the optimisation time and hinders
improvement implementation. It is therefore recommended to select a general
purpose resin that can serve as a prototyping material. The requirements for such
material involve low cost, a wide process window, low viscosity and resolution
that allows for the manufacturing of micro-features. A popular choice for VPP
systems is Industrial Blend resin supplied by FunToDo® [219]. Table 4.3 shows the
specifications of the photopolymer [220].

Table 4.3: Specification of the FunToDo® Industrial Blend resin.

Parameter Value Unit
Viscosity 0.09 Pa s
Young’s modulus 250 MPa
Hardness 75 Shore D
Density 1004 g/dm3

In previous sections, the material proved to be very efficient for prototyping of
surfaces. Two colours, red and white, were used for the experiments. During
fabrication, it was observed that the two materials required different UV light
doses, which can indicate differences in the physical properties depending on the
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pigmentation. Incorporation of the pigment in the resin changes the absorption
of the incident light, which determines the process parameters, post-processing
and the properties of the part. In early-used photopolymers applied in coating,
pigmentation was found to be the main determinant of the UV light dose and set
thickness [221]. Previous studies further showed that the photopolymerization rate
is the highest for natural (unpigmented) resins, followed by black, blue, red, green
and white [134, 222]. As already seen in Chapter 2 different curing rate leads to
dimensional deviations, which result in an inhomogeneous pattern of the surface.

FunToDo® offers several pigmentations of the photopolymer. In this study, four
colours were investigated: natural, black, red and white. The efficiency of these
pigmentations was evaluated using the approach shown in Chapter 3 and the test
specimen depicted in Figure 3.23 [195]. DOE was also applied as an analysis tool
and the pigmentation was used as an additional factor. Initially, the same high
and low levels used in the previous study were applied, but it was determined
that the resulting features were either missing or much overcured for a different
colour. The irradiance was therefore selected separately for each pigmentation. All
the parameters used in this study are depicted in Table 4.4. Figures 4.24 show the
DOE results for four different colours. The extended results of the layer thickness
and irradiance influence are available in Appendix C.1.

Table 4.4: Process parameters for test artefact manufacturing with different
pigmentations.

Parameter Value Unit
ET 1000 ms
ETIL 12 s
Number of IL 5

DOE parameter Low High
LT 10 12 µm
I0 Natural 0.381 0.453 mW/cm2

I0 Black 0.453 0.524 mW/cm2

I0 Red 0.489 0.559 mW/cm2

I0 White 0.828 0.892 mW/cm2
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Figure 4.24: Main effects plots for different pigments.
Each plot represents different feature and the deviations depending on the

pigmentation [195].

As can be seen, in the case of pillars, almost all the deviations have negative
values. The colour showed a very strong impact on the resulting geometries. Parts
manufactured with white and black resin resulted in the highest deviations. Red
and natural led to the lowest deviations, with red performing the best. Based
only on this study red resin should be chosen as a material for prototyping. It
was however observed that samples developed cracks within 24 hours after the
fabrication. First, the black parts revealed damages, followed by red and natural.
None of the white specimens showed changes within a week of fabrication. In other
samples, the cracks led to broken pillars and grooves, shown in Figure 4.25.

It was established that only the white resin can be applied as prototyping material,
as other pigments, cannot be practically used for further study. The variations
between the features seen in the DOE plots are considered to be a result of
differences between the features. This issue however is less significant for surfaces,
where the same geometry is used along the entire area.
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(B) Black, 

10 μm, 

0.453 mW/cm 
2

(C) Red, 

10 μm, 
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(D) White,
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(A) Natural, 
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Figure 4.25: Cracks development on the test specimens.

Material for medical devices

To imitate how the surface would perform in hearing aid devices, the material that
is used for such application should be also applied for surface manufacturing. There
are several resin manufacturers, which provide skin-friendly materials. Among the
possible solutions, the OTO-UHF acrylic-based resin from 3Dresyns was chosen.
The material is provided together with two additives referred to as Fine Tuners;
a photoaccelerant called FT1 and a resolutioner called LB1. With the tuners it is
possible to further increase curing rate and resolution [223]. Table 4.5 shows the
properties of the material.

Table 4.5: Specification of the 3Dresyns OTO-UHF photopolymer resin.

Parameter Value Unit
Viscosity 0.4 Pa s
Young’s modulus 250 MPa
Hardness 80 Shore D
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Before samples production, the material underwent tuning to determine the
optimal value of the FT1 and LB1. The preparation of the material followed
the manufacturer’s recommendation. The additives were added iteratively until
sufficient curing was achieved in the ET range between 800 and 1000 ms at varied
I0 and micro-features were obtained [224]. The satisfactory results were obtained at
1.26 % of FT1 and 1.62 % of LB1.

Shape memory material

The choice of commercially available stimuli-responsive material is very limited.
Only one supplier of SMP was identified during this project; 3DM® with the
material called 3DM-IMPACT. In addition to having shape memory properties,
it is a shock and fracture-resistant photopolymer, designed for the fabrication
of high-performance elements [212]. Table 4.6 depicts the characteristics of the
material.

Table 4.6: Specification of the 3DM-IMPACT photopolymer resin.

Parameter Value Unit
Viscosity 0.3 Pa s
Young’s modulus 2000-2700 MPa
Tensile strength 45-58 MPa
Hardness 80 Shore D

The hydrophobic properties are similar to those of FunToDo® and therefore this
material was used for an extended application. In this study, the shape memory
properties were used for replication of the mushroom-shaped interlocking mechan-
ism inspired by the 3M� Double Lock�. The details regarding this application are
further described in this thesis.

High-resolution material

Two factors determine the ability of the material to create fine micro-features; high
reactivity and low scattering of the UV light. The balance between them can be
achieved through the addition of various photo-accelerating and photo-inhibiting
molecules. As the resin providers share very limited data, the search for high-
resolution material is challenging.
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A special high-resolution resin was provided for this project by an external supplier.
It is an experimental formulation, which is not yet available on the market, and
therefore its provider and specific characteristics are proprietary. The preliminary
tests showed that the resin is suitable for the setup at DTU, but it requires high
UV light dose and the process window is very narrow. The optimisation of the
parameters is further described in the following chapter.

Due to a very narrow process window and low amount of the obtained material,
it is used exclusively for evaluation of the surface properties manufactured at high
resolution after the hardware upgrade. Despite the processing characteristics, it was
possible to achieve very fine features. This allowed for design improvement of the
previously investigated geometries, further presented in this thesis. The distinctive
characteristic of the resin is a deep black colour, therefore throughout this thesis, it
is going to be referred to as Deep Black.

4.3 Summary

This chapter presented the key aspects of the two steps in the pre-processing
phase; design and material selection. The design optimisation was undertaken
from the very initial stage. The improvements of the surfaces were performed by
parallel evaluation of the functional, structural and processing characteristics of
the selected micro-features. Based on the preliminary functional assessment, the
highest hydrophobicity can be achieved for re-entrant circular pillars with large
widths and height as well as by minimising the spacing between them. The highest
achieved average CA was 115.24o. However, the main optimisation regarded the
basic pillars, with CA = 115.01o. The DOE results revealed that low spacing is
the key parameter for enhancing the hydrophobicity, whereas pillar width is the
least significant. A comparable, yet slightly higher CA was obtained by applying
a re-entrant design, with an inverted mushroom-like feature on the top of the pillars.

The next design constraint referred to the application of surface in medical devices.
A hearing aid was used as an example of a free-form structure, on which a
hydrophobic surface can be applied. To mimic the structure pyramidal parts were
designed and the surface was applied on the angled planes. Such a surface aims to
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enhance the adhesion of the water droplet to prevent it from migrating around the
device and impregnating the interior of the part. It was determined that the surface
significantly enhanced the contact angle hysteresis and the water droplets remained
stable on the pillar structures.

The last design element to consider was a limiting factor of the VPP process itself
and the decomposition of the functionality of the surface against manufacturability.
In this study, the combination of the two aspects was undertaken. First, the part
preparation with CAD was evaluated. The study revealed that pattern creation,
an inherent tool in surface design, results in extensive rebuild time. Therefore, the
functional features should be only applied in critical areas of the device or divided
into sub-assemblies. Next, the 2D slices generation phase was highlighted. It was ob-
served that the images of the sliced circular features resulted in distorted pixelation
across the X-Y plane, which led to uneven pillar dimensions. It was furthermore
determined that a larger width caused resin entrapment. Due to these limitations,
the parts were redesigned. An improvement was observed but the problem of uneven
pixelation remained. The next design iteration was performed, transitioning from the
circular base to a geometry that followed the pixels dimensions and arrangement of
the DMD�. With such a design approach an evenly distributed surface was achieved.

The second pre-processing stage described in this chapter was material selection. In
this section, an investigation of the available commercial photopolymer resin was
performed. Four characteristics were taken into account for the selection proced-
ure: processability for prototyping, biocompatibility, shape memory properties and
high resolution. It was established that different materials offer different advant-
ages and properties, yet no supplier was able to combine all these properties in one
formulation. It was therefore decided to apply different materials for the suitable
application. The prototyping material supplied by FunToDo® underwent an addi-
tional evaluation, due to the variety of available colours. The DOE showed that
pigmentation highly influences the ability to print micro-features and the available
options were narrowed to white. A biocompatible material from 3DResyns was also
selected due to the possibility of additional tuning of the composition according to
the VPP setup attributes. Regarding the stimuli-responsive material, only one sup-
plier, 3DM®, was identified and selected for further study. High-resolution material
was granted by an external supplier, however, because it is not yet commercialised,
it is considered proprietary.
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CHAPTER 5

Process Optimisation Towards
High-Resolution Manufacturing

In this chapter, the assessment of the processing phase is presented. This part of the
process chain involves two steps; fabrication and post-processing. These operations
are always performed consecutively, but their specific parameters are determined
separately. The studies undertaken in this chapter serve the continuation of the
process chain development and they are focused on the critical characteristics of
surfaces; micro-size and periodical arrangement. To maintain continuity, they are
partially based on the obtained geometries and materials selected in the previous
chapter, but the methodology of implemented developments and parameters
assessment can be applied to other surfaces.

The first part of the processing phase, fabrication, will be focused on the job pre-
paration. In this section the parameters will be optimised in order to determine the
process window and based on the obtained results the assessment of the setup will
be performed. In the second part, two subsystems of the DTU VPP setup will be
evaluated and upgraded: the projector and the linear stage. The full capabilities of
the setup will be finally challenged by applying high-resolution material and micro-
features with enhanced geometries and to evaluate their functional properties.In the
second section of this chapter, the optimisation of the post-processing routine will
be performed. In the current state of the art, the cleaning and post-curing steps are
not explored and therefore the determination of the most suitable parameters will
be performed experimentally. Based on the geometrical and functionality-oriented
assessment, the most suitable post-processing parameters will be selected.

115
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5.1 Optimisation of the fabrication
phase

Successful fabrication with VPP involves high precision and resolution of the setup
and optimised process parameters. As previously mentioned, in the horizontal
plane, the minimum feature dimension depends on the size of the pixel size of
the UV light emitted onto a surface of the photopolymer and can be controlled
by the UV light source and dose. In the VPP processes, achieving the features in
the size of a single voxel is however difficult due to uneven optics, light scattering
and material conversion characteristics. The resulting part increase in the X-Y
direction can be different for every system and material, therefore it should be
determined experimentally and corrected during the design process. Vertical
resolution influences the minimum layer thickness and can be controlled by the
UV light dose and the positioning of the build plate. The light dose can be
controlled by optimising the irradiance and exposure time. Build plate position
constrains the curing depth, therefore the lower the minimum step size, the smaller
the LT can be achieved. Furthermore, the system’s accuracy and precision are
essential for achieving micro-scale LT. They depend on the physical architecture
of the stage and the presence of control features (e.g. linear encoder). Build plate
positioning error can significantly contribute to irregular layer deposition and
therefore result in uneven geometry and inhomogeneous functional, physical and
mechanical properties. This section introduces the process parameters optimisation
and hardware evaluation together with the implemented upgrades.

5.1.1 Determination of the process window

In VPP the choice of the process parameters is an essential procedure to fabricate
parts. Generally, the optimisation procedure of micro-features is similar to the meso-
scale VPP, however, the results are much more sensitive to the change of settings and
the process window is typically very narrow. The following process and sequencing
parameters should be carefully adopted:

· Layer thickness: low LT results in a higher amount of steps in the fabrication
process. While it is preferred for the smooth surface of the features, it will
increase the fabrication time.
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· UV light exposure time: generally low ET is preferred to decrease the overall
fabrication time.

· Irradiance: I0 should be adjusted accordingly to the LT and ET. For the
fixed LT, higher ET will result in lower I0, but the change is not linear. The
value will differ depending on the geometry and material and needs to be
adjusted experimentally.

· Initial layers (IL): also referred to as burn layers in the DTU VPP software,
are the base layers of the part, with the thickness LTIL (typically the same as
LT) that are attached to the build plate. VPP machines manufacturers recom-
mend to use between 5 and 10 ILs with increased ET (initial layer exposure
time (ETIL)) or I0 (initial layer irradiance (I0IL)) for sufficient adhesion to the
build plate . The difference should be minimal to avoid sharp change in con-
version degree of the photopolymer, leading to anisotropy in the Z direction.
During initial manufacturing, it was discovered that the micro-features also
require their own initial layers to ensure adherence. It was established that
increasing the ET by 200 ms for the first two layers is sufficient for enhanced
stability. Figure 5.1 depicts the final division of the support base with pillar
structure.

Surface ("Features")

Base ("Support")

Burn (initial) layers

Features burn (initial) layers

Figure 5.1: Visualisation of modified division of the functional features fabricated
directly on a base structure.

· Orientation: part orientation should aim for minimising manufacturing time.
It will also influence mechanical properties. In parts fabricated with AM,
tensile strength is typically higher for the load parallel to the layers.

Process optimisation workflow begins with selection of the LT and is followed
by optimisation of the I0 and ET. In commercial systems, only one of the two
parameters can be modified, whereas the other one is automatically adjusted, which
limits the optimisation process. In the case of the DTU VPP setup, the user is
allowed to select the process parameters for two different levels: the support and
the features, as presented in Chapter 3. The support is a non-functional feature
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and its only purpose is to supplement the base for the micro-features. Due to much
larger size and simpler geometry, optimisation of the process parameters is very
straightforward and the layer thickness can be kept high, up to 100 µm. Higher
layer thickness significantly decreases the overall fabrication time, as the number
of the support layers decreases. On the other hand, micro-features are essential
for achieving functionality. Their dimensions, high aspect ratio and arrangement
requires low layer thickness, which makes it challenging to optimise the parameters.

The selection of the layer thickness of micro-features is mainly determined by
geometry. In straight structures, like pillars without any geometrical enhancements,
the layer thickness has a lower influence on the final geometry, whereas, in the
case of inclined and curved parts, higher LT can intensify the staircase effect and
decrease the functionality of the surface. Such parts, like re-entrant features and
parts with pyramid bases, were already introduced in the previous chapter. To
demonstrate the difference between two different layer thicknesses the pyramid
with the inclination of 30° was manufactured using two different levels of LT:
1.25 and 10 µm. At this stage, irradiance and exposure time were determined
experimentally until the satisfactory geometry was achieved. Figure 5.2 shows
the pyramids fabricated with 10µm (Figure 5.2 (A)) and 1.25µm (5.2 (B)). The
staircase effect is clearly visible in the case of the higher layer thickness. This effect
is further translated into the pillar structure. Due to the positioning error of the
linear stage, this causes variations in the widths of the pillars across the walls of
the pyramids and finally an uneven surface structure. As a result, the wetting and
adhesive properties of the surface are not maintained and the deposited water
droplet spreads across the entire wall of the part, which can be seen in Figure 5.2 (A).

When the layer thickness is established for both levels of the entire part, the I0 and
ET are adjusted experimentally. The features are obtained at a required UV dose,
which is a multiplication of I0 and ET and expressed in J/cm2. Typically, the UV
dose is determined with one of the parameters being incremented, while the second
one is kept fixed. A previous study showed that voxels grow at a different rate
depending on which of the parameters is being kept fixed, even if the resulting UV
dose is equal. Voxels fabricated at constant exposure time and increasing light irra-
diance grow significantly faster, compared to the reciprocal settings [179]. Whereas
this property is beneficial for parts with macro-scale features, where rapid voxel
growth can facilitate the quick optimisation of the process window, on a micro-scale
the features are much more susceptible to small changes of the parameters. This
leads to overcorrecting the parameters during the optimisation process, which
has been introduced in the preliminary study in Chapter 3. Figure 5.3 shows the
resulting surface with the pillar structures. The optimisation procedure took place
using the lens with a magnification of 1× and 1 ND filter. The exposure time was
fixed at 1000 ms and an irradiance of 4.5 and 5 mW/cm2 was applied. Given that
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Figure 5.2: Pyramids with the inclination of 30° manufactured with two different
levels of layer thickness.

(A) LT = 10 µm and (B) LT = 1.25 µm.

the maximum irradiance level of the lens setup is 23.9 mW/cm2, the difference is
relatively small. The layer thickness was set to 1.25µm. Figure 5.3 (A) shows the
middle area of the sample exposed to lower irradiance. It can be seen that the
parameters resulted in a lack of pillars. A sample fabricated at higher irradiance
is depicted in Figure 5.3 (B). It can be seen that the sample area contains some
trapped resin due to the width of the enlarged pillars, as a result of overcuring.
Narrowing of the irradiance window resulted in further overcuring or undercuring.
Based on the rapid transition from undercured to overcured structure at fixed
exposure time it was decided to optimise process parameters at fixed irradiance.

The initial determination of the process window is an experimental task, highly
dependent on the material, geometry and experience. When the irradiance value
is chosen and the visual inspection determines satisfactory results, the exact
process window is established by a change of the exposure time followed by
dimensional measurements. Two indicators are used for the assessment of the
process parameters; width and height of the pillars. In this study, LT was set
to 1.25µm and I0 was set to 4.8 mW/cm2 and ET was incrementally increased
by 200 ms, between 200 and 2000 ms. Lens with magnification of 1× and 1 ND
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Figure 5.3: Micro-pillars obtained at two different irradiance levels.
Parts manufactured at irradiance level of (A) 4.5 and (B) 5 mW/cm2

filter was used. FunToDo® SnowWhite resin was selected. Six samples per ET
setting were manufactured and the microscopic picture of the middle area of each
sample was acquired using an Olympus LEXT� Laser Scanning microscope. The
width and height of the pillars were measured using SPIP�. Figure 5.4 shows
the resulting width of the pillars together with standard deviation. It can be
observed that the horizontal dimensions of the pillars grew rapidly at the initial
exposure values until they stabilised at 1400 ms. The process window (width of
pillars of 75.4 µm) was obtained approximately at 1200 ms. The nearest lower
and higher values resulted in undercuring and overcuring respectively. The parts’
width experienced high deviations, which were maintained regardless of the change
in the exposure time. Figure 5.5 depicts the height growth. The dimensions
flattened faster in comparison to the width until it reached an average value
of approximately 103µm for the exposure time from 600 until 1200 ms. The
height experienced a steep decline at 1400 ms, which indicates the beginning of
overcuring. Throughout the last three ET settings the height slowly continued to
decrease. The deviations of the heights differed significantly between subsequent
samples, therefore the trend of the vertical pillar development is difficult to establish.
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Figure 5.4: Width of pillars obtained at different ET levels.
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Figure 5.5: Height of pillars obtained at different ET levels.
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The sudden drop in height is associated with the distinct overcuring phenomena.
Typically, in VPP processes the overcuring is observed as a gradual increase of the
horizontal size of the part. This takes place due to the broadening of the curing
area as an effect of higher UV dose. As it increases, the over-illuminated pixels cure
the resin outside the designated area. For a single feature, the overcuring can only
increase from the feature itself outwards. In the case of the arrayed structures with
a high aspect ratio, such as pillars, when the nearest features start to overcure, they
start to polymerize the resin trapped between them. Due to small distances between
single features, the transition from overcured to merged pillars, for higher UV light
dose, takes place instantly and the overcured resin can achieve high thickness. The
measured values, seen in Figure 5.5, is the difference between the pillar height and
the nearest area. When this area is overcured and clogged, the sudden decrease in
the vertical dimension is registered. The effect is more pronounced in the middle of
the entire part due to the UV light concentration.

Figure 5.6 shows the microscope pictures of the development of the surface. Fig-
ure 5.6 (A) shows the pillars achieved at ET = 800 ms. It can be seen, that the
widths of the features are lower than the spacing, indicating undercuring. In Fig-
ure 5.6 (B), several pillars have widths close to the nominal value, but differences
between the single features can be observed. Figure 5.6 (C) displays the partial over-
curing (dark area at the bottom of the picture). It can be seen that the excessive resin
polymerization develops in line with the arrangement of the pillars. Figure 5.6 (C)
shows a completely overcured surface, with the excessive resin polymerized between
all the pillars.

(C) 1400ms (D) 2000ms(B) 1200ms(A) 800ms

Partial overcuringUndercuring Process window Overcuring

Figure 5.6: Micro-pillars obtained at different exposure times.
ET = (A) 800 ms, (B) 1200ms, (C) 1400 ms and (D) 2000 ms.

The pillars width grow as the ET is increases leading to overcuring and merging of
the region between the features.

The selected process parameters allow for achieving of pillar surface with the di-
mensions close to the nominal values. Throughout this project, the same approach
was applied to all the materials used. The obtained process window was however
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very narrow - the satisfactory results were obtained only at a single ET of 1200 ms.
The nearest exposure times resulted in significant changes in dimensions, not suit-
able for application as a hydrophobic surface. The narrow process window sets a
limitation for features complexity development and high deviations inhibit the prac-
tical application. It was possible to achieve hydrophobic properties, as presented in
Chapter 4, however the process is characterised by low precision and low accuracy.
This phenomenon takes place due to two aspects. The first is the low pixel size to
single feature width ratio, which results in fast overcuring and resin clogging. The
second is an effect of the NLS8+CP stage vertical positioning error. The previously
determined error of ±1 µm is approximately as high as the selected layer thickness,
1.25 µm. Despite the vertical dimension corrected according to the Zmin, the range
of the error contributes to high deviations of the vertical development between the
samples. These artefacts can be overcome by enlarging the features size. This will,
however, decrease the hydrophobic properties. At this stage, it is clear that the
hardware upgrade is essential for successful surface manufacturing.

5.1.2 Hardware evaluation

The study in the previous section determined that the process window can be estab-
lished by an iterative increment of the exposure time, however, it is very narrow and
exhibits high deviations. The second requirement that needs to be fulfilled is hard-
ware evaluation. For successful surface fabrication, several aspects need to be taken
into account. The first one is the optical system specifications (such as micromir-
ror size of the DMD� chipset, range of the focus depth and UV light wavelength
range). Any distortions in the entire system must be minimised. The second is the
performance of the stage subsystem, determined by the unidirectional repeatability
and flatness of the motion system. The last one is the vat subsystem. The upgrade
of the vat has already been performed and presented in Chapter 3.

Projector lens upgrade

The first system upgrade involved the exchange of the lens in the projector subsys-
tem. The aim of applying the new lens is to decrease the pixel size, therefore a lower
magnification was chosen. For this purpose, a 0.5× lens was supplied and tested. The
study presented in the previous section was repeated using the same process para-
meters and geometries. Figure 5.7 shows the comparison of the pillars width with
1× and 0.5× lens. It can be seen that the development of the horizontal dimensions
for both setups was similar, but the curve for 0.5× lens appears to be flattened.
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The average width of the pillars started at approximately 43 µm and achieved the
maximum height of ≈ 85µm, compared to ≈ 32 µm and ≈ 98 µm of initial and final
width respectively in the case of 1× lens. The deviations of the width were also sig-
nificantly decreased, indicating an improvement of the accuracy of the process. The
process window however remained very narrow, with satisfactory results obtained
only at a single exposure time setting, 1200 ms.
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Figure 5.7: Width of pillars obtained at different ET levels and two different
magnifications: 1× and 0.5×.

The height of the pillars manufactured with two different lenses is shown in Fig-
ure 5.8. A similar phenomenon took place as in the case of the width of the features;
that is, the dimensional change followed a similar trend, with height growth and
plateauing at around 1000 ms of exposure. The average height was closer to the
nominal value by ≈5 µm, yet it remained below the CAD values. The reduction
of deviations was also observed, but it was not as significant as in the case of the
width. It was also observed that the overcuring started at a longer exposure time,
compared to the 1× lens. This took place due to the lower curing rate of the residual
resin between the pillars. It is an effect of pixel size. As the pixel size of the 0.5×
lens is two times smaller, the development of the overcured region as an effect of the
illumination of the neighbouring pixels was slower.
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Figure 5.8: Height of pillars obtained at different ET levels and two different
magnifications: 1× and 0.5×.

Despite the remaining difficulty of the parameters optimisation due to the narrow
process window, the achieved improvement opened up a possibility to enhance the
hydrophobic properties of the surfaces. In the following study, the improvement of
the process is further extended by the application of the Deep Black high-resolution
photopolymer resin. The material is highly sensitive to any changes in geometry,
settings and environmental conditions. For this experiment, a subsequent trial
on the WsH surface was performed. WsH was determined to have the highest
contact angle compared to other pillar-based surfaces, however, it was challenging
to replicate, as the high deviations of the process resulted in a very narrow process
window. The goal is to investigate if application of the 0.5× lens with Deep Black
resin will overcome this limitation.

The optimisation of the process parameters followed the previously described
method, however, it required a reduced span of the selected values of the exposure
time. The material requires the use of maximum irradiance of the projector,
I0 = 111.6 mW/cm2. Figure 5.9 shows the surface WsH fabricated using three levels
of ET: 600, 800 and 850 ms. 600 ms resulted in the majority of the pillars not being
attached to the base, whereas 850 ms caused overcuring. The process window was
found at 800 ms.
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2
(A) 111.6 mW/cm, 

600 ms  

2
(B) 111.6 mW/cm, 

800 ms  
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(C) 111.6 mW/cm, 
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(D) 111.6 mW/cm, 

1200 ms  

Figure 5.9: Determination of the process for Deep Black resin.
Images of the resulting surface at ET = (A) 600 ms, (B) 800 ms, (C) 850 ms and

(D) 1200 ms.

Application of the Deep Black resin significantly increased the homogeneous
distribution of the pillars across the surface. Moreover, due to the minor local
overcuring, the pixelated area blended in round 2D circles. Based on the significant
improvement of the quality of the surface, additional geometries were designed.
They were based on the re-entrant structure, which also resulted in high hydro-
phobicity. Figure 5.10 depicts the geometries.
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(A) Conetip 70μm

(C) Curvy pillar

Top viewSide view

Top viewSide view

Top viewSide view

(B) Conetip 90μm

Figure 5.10: Alternative geometries for parts manufactured with Deep Black resin.

The sessile drop test was performed for all the parts. The resulting contact angle is
shown in Figure 5.11 and the test can be seen in Figure 5.12. The highest average
CA was achieved for Conetip 70µm features, with the maximum CA = 129.5o. The
highest CA from all the measurements was achieved for WsH structure at 138.1o.
Curved features exhibited hydrophobicity but due to more complex geometry the
replication of the sample was more challenging, therefore the measurement was
performed only on a single sample.
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Figure 5.11: Contact angle for surfaces manufactured with Deep Black resin.

(C) Conetip 90μm, CA = 115.1  4.3 (D) Curved, CA = 113.99 
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Figure 5.12: Sessile drop test images of parts fabricated with Deep Black resin.
(A) WsH pattern, (B) Conetip 70 µm and (C) Conetip 90 µm and and (D) Curved

features.
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The results show that the combination of the higher resolution of the system and
material results in significant improvement of the hydrophobic properties. This can
be explained by increased repeatability of the system and effective homogeneity
of the width of micro-features along the area of the surface. However, the wetting
properties experienced notable deviations. Additional microscope images and parts
inspections were undertaken to assess the quality of the features. Figure 5.13 (A)
shows a microscopic picture of the side of a single pillar. It can be observed that
the subsequent layers are not deposited in parallel, but they were shifted outwards
the central axis of the single feature. This results in an uneven part profile, which
is shown in Figure 5.13 (B).
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Figure 5.13: Layer deposition assessment.
(A) Microscopic picture of the side view of the single pillar and (B) Profile of the

layer deposition along the pillar growth direction.

This phenomenon has a stronger effect on features with increased complexity. Fig-
ure 5.14 shows images of a single Conetip 70 µm feature. The rings seen in the
images represent the subsequent layers. At 1850× magnification, in Figure 5.14 (A),
it can be seen that the dark and bright areas, which refer to the layer distribution,
are asymmetrically located. In the image at a magnification of 8300×, it is evident
that the layers are significantly moved with respect to the middle axis, resulting in
distorted geometry. Shifted layer accumulation leads to uneven feature distribution
across the surface and increases variations in the hydrophobic properties between a
specimen, which is indicated by high deviations in Figure 5.11. It is assumed that
this phenomenon takes place due to errors in two characteristics of the linear stage:
positioning error and flatness, which defines the error motion in Z-direction. The
upgrade of the linear stage subsystem needs to therefore be considered.
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(A) Magnification: 1850 x

5μm30μm

(B) Magnification: 8300 x

Figure 5.14: SEM image of the top of a single Conetip 70 µm feature.
Image obtained at magnification of (A) 1850× and (B) 8300×.

Linear stage subsystem upgrade

To further improve the manufacturability of surfaces, an upgrade of the linear stage
subsystem was performed. The selection of the system suitable for this application
was based on the following conditions:

· Unidirectional repeatability should be significantly lower, compared to the
current setup.

· The system should be equipped with a linear encoder. This is a sensor that
encodes the position of the system and, based on the feedback, can self-correct
the motion automatically.

· Flatness of the system should not exceed the pixel size, to ensure the accuracy
of fabrication of subsequent layers.

· Lower Zmin is preferable, however, given that majority of the photopolymer
resins cannot cure at a LT below 1µm, it is not a decisive prerequisite.

Among numerous researched options a PI L-511.03.5111 High-Precision Linear
Stage (further called PI stage) from Physik Instrumente was selected [225]. The
stage is equipped with a DC motor and incremental linear encoder. Table 5.1 shows
the specification of the stage.
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Table 5.1: Specification of PI L-511.03.5111 stage.

Specification Value Unit
Zmin 0.1 µm
Travel range 52 mm
Unidirectional repeatability 0.1 µm
Screw pitch 2 mm
Flatness ± 1.5 µm
Positioning correction Linear encoder

As can be seen, improvement of the positioning characteristics comes at the expense
of considerably reduced travel range. For simple surface fabrication on small-scale
substrates, this does not have an influence, however, it is a limitation if surfaces are
to be implemented on tall structures. Similarly to the Newmark, the PI unit was
equipped with a modular build plate assembly. The difference in the architecture is
in the closing system. On the top of the ball, there is a closing plate, which rests on
rods, and the ball is locked by a screw from the top. The choice of the top screw in
the new setup was chosen due to the smaller size of the setup. The system assembly
is shown in Figure 5.15. Both setups are complimentary and due to the modular
system, their build plate assembly can be quickly dismounted. The choice of the
stage depends preliminarily on the part’s height and selected layer thickness.

ClearPath CPM-SDSK-2310S-EQN

PI L-511.03.5111

NSL8

Modular build 

plate mounts
Aluminium build plate

PMMA build plate

Vat

Figure 5.15: Upgraded linear stage subsystem.
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The next upgrade involved the implementation of the new build plate. The original
aluminium build plate revealed two disadvantages. The first is the large X-Y size,
which caused high suction forces within the membrane. The second is the material.
An aluminium build plate exhibits low adhesion to the photopolymer, therefore the
initial layers need to applied with an increased UV dose. This leads to a difference
in curing rate between the initial and top layers in the base structure, consequently
resulting in varied mechanical properties, residual stresses in the layers and poor
adhesions in the transition zone. In effect, the layers start to delaminate, leading
to distortion of the base, which can be seen in Figure 5.16 (A). As a replacement
for aluminium, polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) was used, and the part was made
smaller. PMMA has the advantage of higher adhesion and therefore its application
allows for a decrease of the difference in the UV dose between the initial and main
layers or eliminates the need for different parameters of the IL entirely, depending
on the material. In effect, the curing rate in the layers is uniform across the entire
thickness of the base part, which can be seen in Figure 5.16 (B). The build plate’s
edges were chamfered to further decrease high suction forces. Full specifications of
the PI L-511.03.5111 are available in Appendix A.6. Technical drawings of the build
plate mount elements for the stage are supplied in Appendix A.7.

(A) Part fabricated using

aluminium build plate

(B) Part fabricated using

PMMA build plate

Figure 5.16: Difference in layer adhesion for parts manufactured using two
different build plates.

For assessment of the new stage implementation, the process window experiment
presented in the former section was repeated using the PI stage and 0.5× lens.
The irradiance and exposure time were kept identical as in the case of the previous
study and layer thickness was adjusted to 1.2 µm, according to the stage resolution.
Figure 5.17 depicts the obtained width of the features. For comparison, the meas-
urements of width acquired in the previous upgrade iteration were also illustrated.
The average width of the pillars manufactured using PI stage started developing at
54.82µm, compared to 43.94 µm using NLS8+CP setup. The pillars’ width began to
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plateau at 800 ms, which is also considered as the initial value of the process window.
The nominal value was achieved at 1200 ms. The process window was significantly
wider, compared to the previous results, as the pillars began to experience overcur-
ing at 1800 ms. The expansion of the width of the pillars was however more gradual.
The deviations of the width of the pillars in the process window were also further
reduced, but it can be observed that stage upgrade had a less significant influence
on the accuracy of the pillar width, compared to the decrease in magnification.
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Figure 5.17: Width of pillars obtained at different ET levels and using two different
stages: NLS8+CP and PI.

Figure 5.18 shows the plot obtained for the height of the pillars manufactured with
both stages. A significant improvement in height development can be observed
already at the start of the experiment. The average height of the pillars began at
103.1 µm. The process window was achieved between 600 and 1600 ms with the
values closer to the CAD and overcuring of the samples took place at a lower rate.
Notably, the height deviations were significantly reduced throughout the entire
experiment.
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Figure 5.18: Height of pillars obtained at different ET levels and using two
different stages: NLS8+CP and PI.

Figure 5.19 shows the comparison of the development of the surface for both
stages. In figure 5.19 (A) it can be observed that the transition from undercured to
overcured state took place rapidly and achieved complete merging of the pillars at
the final exposure time. The growth of the features obtained with the PI stage was
much more steady. To further verify the beneficial influence of the stage upgrade, the
fabrication of Conetip 70 µm, introduced in the previous experiment, was repeated.
Minor adjustment to the geometry were applied, according to new setup resolution.
Figure 5.20 shows the SEM image of the top of the single feature. It is evident that
the shifted layer distribution does not take place when the high-resolution stage is
applied, as shown in Figure 5.20. The layers are evenly located and the features are
symmetrical. The sessile drop test revealed increased average hydrophobicity with
CA = 126.51o. The deviations in the CA were significantly decreased to ±1.2o.
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Figure 5.19: Development of the pillars over the increase of the exposure time.
Parts manufactured with (A) NLS8+CP and (B) PI stage.
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30μm

(A) Lens: 0.5x; Stage: NLS8 + CP (B) Lens: 0.5x; Stage: PI

Figure 5.20: SEM image of the top of a single Conetip 70 µm feature.
Parts manufactured with (A) NLS8+CP and (B) PI stage.

The significant difference between the NLS8+CP and the PI stages results from dif-
ferences in the stage accuracy. The first aspect, already mentioned, is the Z-position
error that is in the range of ±1 µm. Given that for these parts the layer thickness was
set to 1.25µm, the error is considerable. The NLS8 stage is not equipped with any
control system, such as a linear encoder, therefore the positioning of the build plate
is not corrected throughout the fabrication process. This contributes to differences
in the actual layer thickness. When the position of the build plate is too low, the ac-
tual layer thickness is decreased compared to the set value. Since the exposure time
and the irradiance are fixed, the minimised layer undergoes overcuring. The oppos-
ite phenomenon occurs when the build plate location is higher compared to the set
value of the LT. Typically there are tens or hundreds of layers that aggregate during
the surface manufacturing, thus this effect is magnified and the process window is
very narrow. In the case of the PI stage, the positioning repeatability is ±0.1 µm,
10× lower compared to the NLS8+CP stage. Additionally, the stage is equipped
with a linear encoder with a resolution of 0.05µm. The second source of the layer
distribution error can be attributed to the flatness. The flatness of the NLS8+CP
stage was not provided by the supplier, but it is evident that the layers are shifted
in the horizontal plane and in some locations they overlap with the nearest layers.
In the case of the PI stage, the horizontal shift does not take place, due to the low
error in the horizontal positioning.
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5.2 Influence of the post-processing
parameters

The steps involved in post-processing are cleaning and post-curing. Cleaning of pho-
topolymer parts typically takes place through dissolution with an isopropyl alcohol
bath or a jet. However, cleaning surfaces is a challenging task, as micro-features
constrain the uncured photopolymer to rinse off. The most suitable solution is an
application of vibrations, which result in enhanced mobility of the non-polymerized
resin. This can be successfully achieved through ultrasonic cleaning. In this process,
electric oscillations are transmitted to the transducer that further convert them
into mechanical vibrations. As an effect, the agitated solvent migrates via quick
pulsation and rinses off the liquid resin. Pulsations create cavitation bubbles, which
burst when in contact with a solid structure, penetrating features such as sharp
corners or cavities, typical for the surface geometry [226]. Additional heat for
enhanced mobility of the uncured resin can be applied. Collapsing bubbles can lead
to the destruction of the material surface, therefore the duration of the cleaning
and frequency should be optimised [227]. The choice of the cleaning solvent should
be also taken into consideration. Typically isopropyl alcohol (IPA) or ethanol are
used. The chemical composition of these two solvents are very similar and both are
recommended by VPP machines and materials manufacturers.

The post-curing stage involves additional photopolymerization with a non-
structured UV light - typically in a chamber with a rotating stage on which the
specimen is placed and also with a reflective interior for uniform light distribution.
Figure 5.21 shows the schematic of the post-curing unit. Two parameters are set
for this process: time and temperature. Long exposure to the UV light ensures a
higher degree of curing of the non-reacted group on the surface, whereas elevated
temperature increases the mobility of the polymer chains so the additional curing
can penetrate deeper in the material. The effect of post-curing protocols has not
been extensively studied, but some researchers undertook the determination of
general guidelines. The examined post-curing time typically ranged from several
minutes up to several hours and temperatures were varied between 22 and 90 °C.
The results indicated that increasing the post-curing time and temperature results
in enhancement of the mechanical properties, hardness, degree of conversion and
biocompatibility [169, 228, 229, 230]. Higher dimensional accuracy can be achieved
only in a certain time and temperature window, as a low degree of conversion will
result in shrinkage, whereas high temperature (above 60 °C) will induce thermal
expansion [137, 231]. Given the narrow window of both cleaning and post-curing
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and the micro-scale of the functional features the entire post-processing protocol is
critical for achieving high accuracy and durability of the surfaces.

30 min   45°c - + Temperature 

setting

Part

Heat source

UV diodes

Rotating stage

Time
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Remaining

time

23:35

Figure 5.21: Schematic of a post-curing unit.

5.2.1 Effect of post-curing parameters on surface manufac-
turing

The combination of the ultrasound bath and UV and thermal post-curing was
established to be a preferred technique for enhancing the mechanical properties
(tensile modulus, tensile strength and heat deflection temperature) [232]. To date,
there is no study performed on the effect of the post-curing parameters on surface
fabrication and functionality. In this section, the post-processing regime was
evaluated by varying the settings in two steps. The first one is the ultra-sound bath
time. In the second phase, post-curing, two parameters were evaluated; post-curing
temperature and time. Two levels of each factor were selected. The fabrication
parameters samples used for the study were based on results obtained in the
previous section. Table 5.2 depicts the values of the selected parameters. Four
samples for each set of the parameters were fabricated.
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Table 5.2: Selected process parameters for the post-curing study.

Fixed parameter Value Unit
Cleaning solvent IPA
Ultrasound frequency 80 kHz

DOE parameter Low High
Ultrasound bath time 5 30 min
Post-curing temperature 22 45 °C
Post-curing time 5 30 min

The procedure followed the diagram depicted in Figure 3.22. Quantification of the
effectiveness of each of the parameters was made by measuring the weight of the
samples at three phases: between the primary rinse and the ultrasound bath, between
the drying and post-curing, and after the post-curing. Figure 5.22 shows the resulting
weight change throughout the experiment. To facilitate the interpretation of the
results, they were divided into two stages. The first evaluated the difference in weight
between different ultrasound baths durations. The second investigated the weight
change after the post-curing. Finally, the overall difference was assessed.
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Figure 5.22: Average weight of the samples obtained at different phases of the
post-curing process.
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Effect of the different ultrasound bath times

Figure 5.23 shows the resulting plot with a difference between the initial weight
and the weight obtained after the ultrasound cleaning. For distinction between the
samples, the post-curing parameters were added to the plot. A minor increase in the
average weight change was observed for samples cleaned for 5 min. Such phenomena
take place due to the solvent absorption inside the polymer matrix [233]. As the
polymer matrix relaxes during cleaning, the IPA solvent penetrates inside the struc-
ture of the parts. During prolonged submersion in IPA, the solvent has more time to
immerse deeper into the micro-features. This is further enhanced by the bursting of
the bubbles created in the sonication process. During long cleaning, they have more
time to damage the outer area of the features and diffuse deeper in the material.
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Figure 5.23: Difference of weight before ultrasound bath and before post-curing.

It was further observed that deviations are higher for 30 min of cleaning. A similar
mechanism is responsible for this result, and this can be explained by a damaging
effect of the prolonged exposure to IPA leading to crack formation and separation
of the pillars from the base. If the pillars completely break off, the weight decreases
significantly. However, if they remain in the surface structure, they restrain the
outflow of the uncured resin during rinse-off. The leftover photopolymer is then
cross-linked during post-curing and gets attached to the surface, resulting in
increasing the final weight.
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Effect of the different post-curing settings

The next plot, shown in Figure 5.24, illustrates the weight difference at the next
stage of the post-processing. It shows the difference between the weight obtained
after the ultrasound bath and the final weight. In this phase, the average weight
values were less spread, but higher deviations were observed for samples that were
previously subjected to 30 minute washing times.
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Figure 5.24: Difference between the weight obtained after the ultrasound bath and
the final weight.

High deviations can likely be associated with contamination uptake as the trapped
IPA begins to migrate from the polymer matrix. When the cleaning time is longer
more solvent needs to evaporate. During the post-curing cycle, the IPA sediments
of the features result in a sticky surface that attracts more contamination, which
increases the weight.

Assessment of selected process parameters of the entire post-
processing

The final plot, shown in Figure 5.25 summarizes the overall weight loss throughout
the entire experiment. The final weight was subtracted from the weight before the
ultrasound bath. The result shows that the highest change can be achieved for
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short ultrasound cleaning and low post-curing temperature. To further evaluate
the applied post-processing workflows, microscopic pictures of the features were
obtained. They are shown in Figure 5.26. All the samples cleaned for 30 minutes
and post-cured at 22 °C gained defects. The low post-curing temperature had a
two-fold effect; first, an impediment influence on the uncured resin. This can suggest
that the monomer molecules partially evaporate with IPA in elevated temperatures.
In the case of samples post-cured for 30 min, some pillars break off from the base.
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Figure 5.25: Overall weight loss throughout the entire experiment.

The second most efficient post-processing regime was observed for 5 min bath, 45 °C
and 5 and 30 min of post-curing. Microscopic pictures also indicated that for these
process parameters the quality of the surface was the most satisfactory. No cracks
were detected and no resin remained in the surface structure. High surface qual-
ity was also obtained for 30 min bath, 45 °C and 30 min post-curing. Only a small
waviness on the flat surface was observed between some pillars. These three sets of
process parameters gave the most satisfactory results.
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Figure 5.26: Microscopic images of surfaces post-cured using different protocols.
The figures were marked with blue boxes, which indicate the leftover and cured

resin and the red boxes, for highlighting the damaged areas.

Influence of the selected post-processing parameters on the function-
ality

The final study on post-processing evaluated the influence of the selected process
parameters on the functionality of the surfaces. Only three sets of parameters (those
resulted in the most satisfactory results in the previous section) were examined.
The remaining samples were dismissed due to damaged pillars or excess resin that
cured inside the structure. Figure 5.27 shows the obtained contact angles for the
selected surfaces. As can be seen, the samples cleaned for 5 min exhibited nearly
equal hydrophobicity with average CA of 115.21±4.5°and 115.24±3.2°. The parts
that underwent prolonged submersion in the IPA produced significantly lower
hydrophobicity with a CA of 98.84±5.8°.
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Figure 5.27: Resulting contact angle for the selected post-processing parameters.

The large decrease of the CA indicates the detrimental effect on the hydrophobic
properties. To investigate the influence of the IPA on the surface two characteristics
of the pillars were examined. First, the heights of the pillars were extracted. Parts
cleaned for a shorter time resulted in heights of 117.8±3.51 µm and 117.3±0.7 µm,
compared to nominal of 120µm. The pillars of the parts that underwent long
cleaning had average heights of 108.16±1.89µm. Lower height has been already
established to have a detrimental influence on the hydrophobic properties, as de-
picted in Figure 4.5. The effect of the height of the pillars was however established
for the higher difference between the selected heights and the change of the CA
was approximately 10°, whereas the effect of post-curing parameters was more
profound. Such phenomena are contrary to the swelling of the photopolymer when
exposed to IPA, which was determined in other studies [234]. Therefore these
samples should result in higher dimensions. The opposite behaviour is considered
to happen because long exposure to IPA combined with mechanical agitation
obtained with ultrasound leads to alterations of the outer structure of the parts.
This typically evolves as fissures, and in prolonged IPA exposure, the dissolution
of the photopolymer. This is likely to cause delamination of the top layers of the
single micro-features. In other words, after sufficient time, the IPA washes out the
photopolymer leading to smaller dimensions of the pillars.
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Figure 5.28: Extracted profile of the top plane of multiple pillars with deviations
post-processed using different cleaning and post-curing times.

The pillars were subsequently investigated in terms of their structure. To determine
the resulting architecture of the features, the roughness of the top plane of selected
pillars was extracted. Figure 5.28 shows the average heights of the features. The
roughness was measured at the top of the pillars. The deviations shown in the plot
indicate that the parts cleaned for 5 min resulted in a rougher surface, compared
to the 30 min bath. Figure 5.29 shows an example profile of two single pillars.
The feature exposed to long cleaning appears to be smooth, whereas the second
pillar has multiple peaks and valleys. It is evident that a long IPA bath results in
smoothing of the micro-features.

The additional roughness on the top on the pillars is considered to be the significant
factor in enhancing the hydrophobicity of the surface. It can be therefore deducted
that the ultrasound cleaning time should be kept short to obtain higher contact
angle. Longer post-curing time is considered to be unnecessary, as the difference in
terms of surface quality and obtained contact angle is negligible. When combining
the weight loss data, the surface inspection, hydrophobicity and taking into account
minimisation of the time, 5 min bath, 45 °C and 5 min post-curing is the most
successful set for the post-processing regime.
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Figure 5.29: Extracted profile of the top plane of single pillars post-processed using
different cleaning and post-curing times.

The green line represents samples post-processed at short ultrasound bath and
post-curing time, and the grey line shows the extended times of the corresponding

procedures.

5.3 Summary

In this chapter, the evaluation of the fabrication and post-processing phase was
performed. In the first section, the key fabrication parameters and requirements
were introduced. Next, the preliminary assessment and selection of the most suitable
process optimisation method dedicated to surface manufacturing was undertaken.
It was determined that at a given layer thickness the development of the curing rate
was more gradual when the irradiance was kept constant and the exposure time was
increased. This methodology was further applied to determine the process window.
The ET was incremented by 200 ms between 200 and 2000 ms and fabrication of
pillar-based surfaces was followed by measurements of width and height of the pillars.
The process window was found at only one value of ET = 1200 ms. Other settings
resulted in either undercuring or overcuring. Significant deviations of the features
geometry throughout the entire experiment were also observed.
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Based on the results, it was determined that the narrow process window and
high deviations can be overcome by increasing either the micro-feature size or the
system resolution. Scaling up the parts was not a feasible solution due to the risk
of compromised functionality and application. Two setup upgrades were therefore
implemented. The first was an increase in projector subsystem resolution, by apply-
ing a 0.5× lens. This allowed a decrease in pixel size from the 7.54µm to 3.77µm.
Higher X-Y resolution significantly contributed to decreasing the width deviations
between the surfaces and allowed for use of the high-resolution material. The
subsequent experiment involved the manufacturing of parts with Deep Black resin
and various geometries. The notable improvement of the hydrophobic properties
was observed, with average CA ranging between 113.9°and 118.74°, with maximum
CA = 138.1°. The increased horizontal resolution however did not result in a wider
process window and decreased deviations of the height of the features. Therefore
a second upgrade was implemented. An ultra-high-resolution linear stage was
added. The process window experiment was subsequently repeated. The process
window was significantly widened and the repeatability in the case of the pillars
was increased. It was established that the improvement took place due to the high
unidirectional repeatability and flatness of the setup. The final sessile drop test
did not result in an increase of the maximum contact angle, but it enhanced the
average hydrophobicity and decreased the deviations.

In the second section, the assessment of the post-processing phase was performed.
In this study, the cleaning and post-curing parameters were evaluated. Two levels
of ultrasound cleaning time as well as post-curing time and temperature were
studied. The efficiency of the selected routine was evaluated by inspection of the
weight change as it is an indicator of the loss of the residual uncured photopolymer.
Additionally, the surface underwent a visual inspection to establish whether the
micro-features experienced damage due to the selected parameters. It was estab-
lished that the highest weight loss and the most stable results were obtained for
three sets of parameters, all post-cured at elevated temperatures. To further narrow
down the settings, they were evaluated in terms of functionality. It was observed
that samples cleaned for a longer time experienced pillar shortening due to the
damaging influence of IPA and as result, their hydrophobic properties decreased.
Based on the results, the most optimised parameters which resulted in both high
quality of the surface and higher hydrophobicity were established to be 5 min of
ultrasound cleaning, 45 °C of post-curing temperature and 5 min of post-curing time.

The performed studies and upgrades resulted in a significant improvement of both
manufacturing and functionality of the hydrophobic surfaces. The implemented fab-
rication and post-processing optimisation workflow can be further used for other
types of surfaces and applications.
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CHAPTER 6

Technological Deployments and
Applicability of Smart Surfaces

Previous chapters demonstrated how vat photopolymerization of surfaces can be
improved through comprehensive process optimisation. The implementation of the
technological solutions allowed to obtain manufacturing fidelity beyond industrial
developments. In this chapter, the culmination of the achieved improvements is
presented through studies, which consider the supplementary requirements as well
as the exploitation of the smart surfaces in a specific environment. These include
miscellaneous aspects of selected geometries, materials and parameters necessary
to achieve the required performance followed by application in advanced devices.

In the first part, the evaluation will be performed and it will be divided into
two sections: overall assessment and characterisation. In the assessment phase, a
final depiction of the obtained improvement will be presented. The next part will
introduce methods for the characterisation of distinctive properties of the materials
used in this work. The techniques regard the features related to biocompatibility
and shape memory behaviour. They will aim to determine curing, mechanical and
thermal properties.

In the last section, the implementation of surfaces within advanced applications
will be undertaken. Three case studies will be presented, in which the previously
selected and established geometries, materials and parameters will be tuned and
utilised to achieve advanced functionalities. The goal of these projects is to include
smart surface functionality without sacrificing the intrinsic properties of the devices
in question. The shown examples aim to bring smart surfaces into widespread use.

149
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6.1 Process chain improvement assess-
ment

The assessment in this part concerns the functionality, as the dimensional measure-
ments were presented in previous chapters. The first evaluation regards the achieved
hydrophobicity of surfaces. Figure 6.1 depicts the highest achieved contact angle at
three stages of the project: initial, after application of high-resolution material with
a lens and after addition of a high-resolution stage.
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Figure 6.1: Evolution of the contact angle as a result of implemented improvements.

Two improvements were observed. The first was the increase of the contact angle
from 115.01° to the final CA of 126.51°. The second improvement was decreased
deviations. High deviations between the specimens after the first system upgrade
resulted in higher susceptibility of the micro-features to undergo uneven growth.
This took place because of the higher sensitivity of the features to linear stage
error due to smaller pixel sizes. With implementation of the stage with higher
positioning accuracy and flatness, this error no longer occurred and deviations were
notably reduced. The employed system upgrades resulted in significantly improved,
homogeneously distributed features across the surface, as seen in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: SEM image of the top of an enhanced Conetip 70 µm feature fabricated
after the final upgrad of the VPP setup.

(A) Side view (B) Top view.

The influence of the hardware upgrade was evident. However, the application
of high-resolution photopolymer resulted in a detrimental influence on the FEP
membrane. For various parts and geometries, the membrane used with Deep Black
resin had to be replaced frequently, often even after a single process. The maximum
number of layers for different geometries that the membrane was able to withstand
and resulted in successfully fabricated parts was approximately 3000, whereas for
other materials it was approximately 35000 layers. Membrane replacement is a
time-consuming and costly procedure. Deep Black proved to be the most successful
material for surface manufacturing but it requires further tuning of the chemical
formulation to decrease its damaging impact on the FEP material.

The next assessment concerns the contact angle hysteresis. Figure 6.3 shows the
CAH of the surfaces deposited on the pyramid bases introduced in Chapter 4. The
parts after the system upgrade were manufactured using the OTO-UHF resin. No
improvement has been achieved in terms of adhesion properties, however, a signific-
ant decrease in standard deviations was observed. Similarly to the case of pillars and
re-entrant features, it represents of higher repeatability and resolution of the system.
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Figure 6.3: Contact angle hysteresis on pyramid structures fabricated after a
hardware upgrade.

Based on the results it is evident that the improvement in the manufacturability and
functionality are interdependent and was significantly improved throughout this pro-
ject. Although the performed experiments are focused on water-surface interaction,
the applied process optimisation can be adapted for other aspects of smart surfaces.

6.2 Characterisation of materials se-
lected for smart surfaces

Throughout this project, various techniques were employed to determine the
functional and geometrical properties of the surfaces, such as sessile drop tests and
microscopy. However, for the smart surface to be applied, additional properties
should be established. These concern the influence of the established process chain
on the material performance and the information on the material characteristics
can facilitate planning the fabrication and selecting of suitable parameters. The
goal is to choose the techniques that are relevant for a given functionality and
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material. Among numerous methods, the most suitable were selected and presented
in this study together with the determined properties.

6.2.1 Degree of conversion

Understanding the material that is being used is imperative for a controlled
manufacturing process and subsequently successfully manufactured components.
During photopolymerization, the degree of conversion of C=C into C–C bonds
differs depending on the applied process parameters. These variations can induce
discrepancies in the physical and chemical characteristics of the cured material
and they have a major influence on mechanical properties. It is also an important
property in terms of biocompatibility, as the unconverted resin can release hazard-
ous substances. This is particularly relevant for medical devices and materials, and
therefore only the OTO-UHF resin for hearing aid shells was tested. In this study,
the assessment of the curing properties of this material was performed. Two-level
DOE was conducted to investigate if the differences in process parameters was
reflected in the degree of conversion. The varied parameters were layer thickness
and irradiance. The parts were dog bones following the ISO 527-2 standard, further
applied in the next section. Process parameters are shown in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: DOE parameters for parts manufacturing with OTO-UHF resin.

Parameter Value Unit
ET 1000 ms
Number of IL 5

DOE parameter Low High
LT 1 5 µm
I0 2.05 2.25 mW/cm2

To identify the samples, a code with two letters was applied, where H refers to high
level and L to low level, and the second letter refers to the irradiance level following
the same approach. Table 6.2 shows the identification of the samples.
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Table 6.2: Identification code used for the specimens.

ID Height [µm] Irradiance [mW/cm2]
LL 1 2.05
LH 1 2.25
HL 5 2.05
HH 5 2.25

For evaluation of the conversion of the photopolymer for different sets of process
parameters, Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) was applied. FTIR
collects a spectrum data of functional groups in the material. In the case of pho-
topolymers, it identifies the amount of converted double-carbon groups [235]. The
integrated peak areas for each of the sets of process parameters were extracted
and the degree of conversion was based on the change of the aliphatic C=C bonds
at 1637 cm−1. A stable absorption band was found for aromatic C-C bonds at
1619 cm−1, therefore it was used as an internal standard. The ratio between the area
under the C=C to the area of the C–C peaks was calculated [235]. A PerkinElmer
Spectrum 100 FTIR spectrometer was used for the acquisition of absorbance values.
Figure 6.4 shows the obtained peaks for the selected process parameters.
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Figure 6.4: Obtained FTIR spectra for selected process parameters.

The degree of curing (DC) was calculated based on Equation 6.1 [236, 237]

DC(%) = (1− C

U
)× 100% (6.1)
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where C and U represent the molar ratio between areas of aliphatic to aromatic
peaks for cured and uncured photopolymer respectively. The discrepancies between
different cured materials were evaluated. Based on the formula it is deducted that
the lower the C=C to C–C ratio, the higher the degree of curing [224].

Figure 6.5 depicts the resulting conversion. From highest to lowest ratio the process
parameters sets were: HH, LH, HL and LL. This indicates, that a minor increase in
the degree of curing occurs for parts manufactured with lower layer thickness, which
is an expected outcome. Remarkably, on higher irradiance resulted in lower conver-
sion. This is contrary to the photopolymerization theory, presented in Chapter 2,
which states that higher irradiance results in a higher photopolymerization degree.
These results are difficult to interpret, but it is speculated that this phenomenon
takes place due to overcuring and crack formation on the surface as well as variation
within the curing rate on the external layers of the part.
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Figure 6.5: Obtained ratio of the ratio between areas of aliphatic to aromatic peaks
for different process parameters.

The obtained results showed that FTIR is a useful method for the determination
of differences in the conversion between selected process parameters. The technique
can be applied as a supplementary tool particularly for medical devices as part of a
biocompatibility assessment.

6.2.2 Mechanical properties

Mechanical testing includes tensile, bending and compression tests. They use uni-
form loading to determine properties of the material, such as strength and modulus,
under static force [238]. The change of the mechanical properties is highly influenced
by the orientation and degree of conversion - for example, numerous studies reported
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an increase in Young’s as a result of increased layer thickness [138, 239, 240, 241],
therefore their determination is essential for practical use. In this study, a tensile
test was performed following the ISO 527-2 standard. Dogbones were fabricated us-
ing OTO-UHF resin and the process parameters are shown in Table 6.2. The test
was carried out using an Instron 8872 setup and an extensometer mounted on the
samples. The obtained stress-strain curves are depicted in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: Stress-strain curves for samples fabricated with OTO-UHF resin using
two levels of LT and I0.

It was observed that layer thickness governs the brittleness of the material. Parts
manufactured with LT = 20 µm experienced significantly lower elongation at
break. The curves however revealed comparable Young’s moduli, which was higher
compared to samples of higher LT. The parts manufactures with LT = 100µm
showed more elastomeric behaviour. It was also observed that the maximum tensile
stress was similar for samples that were fabricated using lower irradiance levels,
whereas at high irradiance the change of layer thickness resulted in high differences
from each other.

This study showcased the importance of the selection of parameters within a very
narrow process window. The influence of layer thickness and irradiance level is evid-
ent. It is clear that in applications where surfaces are highly susceptible to various
mechanical loads, the selection of process parameters is essential to supply properties
that can be suitable for a designated function.
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6.2.3 Shape memory material properties

Additional application of shape memory photopolymers into surface manufacturing
requires the determination of two key properties; transition temperature (Ttrans)
and the shape memory effect (SME). Ttrans typically takes place in the proximity
of the glass transition temperature (Tg), which can be established by dynamic
mechanical analysis (DMA), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and ther-
mogravimetric analysis (TGA). DMA is the most commonly applied method for
determination of Tg in shape memory polymers and therefore it was applied for
the 3DM-IMPACT resin. The test was based on ISO 6721 and cuboid samples
of 50 × 10 × 2.5 mm were used. Due to the size requirements, the parts were
manufactured with Peopoly® Moai VS system using settings shown in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3: Process parameters for SMP specimens.

Parameter Value Unit
Layer thickness 20 µm
Laser power 3.86 mW
Scanning velocity 185 mm/s
Cleaning time 20 min
Post-curing time 30 min
Post-curing temperature 45 °C

The DMA was performed with an Anton Paar MCR 301 setup at 0.01% strain,
frequency of 1 Hz and heating rate of 2 °C/min in the temperature range between
25 and 200 °C. The result is a tan(δ) curve, whose peak indicates the midpoint
between the glassy and rubbery state of the polymer; that is, Tg. Figure 6.7 shows
the resulting curve. The peak indicating glass transition temperature was found
at 78.3 °C. The programming, fixing and recovery temperatures should be chosen
based on the established Tg. Typically these temperatures are in the range of
Tg + 5-30 °C for programming and recovery and Tg - 5-30 °C for fixing.

The second property is the ability of the material to retain its fixed configuration
and recover to the permanent shape. For this purpose, a thermomechanical test is
applied using different deformation patterns. For this study similar design to the
DMA specimens were used, with the dimensions of 120 × 10 × 4 mm. Five samples
were fabricated using settings shown in Table 6.3. A bending test, based on the
ISO 178 was chosen, at 40°and 100 mm/min of deformation rate. The programming
and recovery temperatures were set to 105 °C and the fixity temperature was 50 °C
with a holding time of 5 minutes between each phase. The sequence was repeated
five times for each sample. The experiment was performed on an MTS 810 uniaxial
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Figure 6.7: Tan(δ) curve of the 3DM-IMPACT resin.

servo-hydraulic machine equipped with a climatic chamber from Instron. Figure 6.8
depicts the experiment workflow and was executed according to the following
procedure [242]:

1. The sample was loaded at room temperature.

2. The temperature was elevated and held at a programming temperature of
105 °C.

3. When the sample was evenly heated, the load was applied until it reached the
maximum deformation.

4. The specimen was cooled naturally to 50 °C by allowing the air to enter the
climatic chamber.

5. The load was removed, the sample was removed from the chamber and the
obtained angle was measured.

6. The sample was placed back in the chamber and the temperature was elevated
to 105 °C. No load was applied.

7. Temperature was elevated to 105 °C to achieve recovery.

8. After the holding time at 105 °C was passed, the specimen was removed from
the chamber to measure the final angle.
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Figure 6.8: Thermomechanical test workflow using bending as a deformation
pattern.

The SME was quantified by using two indicators; a fixity Rf and a recovery ratio
Rr, over a number of cycles (N). Rf represents the capacity of the polymer to store
the mechanical deformation εm in the temporary shape εu(N). Rr calculates the
degree to which the material can regain the permanent shape εp(N) after removal
of the deformation εm and recovery upon heating. Rf and Rr are commonly used
quantifiers for SMP and they are calculated using Equation 6.2 and 6.3 [77].

Rf (N) =
εu(N)
εm

(6.2)

Rr(N) =
εm − εp(N)

εm − εp(N − 1)
(6.3)

Figure 6.9 shows the obtained Rf and Rr over five cycles. It can be observed that the
fixity of the material was not stable throughout the experiment and resulted in high
deviations. This can be explained by the non-uniformity of material conversion in the
VPP process caused by laser beam distortion. In the case of bending deformation,
the maximum stresses are concentrated in an area of the bending point, which
results in a stress gradient across the specimen [243]. The non-uniform density of
the polymer network causes local variations in the strength of the material. As an
effect, Rf differs significantly between the samples subjected to bending. A different
trend was observed for the recovery ratio. The SME was above 95% and remained
stable throughout the entire experiment. The deviations were notably lower.
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Figure 6.9: Fixity and recovery ratio over five consecutive rounds of
thermomechanical test.

The results showed the high efficiency of the selected shape memory photopolymer
resin in terms of the recovery characteristics. The ability of the material to store the
fixed shape however was less satisfactory. Therefore, the material should be used in
applications where the accuracy and precision of the fixed shape are not critical for
a given functionality.

6.3 Implementation of smart surfaces
in advanced applications

This section aims to present case studies on the practical adaptation of smart sur-
faces. This includes both direct utilisation of pre-determined functionality as well
as the use of surfaces in an alternative way. The experiments concern very specific
applications and therefore several geometries and parameters were adjusted. Never-
theless, the developed approach in the undertaken studies can serve as proof that
adaptation of the smart surfaces is feasible, provided the optimisation of the process
chain is performed according to the approach described in the previous chapters.
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6.3.1 Alternative interlocking mechanism using shape
memory photopolymer

Pillar-based features found further application in adhesive surfaces that use
mechanical interlocking, as shown in Chapter 2. This type of attachment has
however a significant limitation arising from the rigidity of the functional features.
During the connecting procedure, the risk of features breaking is high. On the other
hand, high hardness is necessary to supply a strong connection. To overcome this
limitation the directional geometry of the features can be applied to limit shear
force, but such a surface is limited to a single-direction attachment [110]. In other
studies, a robust interlocking mechanism based on the mushroom-shaped features
was achieved, but for the most satisfactory results a multiple-step procedure needed
to be applied [112]. In this study another solution is proposed; the application of
shape memory photopolymers. The surface was designed based on the 3M�Dual
Lock�, with mushroom-like functional features. Figure 6.10 shows an overview of
the features and geometry.

Top viewSide view

Figure 6.10: Interlocking surface geometry.

Initial fabrication revealed that the dimensional difference between the pillar of the
mushroom and the top–wide feature made the process window optimisation more
challenging. It was therefore established that further division of the parameters of
the feature needed to be implemented into the VPP software. The setting allows
for full freedom to allocate the parameters to selected layers. To optimise fabrica-
tion time the layer thickness of the base pillar of the mushroom was set to 10µm
and 1µm was set only for the mushroom dome. The features were manufactured
with I0 = 1.9 mW/cm2. The exposure was was varied between the features with
ET = 1000 ms for the base pillars and ET = 1400 ms for the top parts. The di-
vision of the process parameters is depicted in Figure 6.11. The specimens were
manufactured using 3DM-IMPACT SMP resin.
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Surface ("Features")

Base ("Support")

Burn (initial) layers

LT = 1μm,  ET = 1400ms

LT = 10μm, ET = 1000ms

LT = 10μm, ET = 1200ms

Figure 6.11: Division for advanced feature production to create interlocking
mushroom-shaped features.

The interlocking mechanism was induced by utilising the shape memory procedure.
The schematic of the experiment is depicted in Figure 6.12.

(B) Programming,

  transition temperature

(A) Initial parts, 

room temperature

(C) Recovery,

transition temperature

(D) Connected parts

Figure 6.12: Alternative interlocking mechanism using shape memory polymers.

The parts were programmed at 105 °C following the procedure described in the
previous section. The programming took place by bending the base structure with
the micro-features kept outwards (Figure 6.12 (B)). Bending allowed for increasing
the distance between single features. Once they were cooled and fixed, two opposite
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parts were brought against each other and the heating was applied. As the bases
recovered to their permanent shape the micro-features merged by hooking on each
other’s structure (Figure 6.12 (C)). Upon subsequent cooling the parts returned
to their rigid state, resulting in a merged structure (Figure 6.12 (D)). Figure 6.13
shows the part before and after bending. It can be seen that the micro-features do
not experience any damage upon deformation.

(A) Initial surface (B) Surface after bending

Figure 6.13: Single part with mushroom-like micro features.
Part (A) before and (A) After bending in elevated temperature.

Figure 6.14 (A) shows the resulting parts connected using the proposed interlocking
mechanism. It can be seen that the combination of the features took place without
any damage to the part. For comparison, the connection of parts was performed
without using the shape memory effect, which is shown in Figure 6.14 (B).

(A) Interlocking using

shape memory effect 

(B) Interlocking without using

shape memory effect

Figure 6.14: Comparison between interlocking mechanisms with and without
application of the shape memory effect.
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It can be observed that the features broke during connecting. The top parts pushed
against each other causing the pillars to bend. Upon application of a stronger force,
the surface experienced damage and full features break-off. This short study shows
that application of the shape memory photopolymer significantly facilitates the con-
nection in the interlocking surfaces.

6.3.2 Hydrophobic surface for acoustic devices

Application of hydrophobic and water adhesive surfaces in medical devices such as
hearing aids has high potential due to the hazardous influence of the environmental
humidity as explained in Chapter 4. It was demonstrated that application of the
pillar structure at angled substrates, mimicking the outer area of the hearing aid
shells can prevent the water droplets from migrating along the device and penet-
rating the inlets. Application of the functionality however raises concern regarding
the influence of the micro-pillars located in the vicinity of the functional inlets and
outlets on the acoustic properties. In this case, an undesired sound dissipation can
take place. It is therefore necessary to determine whether such a phenomenon takes
place.

Materials and methods

To determine whether the applied surfaces have sound dissipation properties an
experiment based on acoustic resonator absorbance was performed. Typically,
resonators are used to attenuate acoustic waves at a given frequency via dissipation
and insulation, with only the first mechanism being investigated. The absorbance
coefficient can be determined numerically and experimentally. In this study, only the
second approach was applied. The measurement was performed using an impedance
tube. The schematic of the device is depicted in Figure 6.15. An impedance tube
Type 4206-T from Brüel&Kjær (B&K) was used with the configuration to measure
the absorption according to the standard ISO 10534-2 [244]. The inner diameter of
the tube was 100 mm. The setup used two 1/4 inch B&K pressure-field microphones
Type 4187, with preamplifiers type 2670. The distance between the microphones
and the first microphone and the surface of the sample was set to 100 mm. The
frequency range of validity for the measurements, as specified by the ISO standard,
had a range between 72 Hz and 1552 Hz. The signal was a pseudorandom frequency
spanning the range between 0 Hz and 800 Hz with a resolution of 0.5 Hz.
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100mmM2 M1

100mm

Loudspeaker

100mm

Sample

(A) Schematic of the impedance tube (B) Picture of the B&K tube

Figure 6.15: Experiment setup for absorbance measurement.
(A) Schematic of the impedance tube and (B) Photo of the B&K tube.

The measurement of the transfer function between the microphones is the absorption
coefficient, α. During the experiment, the noise was emitted from the loudspeaker
at the angular frequency. Based on the measurement the reflection coefficient can
be obtained according to [244, 245]:

R =
H12 − e−jk0∆x

ejk0∆x −H12
e2jk0d (6.4)

where H12 is the transfer function between microphone positions, k0 is the wavenum-
ber in air, ∆x is the distance between microphones and d is the distance between
the microphone M1 and the sample. The signal generation and transfer function
calculations were done using the B&K Pulse software. Knowing R it is possible to
calculate the absorption coefficient using

α = 1− |R|2 (6.5)

The samples in this study were cylindrical resonators with various arrangements
of pillars. Due to its large size, the resonator was divided into two parts: the
inner tube, fabricated with VPP and the outer tube, manufactured with FFF.
The dimensions of the outer tube are shown in Appendix B.3. Figure 6.16 depicts
the basic geometry. The dimensions of the cylinder were selected based on the
measurement requirements and adjusted to the VPP setup capabilities.

The surface was applied to the internal walls of the cylinder. Two pillars patterns and
spacing according to the DOE were examined to investigate whether the increased
complexity had an impact on the absorption. Table 6.4 depicts the dimensions of a
single feature. The initial fabrication resulted in overcuring between the pillars in
the Z-direction. This phenomenon however did not take place due to excessive UV
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⌀21.00644

⌀18.096165

(A) Side view (B) Front view

Figure 6.16: Basic geometry of the resonator selected for the study.
(A) Side view and (B) Front view.

dose but due to the excessive polymerization of the empty spaces in the vertical dir-
ection, which are not constrained by previously cured layers. Therefore the features
become overcured in one direction. To separate the pillars, the spacing in the ver-
tical direction was increased. All the dimensions were chosen according to the VPP
resolution. Figure 6.17 shows the visualisation of the resonators with two different
pattern configurations. OTO-UHF photopolymer was used for parts fabrication.

Table 6.4: Dimensions of the micro-features applied inside the resonator structure.

Parameter Value Unit
Width 105.56 µm
Spacing (horizontal) 83.94 µm
Spacing (vertical) 196.04 µm

DOE parameter Low High
Height 120.64 241.28 µm
Pattern Straight Alternating

(A) Straight pattern (B) Alternating pattern

Figure 6.17: Visualisation of the of resonators with applied surface.
(A) Straight and (B) Alternating pattern configuration.
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For brevity the parts were denoted according to the DOE parameters. Table 6.5
shows the identification of the samples.

Table 6.5: Identification code used for the specimens.

ID Height [µm] Pattern
hS 120.64 Straight
hA 120.64 Alternating
HS 241.28 Straight
HA 241.28 Alternating

Due to the large size, the parts could only be fabricated using the NLS8+CP stage
and lens with 2× magnification. The part was oriented vertically and the layer thick-
ness was set to 10 µm. LT of 1.25µm was not feasible as the slicing of the resonator
resulted in 132000 layers, which would require six days to fabricate. To prevent
the projector cooling system from overloading, the layer thickness needed to be in-
creased and the final fabrication time was approximately 18 hours. The parts were
manufactured using a maximum irradiance of 87.2 mW/cm2 and an exposure time
of 1400 ms. The post-processing routine also had to be modified, due to the size
of the pillars. Instead of using the ultrasound unit, a Form Wash cleaning station
was applied [246]. Washing time was set for 10 min. Post-curing was performed at
45 °C and 30 min. The post-curing parameters only partially followed the earlier es-
tablished combinations, because the visual inspection revealed some non-fully cured
regions due to the large size and aspect ratio of the cylinders.

Results and discussion

Figure 6.18 depicts the top view of deposited water droplets on the interior walls of
the resonators. The cylinder with straight walls was omitted as the water droplets
immediately spread after deposition. The spread of the droplet along the surface
was different. Surfaces with shorter pillars enhanced the elongation of the droplets,
whereas in the case of higher features the round shape was more preserved. It is
considered that this occurrence took place due to minor overcuring and merging of
the pillars due to the phenomenon described earlier. Moreover, the bottom area of
the pillars was visibly enlarged due to residual light that illuminated the outer ring.
Nevertheless, all of the resonators showed adhesive behaviour, preventing the water
droplets rolling down the cylinders.
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(B) hA(A) hS

(C) HS (D) HA

Figure 6.18: Water adhesion mechanism in the resonator cylinder with varied
surface micro-features and patterns.

The absorption coefficient for all the resonators is shown in Figure 6.19. α was above
90% for all the specimens, indicating high absorption. This is associated with viscous
losses, which take place along the boundary of the resonator (the internal walls of
the cylinder). The boundary layer, the area closest to the walls, is characterised
by high frictional forces between the part and acoustic particles. As the particles
attach to the boundary their movement is restricted and this effect is stronger closer
to the boundary [247]. This property can be changed by modifying the frequency or
resonator geometry, or both. In this study, however, the analysis is focused on the
relative values of α as a result of the applied surface, therefore the absolute value of
the absorption is not further analysed.
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Figure 6.19: Absorption curves for different surface patterns and pillars height.
The zoomed view can be seen in the top right corner of the plot.

In the zoomed plot, it can be observed that, given a measurement resolution was
0.5 Hz, a small shift in absorption occurred for different patterns. The straight
arrangement led to a decrease in α by 0.03 and 0.02 for short and high pillars
respectively. On the contrary, the alternating pattern resulted in an increase in
absorption by 0.01, regardless of the height of the micro-features. A minor trend
can be observed, however, the change in α is considered insignificant.

This study revealed that the application of a hydrophobic surface does not influence
the sound absorption properties. The surfaces in this study revealed adhesive prop-
erties, which indicates that they can be applied in an application where prevention
of water droplet movement across the device is required.
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6.3.3 Hydrophobic surface for direct PEGDA micro-pattern
fabrication

Hydrogels have gained interest from research and industry due to their water
absorption properties, biocompatibility, flexibility and high adhesion. Among avail-
able synthetic hydrogels, PEGDA is a favourable material for medical applications.
PEGDA is a highly reactive hydrogel, which is synthesised from a polyethylene
glycol (PEG) precursor and diacrylate (DA) crosslinker. It can swell under im-
mersion in water and regain its initial shape when exposed to heat. Due to the
potential for modification of hydroxyl groups, it can be customized and therefore
processed using various methods such as spin coating, chemical vapour deposition,
high-energy irradiation, electropolymerization and photopolymerization [32, 248].
Together with reversible swelling-shrinking behaviour, it is applied in various
applications. The most popular examples are tissue engineering, where an artificial
scaffold is used as a support to which individual cells adhere, proliferate and
generate basic elements for a living tissue [45, 249] or drug delivery, in which
a medication is loaded into a capsule and released over a controlled amount
of time inside the human body [250]. Another significant use of PEGDA-based
hydrogels are thin films, which have been reported as a suitable component
for antibacterial, antifouling and immunoprotective barriers [248, 251]. In such
applications, hydrogel serves as a base for contracting antimicrobial substances
or it is chemically incorporated to function as an agent on its own [252, 253, 254, 255].

Critical applications where the PEGDA-based thin films would significantly
improve performance are micro-filters for devices like hearing aids and dialysis
media [256]. In such components, a hydrogel membrane attached to the porous
filter can be used as a chemical and physical barrier for contamination pre-
vention. The membrane requires a design to be a porous, net-like structure to
provide sufficient flow of the desired substances and entrapment of pollutants.
The contaminants can be captured in the hydrogel net to prevent them from
entering and damaging the device. The filter can be subsequently detached and
immersed in water for triggering the swelling and enlargement of the pores
within the hydrogel structure. With an expanded hydrogel net, the contamination
can be easily rinsed off leaving the entire element clean. Next, the hydrogel net
can be brought back to its initial shape by heating and the entire filter can be reused.

Unfortunately, PEGDA is mechanically weak and difficult to handle, which is
challenging in terms of manufacturing and practical use. The parts often need to be
shaped by a mould, suspended or chemically attached to a substrate. This inhibits
the flow of the substances, prohibits the lateral swelling or can lead to part damage
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when subjected to mechanical loads or when detachment is needed [257, 258, 259].

In filtering elements, to overcome this limitation, the hydrogel part can be
fabricated directly on a device, which can serve as a support and at the same
time allow the inflow and outflow of substances through the entire structure. To
achieve this, a hydrogel needs to be deposited in a liquid, non-polymerized form,
which brings a risk of leaking through the substrate. Such a limitation significantly
reduces the design freedom of the entire device. Therefore, a grid designed as a
liquid-repellent surface is required for hydrogel deposition and direct fabrication of
the part. Additionally, it must serve as a stable base for the cured hydrogel part to
prevent delamination and lateral movement. This can be achieved by applying a
hydrophobic surface that can serve as a substrate for PEGDA hydrogel deposition
and polymerization.

In this study, a two-step process chain was implemented, in which the MP VPP
process was used to create a hydrophobic substrate for hydrogel deposition.
The hydrogel was subsequently cured into a solid pattern. PEGDA hydrogels
combined with a photoinitiator and exposed to UV light can undergo free-radical
photopolymerization, due to double-bond acrylate groups at the ends of the PEG
chain [260]. Next, the hydrogel part was subjected to a water immersion and
heating experiment to evaluate the influence of the surface on the swelling-shrinking
behaviour. This novel approach explored the feasibility of the two-step process
chain for safer hydrogel parts manufacturing without the loss of the properties of
the material in applications such as micro-filters for medical devices.

Materials and methods

The initial design involved a two-components structure: a liquid-repellent surface
and the hydrogel part positioned on the top, as shown in Figure 6.20. The function
of the substrate was to provide a high contact angle with the liquid hydrogel,
facilitate the fabrication and supply sufficient stability for the swelling and shrinking
process. Both parts required an opening in their structures located in the same
horizontal position, therefore, the dimensions of the parts are interdependent.

In the first stage, a hydrophobic surface was designed and fabricated using a commer-
cial system and material. In the second stage, a photoreactive hydrogel was prepared
and deposited on the surface. A square pattern with an opening was cured using a
high-resolution experimental setup to achieve the required dimensions. The swell-
ing/shrinking properties were evaluated by dimensional measurements of the ob-
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tained geometry. Five replications for each type of hydrogel were prepared.

Hydrophobic surface

Hydrogel part

1 mm

Figure 6.20: Top-view of the hydrogel part manufactured on the top of the
hydrophobic surface.

The design of the hydrophobic surface was based on the Cassie-Baxter state [261].
The parts were made from pillar-like structures, with a wider, re-entrant upper
part and pointed or spiky tops for roughness enhancement [262]. The surface
was designed by assembling an array of dome-shaped features with sharp tips,
then placed on the pillar to trap the air between the deposited material and the
substrate. The final dimensions of the single feature, shown in Figure 6.21 (A), were
adjusted based on the resolution of the vat photopolymerization unit. The array
of the pillars, in a four by four configuration, was manufactured directly together
with a square base to facilitate parts handling. The overview of the entire structure
is depicted in Figure 6.21 (B).

The commercial photopolymer resin NxtGen Snow White from FunToDo® was used
for manufacturing of the structures. The parts were fabricated with an Anycubic®

Photons S desktop UV light MP VPP system. The machine uses a 405 nm LCD
projector with resolution of 2560x1440 pixels and 50µm pixel pitch. Fabrication
follows the bottom-up approach with a 50 W rated power of the light source [263].
The parts were manufactured with a layer thickness of 50µm and 4 s exposure
time. After the fabrication process the parts were cleaned in an ultrasonic machine
with isopropanol for 10 min, air-dried by a pressurised nitrogen and post-cured for
20 min in a flood-lit UV light unit.

For hydrogel feature, PEGDA photopolymer resins of two different molecular weights
were prepared; M = 250 g/mol and M = 575 g/mol, abbreviated as PEGDA250
and PEGDA575 respectively. Phenylbis(2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)phosphine ox-
ide (97%), was used as a UV photoinitiator for radical polymerization of the
resin. Additionally a third mixture of PEGDA250 and photoinitiator with 0.7%
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Front view Top view

(A)  Single feature (B) Entire part

1 mm

Figure 6.21: Hydrophobic base.
(A) Aingle feature and (B) Overview of the entire part.

of 1-(Phenyldiazenyl)naphthalen-2-ol) (also known as Sudan I), that inhibits UV
curing rate, was prepared. Sudan I is often used in order to achieve higher resolution
of the photopolymerization process. All the chemicals for hydrogel formulation were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.

A custom-built high-resolution mask projection-based system with a pixel size
of 1.3 µm was used for hydrogel curing, which can be achieved with an objective
lens (10×) by focusing the mask pattern onto the surface [264]. The system uses
a DLP® LightCrafter� 6500 EVM DMD� module from Texas Instruments�,
a 405 nm wavelength light-emitting diode, a CCD camera and modular optical
elements for light manipulation: lens, mirror and beam splitter. The curing takes
place by sending a bitmap image of the cross-section from a host computer to the
DMD�, which reflects the light pattern by selectively turning the pixels on and
off [265]. Figure 6.22 depicts the setup.

Determination of the crucial process parameters - specifically, the level of irradiance
and exposure time - was a critical step for the fabrication of parts made of hydrogels
with precursors of various molecular weights. Before deposition on the hydrophobic
surface, a plate with hollow affiliation logos was designed as a reference, as shown
in Figure 6.23 (A). The resins were injected into a spacer and cured with varying
exposure times. The spacer was used to control the thickness of the part and was
made of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), which hydrophobic properties provide sep-
aration from the hydrogel. The final curing values were established once the features
were achieved, as can be seen in Figure 6.23 (B). The parts revealed overcuring in
some regions, but further combinations with lowered exposure time resulted in a
complete lack of cross-linking. The most satisfactory results were obtained with an
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Focused UV
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Figure 6.22: Custom-built mask projection-based VPP setup.
Assembly courtesy Juhee Ko, Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology,

Private Communication.

irradiance of 38.07 mW/cm2 and an exposure time of 0.2 s. After curing, the parts
were cleaned with ethanol.

(A)  Part design (B) Entire part

500 μm

Figure 6.23: Part used for qualitative analysis (values in mm).
(A) Part design and (B) Part made of PEGDA250.

The part used for quantitative analysis is shown in Figure 6.24. It was designed in
such a way that the corners of the square could cover the tips of the dome-shaped
features in the middle of the hydrophobic structures and had the hole located above
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the space between the pillars. The complete deposition and patterning of the hy-
drogel part are depicted in Figure 6.25. First, a liquid PEGDA photopolymer was
deposited using a syringe on top of the hydrophobic surface. Next, the material was
exposed to a dynamic mask from the DMD� projector and cured into a tough struc-
ture. The remaining liquid hydrogel was rinsed with ethanol and the final structure
was obtained.

Figure 6.24: Part used for quantitative analysis.

After deposition on the hydrophobic surfaces and before UV curing of hydrogels
an apparent contact angle was measured between the surface and water as well
as between the surfaces and hydrogel solutions. The results were compared to a
preliminary study of the contact angle of hydrogels deposited on glass and PDMS,
which are hydrophilic and hydrophobic materials respectively.

The stability of the hydrogel parts during the photopolymerization and post-
processing was evaluated by measuring the diameter of the hole on the day of
manufacturing and 24 hours later. The final dimensions were compared against
the CAD file. Moreover, microscopic pictures were taken to analyse whether any
movement or delamination of the hydrogel part occurred.

The swelling and shrinking properties of the hydrogel were induced by first
submerging the parts in water before heating it up to 60 °C. In both steps, the parts
were held for 1 min followed by a hole diameter measurement.
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3. Deposited 
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Figure 6.25: Deposition and patterning process chain.
A PEGDA hydrogel droplet was deposited on an empty surface using a syringe.
Afterwards, a pattern was cured using a UV mask and the residue hydrogel was

rinsed with ethanol.
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Results and discussion

The contact angles were found to be 112.5±1.4 o, 101.2±3.7 o and 99±2 o for wa-
ter, PEGDA250 and PEGDA575 respectively. They were significantly higher com-
pared to deposition on glass and PDMS, in which both cases the contact angles
were below 30°. The comparison for different substrates is depicted in Figure 6.26.
PEGDA250+Sudan I was not possible to deposit and immediately sank inside the
structure. This is because Sudan I is classified as a dye, which has been reported
to decrease the surface tension [266], therefore resulting in a very low contact angle
or immediate descend in case of the porous structure. The material was disregarded
for further study.

Glass(A) PDMS(B) Hydrophobic 

surface

(C) 

1mm

Figure 6.26: PEGDA575 in liquid state deposited on different substrates.
(A) Glass, (B) PDMS and (C) Hydrophobic surface.

The features were successfully manufactured for hydrogels of both molecular weights.
The parts exhibited good stability during cleaning with ethanol and remained on the
surface, which can be seen in Figure 6.27. As can be seen in Figure 6.27 (A), there
was a substantial amount of uncured PEGDA photopolymer around and inside the
hole of the square part. After cleaning with ethanol, no remaining liquid remained,
as shown in Figure 6.27 (B). This shows the effectiveness of the net-like design of the
hydrophobic surface in the cleaning phase. After cleaning with ethanol, no remaining
liquid photopolymer remained on the surface, leaving the entire structure clean. The
facilitation of the cleaning was particularly important for the hole in the hydrogel
part, as the lack of any outlet would lead to clogging of residual liquid PEGDA
photopolymer, ethanol and water leading to distortion of the hydrogel feature.
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Figure 6.27: Microscope picture of a cured PEGDA250 part on a hydrophobic
surface.

(A) Before cleaning with ethanol and (B) After cleaning with ethanol.

The hole diameter values after fabrication and 24 hours later are shown in Table 6.28
and Figure 6.28. The initial diameter for PEGDA575 was smaller compared to
PEGDA250. This is likely because PEG-based hydrogels with high molecular weight
contain a smaller number of C=C bonds in the initial, unpolymerized state [267,
268]. Therefore, the bonds engaged faster in the initial stage of polymerization, res-
ulting in local overcuring, in this case inside the hole.

Table 6.6: Diameter difference and shrinkage ratio of the holes for two different
PEGDA molecular weights, experienced over 24 hours.

Material Feature Value Unit

PEGDA250
Difference 71.1 µm
Shrinkage 10 %

PEGDA575
Difference 111.9 µm
Shrinkage 16.9 %
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(A)  Comparison of average values

(B) PEGDA250 (C) PEGDA575

709.58

780.64

660.62

772.48

Figure 6.28: Resulting hole diameter directly after fabrication and after 24 hours.
(A) Comparison of average values for both materials, (B) and (C) Standard

deviations of hole diameters for PEGDA250 and PEGDA575.

In the case of both molecular weights, the holes experienced expansion over time.
This can be explained by the uptake of the water from ethanol used for cleaning
and gradual swelling of the entire part over 24 hours. It was also observed that com-
pared to the initial design, the obtained diameters were smaller by 119.36µm and
127.52 µm, for PEGDA250 and PEGDA575 respectively. This is due to the very high
sensitivity of the PEGDA hydrogel and therefore a narrow process window. In the
case of both PEGDA250 and PEGDA575, a combination with lower exposure time
or irradiance resulted in lack of crosslinking and no parts were obtained, therefore
higher values needed to be used for fabrication, which caused an overcuring inside
the holes. The parts made with PEGDA250 showed better shape retention over time
by 6.92%. This is because parts made with low molecular weight have increased
crosslinking density, and therefore higher dimensional stability during swelling [269].
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The water immersion and heating experiment revealed that it was feasible to
achieve the swelling-shrinking of the hydrogel in the lateral direction without
delamination. The change in dimension was observed within 10 seconds. Figure 6.29
shows the average diameter change and deviations and visualization of the shape
change. Table 6.7 shows the resulting swelling, shrinkage and shape retention
ratio. In the case of PEGDA250, the swelling behaviour was less prominent
when compared to PEGDA575. Other studies also reported similar observa-
tions [260, 270, 271]. This is because parts made of PEGDA with higher molecular
weight exhibit lower crosslinking density and therefore higher mesh size. High mesh
size enhances the water uptake, leading to an increase in the swelling ratio [268, 272].
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Upon heating, the parts made from PEGDA250 returned to their initial size,
resulting in a diameter closer to the CAD design when compared to PEGDA575.
Moreover, these parts showed significantly higher stability, which can be seen in
Figure 6.29 (B) and (C) and in Table 6.8. This is also likely because of lower cross-
linking density and lower stability of the hydrogel of higher molecular weight [271].
This resulted in a larger distortion of the parts during water immersion and heating
plus high deviations between the hole diameter of parts made with PEGDA575.

Based on the obtained results it can be concluded that during the water immersion
and heating process the swelling and shrinkage of the entire hydrogel part took
place, as visualized in Figure 6.30. Despite the difference in the hole diameter,
no mechanical damage was observed. This might indicate limited adhesive forces
between the PEGDA parts and the surface, which is beneficial in case removal of
the part is required. In the case of applications where the hole should exhibit the
opposite behaviour – decreasing diameter upon swelling – the hydrogel part should
be externally constrained.

Table 6.7: Diameter difference and swelling-shrinkage ratios of the holes for two
different PEGDA molecular weights.

Material Feature Value Unit

PEGDA250

Swelling
32.9 µm

104.2 %

Shrinkage
42.6 µm
5.2 %

Shape retention
-9.7 µm

101.3 %

PEGDA575

Swelling
47.0 um

106.1 %

Shrinkage
28.2 µm
3.3 %

Shape retention
18.8 µm
97.6 %
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Table 6.8: Diameter difference and shrinkage ratio deviations of the holes for two
different PEGDA molecular weights.

Material St Dev Value Unit

PEGDA250
Swelling 17.39 µm
Shrinkage 15.23 %

PEGDA575
Swelling 54.90 µm
Shrinkage 41.54 %

Initial Water immersion Heating

Figure 6.30: Visualisation of the shape change of the hydrogel part.

The obtained results showed that the hydrophobic surface can effectively improve
the deposition of liquid PEGDA-based hydrogel resins for subsequent photopoly-
merization and swelling-shrinking procedure. During all stages of the experiment,
the parts revealed good stability and remained on the surface without the need for
an adhesive agent due to the geometry-induced roughness of the surface. The sur-
face prevented delamination without inhibiting the lateral swelling and shrinkage of
the hydrogel, which is a common problem in the case of chemical attachment. The
method provided robust handling of parts as well as enhancing the performance of
elements such as micro-filters in biomedical devices. Further investigation into the
scalability of the process would be beneficial in order to assess the applicability of the
proposed process chain in devices where a larger hydrophobic surface and hydrogel
layer are required. Moreover, it opens a possibility of multi-material manufacturing
for other advanced applications that require the use of hydrogels, where the opposite
change in geometry is desired.
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6.4 Summary

The experiments in this chapter intended to present a comprehensive, quantitative
assessment of the smart surfaces. This was performed taking into account the
achieved development in the fabrication process as well as the additional charac-
teristics and practical applications. In the first part, the overall assessment of the
process improvement was performed. First, the achieved hydrophobicity throughout
this project was presented. It was shown that the contact angle improved from
115.01° to 126.51°. Moreover, the deviations in the obtained contact angle were
significantly reduced, indicating improvement in the process stability. Lower
deviations were also established for adhesive, pyramid-based parts.

The next section presented the characterisation methods, which are complementary
to the measurement applied in the previous chapters. The techniques are relevant
only for selected materials and functions. In this case the biocompatible resin OTO-
UHF was analysed. FTIR spectroscopy was performed for analysis of the curing
characteristics and a tensile test was applied to determine mechanical properties.
The results showed less conclusive results for FTIR, however a correlation of the
layer thickness on increased photopolymerization was observed. In the case of the
tensile test, parts manufactured with lower LT showed more brittle behaviour,
compared to coarse settings. Next, shape memory photopolymer was analysed. In
this case, techniques for properties related to fixity and recovery were applied. In
the initial stage, the glass transition temperature was established with DMA. The
test determined Tg = 78.3 °C, which is an important property for induction of
the shape memory effect. The fixity and recovery were established quantitatively
through a thermomechanical test. The material was unable to retain a stable fixed
shape, but the recovery ratio was steady for all the samples and throughout all
the rounds of the experiment, exceeding 95%. The properties determined in the
characterisation phase do not alter the functionality of the surface but are an
essential factor in outlining the process chain for a specific application.

In the second part, work on the application of smart surfaces to an advanced
application was undertaken. It was accomplished via case studies, with each of
them aiming for different functionality. In the first investigation, the enhancement
of the interlocking mechanism in a mushroom-shaped surface was performed.
Shape memory resin was applied to induce a bending mechanism in the part and
facilitate the mechanical connection. It was shown that the use of SMP allowed
for a significant part deformation and improved the interlocking by preventing the
surface from damage, which is a common problem in such features. In the second
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case, the influence of the water-repellent surface on the acoustic properties was
studied. The hydrophobic surface has a considerable potential for application in
acoustic devices such as hearing aids, however, its influence on sound absorption had
not been established. In this research, the absorption coefficient was measured in
resonators with micro-pillars applied to their internal structure. It was determined
that application of the surface did not have a detrimental effect on the acoustic
properties and was deemed to be suitable for such devices. In the last part, a novel
two-step VPP method was presented, in which a hydrophobic surface was designed
and manufactured using a desktop mask-projection VPP system. Afterwards,
liquid hydrogel photopolymers with two different molecular weights were deposited
on the surface and a micro-scale pattern was cured using a high-resolution VPP
system. The parts were subjected to water immersion and heating to trigger the
swelling and shrinking behaviour of hydrogel. Shrinkage measurements showed that
hydrogel with lower molecular weight exhibited a higher recovery rate by 101.19
% and higher stability after printing and cleaning. These experiments showed that
VPP can be used in the manufacturing processes and application of materials and
surfaces into special devices.

Through the studies undertaken in this chapter, it was shown that the application
of special materials, surfaces and characterisation methods contributed to achieving
enhanced functionality, without detrimental effect on the preliminary functionalities
of the devices. The presented case studies are only an example of the possibilities of
smart surfaces, but a strong proof that their use is highly beneficial.
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Conclusion and Outlook

This thesis intended to establish vat photopolymerization additive manufacturing as
a suitable technology for smart surfaces fabrication. The undertaken research aimed
to combine the capabilities of a high-resolution VPP system with the designated
surface application. This was realised through an extensive investigation, which
addressed both the mechanisms that govern the functionality as well as relevant
aspects of the VPP process chain. The performed studies involved an extensive
process optimisation, which was supported by a set of experiments and case studies.

The work done during this PhD project involved several activities. The latest
manufacturing techniques and methods were first thoroughly analysed to determine
the existing origins, geometries and applications of smart surfaces. The literature
study served as a basis for identifying the key features and underlining the require-
ments that potentially could be addressed by applying VPP. At the same time,
new obstacles that were generated from the architecture of the devices were taken
into consideration, both from the application and manufacturing perspectives. To
achieve desired functionality and stability, the entire process chain was decomposed
and the most important elements were selected and optimised. Lastly, incorporation
of VPP into smart surface manufacturing in advanced applications was investigated,
which opened new possibilities in terms of design strategy and operation. To better
understand how optimisation of the VPP process allowed for practical application
of smart surfaces, the performed process evolution was summarised in the workflow
shown in Figure 7.1. The schematic is based predominantly on a single selected
functionality but it can be applied to other properties as well.
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Outcome

Hearing aids:
OTO-UHF

wsH redesigned

Re-entrant

CA: 115.24
o

Process window

Hardware upgrade

Software upgrade

Prototyping:
FunToDo White

High-resolution:
Deep Black

SMP:
3D-IMPACT

Ultrasound: 5 min

Post-curing: 45  C, 5 min
o

Enhanced
re-entrant 
geometry

CA: 126.51
o

Glass transition temperature

Shape memory effect

Degree of curing

Mechanical properties

Alternative interlocking mechanism

Acoustic resonator

Hydrogel structure fabrication

o

Figure 7.1: Evolution of surface manufacturing methodology performed in this
thesis.

All these elements adopted a systematic approach and experimental validation to
bring smart manufacturing a step closer to practical use in medical devices. Finally,
the investigations answered the research questions presented in Chapter 1.
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What are the mechanisms and the requirements that drive the functionality of
smart surfaces?

The investigation of the latest research efforts in the area of smart surfaces revealed
three key sources of mechanisms that govern the properties of smart surfaces:
biomimicry, meta-structures and application of stimuli-responsive materials.
Bio-mimicry utilizes optimised structures identified in nature. Meta-structures
are characterised by repeated array patterns. Stimuli-responsive materials add
shape memory behaviour, which supplies enhanced applicability and switchable
functionality. These means can be implemented together or separately. The
functional components can be of diverse shape, depending on the designated
application. In this thesis, water-surface interaction was chosen as the investig-
ated functionality, but the presented optimisation can be applied for other purposes.

Regardless of the predominant mechanism, the common characteristic of smart
surfaces is the micro-scale of single components and their periodical arrangement.
From the manufacturing point of view, this requirement calls for high resolution
and repeatability. Several techniques proved to be able to fabricate surfaces with
high hydrophobicity, but the obtained geometries were limited to simplified shapes
and required a multi-step procedure, modified chemical composition of standard
materials or additional assembly, which inhibited their industrial use. In this
project, vat photopolymerization was applied to overcome these limitations. Unlike
conventional methods, VPP offers much higher fidelity and allows for manufacturing
the surface directly on the device.

What are the capabilities of the available VPP systems and which elements of the
VPP process chain need to be taken into account for robust fabrication of surfaces
for medical devices?

Current commercial systems can be divided into two groups. The first consists of
desktop units, which can be acquired for a low price, but offer neither the resolution
nor the precision required for manufacturing of micro-features. The second group
are industrial machines, which ensure high resolution and stability, but prohibit the
use of third party materials and come at a high price. Additionally, neither of these
types offer a possibility to change and diversify process parameters, a prerequisite
for the multi-scale fabrication of devices with a deposited surface.
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Due to these limitations, an in-house, fully open high-resolution system developed
at the Technical University of Denmark was used for surface manufacturing. At
the start of the project the system was capable of achieving micro-features and
complex geometries; however, certain limitations were detected. For this purpose,
the VPP process chain was decomposed and the most essential elements belonging
to each subprocess, i.e. design, material selection, fabrication, post-processing,
characterisation and application, were highlighted in terms of surface manufactur-
ing. It was determined that ultimately the optimisation is challenged by balancing
the manufacturability and functionality and these tasks are interdependent. The
process chain development, therefore, was performed according to this constraint.

What are the key methods to characterise VPP process for surface manufacturing
and incorporation into medical devices?

The approach undertaken in this dissertation included optimisation of the iter-
ative elements of a VPP process chain. Characterisation and evaluation of vat
photopolymerization of surfaces depend on the optimisation phase. Two main
categories of characterisation can be applied for pre-processing and processing
phase; analysis on the functionality and process evaluation. The first, which
concerned the functionality (hydrophobicity) involved methods such as a sessile
drop test, extraction of the static contact angle and contact angle hysteresis. The
functionality however it was not the only indicator of the successful fabrication.
If smart surfaces are to be introduced in the industry, repeatability and accuracy
need to be supplied as well. For this reason, every improvement implementation
was evaluated by geometrical measurements of the resulted features and adjusted
according to the results. Only by applying the parallel evaluation approach, it was
possible to achieve the optimisation of the process chain.

Further characterisation techniques regarded the use of surfaces in medical devices.
The techniques selected in this thesis, therefore, involved the aspect of photopolymer
conversion, mechanical properties and special features, such as biocompatibility and
shape memory behaviour. Additionally, miscellaneous methods can be applied. In
this case, the choice of characterisation methods was tailored to the application in
question. It was also necessary to recognise that not all the methods would match
the functionality and final operation. Therefore, to optimise the evaluation time,
only the essential techniques were used.
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How incorporation of VPP can enhance design freedom, manufacturability and
applicability of smart surfaces?

The optimisation of the process chain highlighted capabilities and impediments
of surface manufacturing with VPP. The applied development and evaluation
helped with decision making regarding each step of the process chain and to make
necessary adjustments. The data and knowledge gathered during this PhD project
led to a deeper understanding of how surfaces can be successfully fabricated without
resorting to trial and error, a method that has severe monetary and time costs.
Furthermore, each improvement opened possibilities for implementation of more
advanced materials, geometries and applications.

It is evident that the proper analysis of the process chain can lead to significant im-
provement of surface manufacturability. The performed experiments laid a bases for
understanding the governing factors in surface fabrication with VPP. The obtained
features did not achieve the superhydrophobic properties, but the achieved contact
angle exceeded any previously VPP manufactured surfaces without any additional
material enhancement. The outcome included the optimisation of the surface manu-
facturing and resulted in hardware and software development beyond the solutions
used both in research and industry.

Future work

The undertaken studies laid foundations for the development of the VPP process
chain and allowed for the implementation of successful solutions, which led to
enhanced functionality and manufacturability of smart surfaces. A notable flaw of
this work was the lack of photopolymer material that would meet all the require-
ments; the best functionality and highest stability were achieved using a material
that is not suitable for application in medical devices. However, given the growing
portfolio of material suppliers and interest of the research industry in photopolymer
resin development, it is likely that such a material will be available in the near future.

In this work different shapes and dimensions of the functional features were ex-
plored. Only several of them were explored, due to the limited time-frame and wide
scope of this thesis, but more examples can be found in the literature. The explored
surfaces showcased that changing the shape and dimensions significantly influence
the functionality of the smart surface. There is virtually infinity of solutions in this
area and more possibilities should be explored and characterised for a given VPP
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system and material and it should take into account the application and desired
functionality.

In the light of the findings in this thesis, the next step is to bring smart surfaces
beyond research laboratories and apply them to advanced applications. The basic
outline of an implementation was presented at the end of this dissertation, however,
more case studies need to be undertaken to determine more understanding of the
performance of the surfaces in the real world.
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A.1 Peopoly® Moai



Peopoly Moai

Type Bottom of Vector Scanning

Wavelength 405 nm

Output laser power 150 mW

Laser spot size 70 μm

Build volume 130 x 130 x 180 mm

Print file format G-Code

Layer height 20 μm

40 μm

60 μm

80 μm

100 μm

Software Asura

Cura
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A.2 Luxbeam® Rapid System LRS-WQ



The LUXBEAM® Rapid System LRS-WQ is a DLP® based stereo
lithography sub-system specifically designed for professional 3D 
Printing and additive prototyping/manufacturing systems. With 
the robust and reliable high resolution DLP9000 WQXGA chip, 
the LRS-WQ offers long lifetime and low maintenance costs. 
The system is configurable with numerous imaging lenses at 
different magnifications, providing anything from 1,9 micron 
native pixel pitch up to 130 micron in image, corresponding to 
an A4 sized build area.

MAXIMUM OPTICAL POWER IN IMAGE
The LRS-WQ comprises an UV-optimized optical system and 
a selection of different high power LEDBEAM™ UV LED light 
sources, ranging from 365 to visible blue 460 nm and providing 
up to 7 Watts optical power in the image. The LRS-WQ Light 
Engine is a proven and reliable plug-and-play system/module. 
With its integrated CPU and industry standard Ethernet commu-
nication interface, it provides advanced internal communication, 
logging communication, status tracking and other logging 
features.

Recommended implementation

•  High power static configuration

Resolution

• 2560 x 1600 WQXGA

LED Wavelengths

• R, G, B 

• 405 nm / 380 nm / 365 nm

Optical Power Output

• Up to 7,5 W

Projection Lens Options

• 0.3x, 0.5x, 1.0x, 2.0x

• 4.6x, 5.6x, 8.3x

• 9.9x, 11.7x, 17.3x

• 5.3x (VIS only)

Electronics

•  Luxbeam™ LB9000 Controller Board

•  Integrated CPU with Web Interface

Maximum power for 
static 3D Print systems

LUXBEAM® RAPID SYSTEM – LRS-WQ

LUXBEAM® RAPID SYSTEM – LRS-WQ

LUXBEAM® RAPID SYSTEM – LRS-WQ



VISITECH Engineering GmbH 

Christian-Kremp-Strasse 9, 35578 Wetzlar, Germany 

Phone: +49-(0)6441-446756-0  |  E-mail: lrs-sales@visitech.no  |  visitech.no

Properties

DMD Type DLP9000 0,9” WQXGA

Resolution WQXGA 2560 x 1600 px

Projector Output Power Up to 7,5 W depending on LED selection

LED Options Monochrome R, G, B, 4ß5 nm, 380 nm, 365 nm

Power Uniformity >90% native

Dimensions w/o lens 245 mm (L) x 282 mm (W) x 128 mm (H)

Total weight w/o PSU 4 kg

Power consumption 250 W (varies with exposure scheme)

Cooling system Air cooling (fan)

Software Complete API (Windows, Linux), platform independent web interface

LUXBEAM® RAPID SYSTEM – LRS-WQ

Electrical connections Signal

Power supply 12 V DC

Video Data HDMI (Ethernet depends on operating mode)

Communication Ethernet (platform independent web interface)

LED Safety Switch LED enable/disable

Electrical Sync In and Out Interface for external frame synchronization, BNC

Lens Options Magnification
Working Distance 

 [mm]

Pixel Pitch in 

Image [μm]

Native Image Size 

[mm2]

LRS-03 UV 0.25 : 1 16.0 1.9 4.8 x 3.0

LRS-05 UV 0.5 : 1 50.0 3.8 9.7 x 6.0

LRS-10 UV 1.0 : 1 71.0 7.6 19.3 x 12.1

LRS-20 UV 2.0 : 1 90.0 15.1 38.6 x 24.1

LRS-50 UV 4.6 : 1 177.8 35 90 x 56

LRS-90n UV 8.3 : 1 375.0 62.5 160 x 100

LRS-107 UV 9.9 : 1 493.0 75 192 x 120

LRS-126n UV 11,7 : 1 575.0 88 225 x 141

LRS-187 UV 17.3 : 1 884.0 132 338 x 211

LRS-57 VIS 5.3 : 1 161.0 40 102 x 64
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A.3 DLP900 WQXGA DMD



An IMPORTANT NOTICE at the end of this data sheet addresses availability, warranty, changes, use in safety-critical applications,
intellectual property matters and other important disclaimers. PRODUCTION DATA.

DLP9000
DLPS036B –SEPTEMBER 2014–REVISED OCTOBER 2016

DLP9000 Family of 0.9 WQXGA Type A DMDs

1

1 Features
1• High Resolution 2560×1600 (WQXGA) Array

– > 4 Million Micromirrors

– 7.56-µm Micromirror Pitch

– 0.9-Inch Micromirror Array Diagonal

– ±12° Micromirror Tilt Angle (Relative to Flat
State)

– Designed for Corner Illumination

– Integrated Micromirror Driver Circuitry

– Two High Speed Options

• DLP9000X With a Single DLPC910 Digital
Controller

– 480 MHz Input Data Clock Rate

– Up to 61 Giga-Bits Per Second (with
Continuous Streaming Input Data)

– Up to 14989 Hz (1-Bit Binary Patterns)

– Up to 1873 Hz (8-Bit Gray Patterns With
Illumination Modulation)

• DLP9000 with Dual DLPC900 Digital Controllers

– 400 MHz Input Data Clock Rate

– Up to 38 Giga-Bits per Second (With Up to 400
Pre-Stored Binary Patterns)

– Up to 9523 Hz (1-Bit Binary Patterns)

– Up to 1031 Hz (8-Bit Gray Patterns Pre-
Loaded With Illumination Modulation), External
Input Up to 360 Hz

• Designed for Use With Broad Wavelength Range

– 400 nm to 700 nm

– Window Transmission 95% (Single Pass,
Through Two Window Surfaces)

– Micromirror Reflectivity 88%

– Array Diffraction Efficiency 86%

– Array Fill Factor 92%

2 Applications
• Industrial

– Machine Vision and Quality Control

– 3D Printing

– Direct Imaging Lithography

– Laser Marking and Repair

• Medical

– Ophthalmology

– 3D Scanners for Limb and Skin Measurement

– Hyper-Spectral Imaging

– Hyper-Spectral Scanning

• Displays

– 3D Imaging Microscopes

– Intelligent and Adaptive Lighting

3 Description
Featuring over 4 million micromirrors, the high
resolution DLP9000 and DLP9000X digital
micromirror devices (DMDs) are spatial light
modulators (SLMs) that modulate the amplitude,
direction, and/or phase of incoming light. This
advanced light control technology has numerous
applications in the industrial, medical, and consumer
markets. The streaming nature of the DLP9000X and
its DLPC910 controller enable very high speed
continuous data streaming for lithographic
applications. Both DMDs enable large build sizes and
fine resolution for 3D printing applications. The high
resolution provides the direct benefit of scanning
larger objects for 3D machine vision applications.

Device Information(1)

PART NUMBER PACKAGE BODY SIZE (NOM)

DLP9000
CLGA (355) 42.20 mm x 42.20 mm x

7.00 mmDLP9000X

(1) For all available packages, see the orderable addendum at
the end of the data sheet.

SPACE
Typical DLP9000X Application Typical DLP9000 Application
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A.4 Newmark NLS8 Linear Stage
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A.5 ClearPath® CPM-SDSK-2310S-

EQN
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A.6 PI L-511.03.5111
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High Travel Accuracy 

 

 
 

Reference-class linear positioner 
High travel accuracy and load capacity thanks to recirculating ball bearing guides. Precision ball screw with 2 mm pitch. 
Stress-relieved aluminum base for highest stability. Noncontact optical limit switches. Noncontact optical reference switch 
with direction sensing in the middle of the travel range. 

Motor types available 
 ActiveDrive DC motor for high velocity: Control via pulse-width-modulated (PWM) signals, the operating voltage is 

achieved via an amplifier integrated in the motor housing 
 DC servo motor with gearhead for high torques and resolution at low motor power 
 Brushless DC motor: For applications with a high duty cycle. Use a controller with sine commutation for an 

exceptionally smooth synchronous motion and low vibrations even at a very low velocity. 
 2-phase stepper motor for low velocity and high resolution 

Types of position measuring 
 Without encoder (open loop) 
 Rotary encoder integrated on the motor shaft 
 Incremental linear encoder 

Highly accurate position measuring with incremental linear encoder 
Noncontact optical encoders measure the position directly at the platform with the greatest accuracy. Nonlinearity, 
mechanical play or elastic deformation have no influence on the measurement. 

Application fields 
Autofocus. Laser cutting. Research. Biotechnology. Automation. Optical alignment. 

L-511 

High-Precision Linear Stage 

 

 Travel ranges from 52 to 155 mm (2" to 
6") 

 Repeatability to 0.1 µm 

 Active Drive DC, BLDC, and DC gear motor 

 Stepper motor 

 Optional: Linear encoder for direct 
position measuring 

 Direction-sensing reference switch 
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Specifications 

General specifications L-511 Unit 
Tole-
rance 

Active axes X   

Drive screw type Ball screw   

Drive screw pitch 2 mm  

Guide type Recirculating ball bearing guide   

Load capacity 500 N Max. 

Permissible lateral force 250 N Max. 

Permissible torque MX  60 Nm Max. 

Permissible torque MY  30 Nm Max. 

Permissible torque MZ  30 Nm Max. 

Reference and limit switches Optical   

Material Aluminum, stainless steel   

Operating temperature range 5 to 40 °C  

 
Travel range-dependent 
specifications 

L-511.2 / L-511.03 L-511.4 / L-511.05 L-511.6 / L-511.07 Unit 
Tole-
rance 

Travel range 52 102 155 mm  

Pitch / yaw ±40 ±60 ±70 µrad typ. 

Straightness / flatness ±1.5 ±2.5 ±3.0 µm typ. 

Moved mass, unloaded 0.6 0.6 0.65 kg ±5% 

Mass      

DC gear motor 2.5 2.7 2.9 kg ±5% 

Active Drive DC motor with 
rotary encoder 

2.5 2.8 3.3 kg ±5% 

Active Drive DC motor with 
linear encoder 2.5 2.7 3.5 kg ±5% 

BLDC motor / BLDC motor with 
linear encoder 2.4 2.7 3.0 kg ±5% 

Stepper motor / stepper motor 
with linear encoder 

2.4 2.6 3.1 kg ±5% 

 
 

DC motor and encoder options 
DC gear motor with rotary 
encoder 
L-511.x0DG10 

ActiveDrive DC motor with 
rotary encoder 
L-511.x0AD10 

ActiveDrive DC motor with 
linear encoder 
L-511.x4AD00 

Unit Tole-
rance 

System resolution 17 122 50 nm  

Unidirectional repeatability 0.2 0.488 0.1 µm Typ. 

Bidirectional repeatability ±2 ±1.250 ±0.2 µm Typ. 

Minimum incremental motion 0.1 0.488 0.1 µm Typ. 

Maximum velocity 6 90 90 mm/s  

Drive force 100 100 100 N Max. 

Holding force (passive) 50 – – N Typ. 

Limit switch 
Forked photoelectric 
sensor, N/C contact, 5V, 
NPN 

Forked photoelectric 
sensor, N/C contact, 5V, TTL 

Forked photoelectric 
sensor, N/C contact, 5V, TTL   

Gear ratio 2401:81 – –   
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DC motor and encoder options 
DC gear motor with rotary 
encoder 
L-511.x0DG10 

ActiveDrive DC motor with 
rotary encoder 
L-511.x0AD10 

ActiveDrive DC motor with 
linear encoder 
L-511.x4AD00 

Unit Tole-
rance 

Motor encoder Incremental rotary encoder Incremental rotary encoder –   

Motor encoder: Sensor 
resolution 

4096 16384 – Cts./rev.  

Motor encoder: Sensor signal A/B quadrature, TTL A/B quadrature, TTL A/B quadrature, TTL   

Linear encoder – – Incremental linear encoder   

Sensor resolution linear 
encoder – – 50 nm  

Sensor signal linear encoder – – A/B quadrature, TTL   

Motor type DC gear motor ActiveDrive DC motor 
(PWM) 

ActiveDrive DC motor 
(PWM)   

Operating voltage, nominal 12 24 24 V Nom. 

Operating voltage, max. 24 48 48 V Max. 

Resistance** 4.09 1.63 1.63  Typ. 

Inductance** 0.18 0.27 0.27 mH Typ. 

Back EMF 1.68 3.95 3.95 V/kRPM Max. 

Number of pole pairs – – –   

Motor resolution – – – 
Full 
steps/rev
. 

 

Connector HD D-sub 26 (m) D-sub 15 (m) D-sub 15 (m) 
(motor/sensor)   

Connector: Linear encoder – – –   

Connector: Supply voltage – M8 4-pin (m) M8 4-pin (m)   

Recommended 
controllers/drivers 

C-863 (single axis) 
C-884 (up to 6 axes) 
C-885 with C-863.20C885 
(to 40 axes) 
ACS modular controller 

C-863 (single axis) 
C-884 (up to 6 axes) 
C-885 with C-863.20C885 
(to 40 axes) 

C-863 (single axis) 
C-884 (up to 6 axes) 
C-885 with C-863.20C885 
(to 40 axes) 

  

 
 

BLDC motor and encoder 
option 

BLDC motor with rotary encoder 
L-511.xx5132 

BLDC motor with rotary encoder and linear 
encoder 
L-511.xx5111 

Unit 
Tole-
rance 

System resolution 100 50 nm  

Unidirectional repeatability 0.2 0.1 µm Typ. 

Bidirectional repeatability ±1.25 ±0.1 µm Typ. 

Minimum incremental motion 0.2 0.1 µm Typ. 

Maximum velocity 90 90 mm/s  

Drive force 100 100 N Max. 

Holding force (passive) – – N Typ. 

Limit switch Forked photoelectric sensor, N/C contact, 
5V, NPN 

Forked photoelectric sensor, N/C contact, 
5V, NPN   

Gear ratio – –   

Motor encoder Incremental rotary encoder Incremental rotary encoder   

Motor encoder: Sensor 
resolution 

20000 20000 Cts./rev.  

Motor encoder: Sensor signal A/B quadrature, TTL A/B quadrature, TTL   
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BLDC motor and encoder 
option 

BLDC motor with rotary encoder 
L-511.xx5132 

BLDC motor with rotary encoder and linear 
encoder 
L-511.xx5111 

Unit Tole-
rance 

Linear encoder – Incremental linear encoder   

Sensor resolution linear 
encoder 

100 50 nm  

Sensor signal linear encoder – Sin/cos, 1 V peak-peak, 20 µm signal period   

Motor type Brushless DC motor, 3-phase Brushless DC motor, 3-phase   

Operating voltage, nominal 36 36 V Nom. 

Operating voltage, max. 48 48 V Max. 

Resistance* 0.807 0.807  Typ. 

Inductance* 0.644 0.644 mH Typ. 

Back EMF 3.3 3.3 V/kRM Max. 

Number of pole pairs 7 7   

Motor resolution – – 
Full 
steps/rev
. 

 

Connector HD D-sub 26 (m) HD D-sub 26 (m)   

Connector: Linear encoder – D-sub 9 (m)   

Connector: Supply voltage – –   

Recommended 
controllers/drivers 

C-891 (single axis) 
C-885 with C-891.11C885 (up to 20 axes) 
ACS modular controller 
SMC Hydra (double axis) 

C-891 (single axis) 
C-885 with C-891.11C885 (up to 20 axes) 
ACS modular controller 

  

 
 

Stepper motor and encoder 
options 

2-phase stepper motor 
L-511.x0SD00 

2-phase stepper motor with linear encoder 
L-511.xASD00 Unit Tole-

rance 

System resolution 10000 5 nm  

Unidirectional repeatability 0.2 0.1 µm Typ. 

Bidirectional repeatability ±2 ±0.2 µm Typ. 

Minimum incremental motion 0.2 0.02 µm Typ. 

Maximum velocity 45 45 mm/s  

Drive force 100 100 N Max. 

Holding force (passive) 50 50 N Typ. 

Limit switch Forked photoelectric sensor, N/C contactor, 
5V, NPN 

Forked photoelectric sensor, N/C contactor, 
5V, NPN   

Gear ratio – –   

Motor encoder – –   

Motor encoder: Sensor 
resolution 

– – Cts./rev.  

Motor encoder: Sensor signal – –   

Linear encoder – Incremental linear encoder   

Sensor resolution linear 
encoder 

– 5 nm  

Sensor signal linear encoder – Sin/cos, 1 V peak-peak, 20 µm signal period   
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L-511 versions with BLDC motor and linear encoder, dimensions in mm 
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A.7 PI L-511.03.5111 Build Plate mount
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A.8 DuPontTM Teflon® FEP



DuPont™ Teflon® FEP
FLUOROPLASTIC FILM

Description
DuPont™ Teflon® FEP film is a transparent, thermoplastic film that  

can be heat sealed, thermoformed, vacuum formed, heat bonded, 

welded, metalized, laminated—combined with dozens of other 

materials, and can also be used as an excellent hot-melt adhesive.

This wide variety of fabrication possibilities combines with the 

following important properties to offer a unique balance of 

capabilities not available in any other plastic film.

Chemical Compatibility
• DuPont™ Teflon® FEP film is chemically inert and resistant to 

virtually all chemicals, except molten alkali metals, gaseous  

fluorine, andcertain complex halogenated compounds such as  

chlorine trifluoride at elevated temperatures and pressures.

• Low permeability to liquids, gases, moisture, and organic vapors

Electrical Reliability
• Superior reliability and retention of properties over large areas 

of film

• High dielectric strength, over 6500 V/mil for 1 mil film  

(260 kV/mm for 0.025 mm film)

• No electrical tracking, non-wetting, and non-charring

• Very low power factor and dielectric constant, only slight 

change over wide ranges of temperature and frequency

Wide Thermal Range
• Continuous service temperature –240 to 205°C (–400 to 400°F)

• Melting range 250 to 280°C (500 to 540°F)

• Heat sealable

Mechanical Toughness
• Superior anti-stick and low frictional properties

• High resistance to impact and tearing

• Useful physical properties at cryogenic temperatures

Long Time Weatherability*
•  Inert to outdoor exposure; no measurable change after 20 

years in Florida

• High transmittance of ultraviolet and all but far infrared radiation

Reliability
• DuPont™ Teflon®  FEP film contains no plasticizers or other foreign 

materials

• Conventional equipment and techniques can be used for 

processing: basic composition and properties will not be 

influenced

• Rigid quality control by DuPont ensures uniform gauge, 

void-free film

The convenience of FEP fluoroplastic in easy-to-use film 

facilitates the design and fabrication of this low-friction 

thermoplastic for all sorts of high-performance jobs. It is 

transparent and can be heat sealed, thermoformed, welded, 

and heat bonded.

Superior anti-stick properties make it an ideal release film for 

many applications. A cementable type with an invisible surface 

treatment is available for bonding to one or both sides with 

adhesives. This versatility is augmented by the superior 

properties of a true melt-processible fluoroplastic and by the 

wide choice of product dimensions available from DuPont.

*Type C film is not recommended for outdoor use

Properties Bulletin



Table 1 – Types and Gauges of DuPont™ Teflon® FEP Fluoroplastic Film

Gauge 50 100 175 200 300 500 750 1000 2000

Thickness, mil 0.5 1 1.75 2 3 5 7.5 10 20

Thickness, µm 12.5 25 44 50 75 125 190 250 500

Approx. area factor, ft2/lb 180 90 51 45 30 18 12 9 4.5

Approx. area factor, m2/kg 36 18 10.3 9 6 4 2.5 2 1.2 0.6

Availability

Type A - FEP, general-purpose X X X X X X X X X

Type C - FEP, one side cementable — X X X X X — — —

Type C-20 - FEP, both sides cementable — X — X — X — — —

Note: Each roll of DuPont film is clearly identified as to resin type, film thickness, and film type.

FEP  500  C
Resin type  Film thickness, 500 gauge, 5 mil  Film type, cementable one side

Property Values of DuPont™ Teflon® FEP Fluoroplastic Film

Typical Valuea

Property Test Method SI Units English Units

Mechanical

Tensile Strength at Break ASTM D-882 21 N/mm2 3000 psi

Elongation at Break ASTM D-882 300%

Yield Point ASTM D-882 12 MPa 1700 psi

Elastic Modulus ASTM D-882 480 MPa 70,000 psi

Impact Strength DuPont pneumatic impact tester 7.7 X 103 J/m 144 ft-lb/in

Folding Endurance (MIT) ASTM D-2176 10,000 cycles

Tear Strength–Initial (Graves) ASTM D-1004 2.65 N 270 g force

Tear Strength–Propagating (Elmendorf) ASTM D-1922 1.23 N 125 g

Bursting Strength (Mullen) ASTM D-774 76 kPa 11 psi

Thermal

Melt Point ASTM D-3418 (DTA) 260–280°C 500–536°F

Zero Strength Temperature b 255°C 490°F

Coefficient of Thermal Conductivity Cenco-Fitch 0.195 W/m×K 1.35 Btu×in/h×ft2×°F

Specific Heat — 1172 J/kg×K 0.28 Btu/lb×°F

Heat Deflection Temperature  
at 0.46 N/mm2 (66 psi) 
at 1.82 N/mm2 (264 psi) 

ASTM D-648 Tensile Bars  
70°C 
51°C

 
158°F
124°F

Dimensional Stability 30 min at 150°C (302°F) MD = 0.72% expansion  
TD = 2.2% shrinkage

Flammability Classificationc ANSI/UL 94 VTM-0

Oxygen Index ASTM D-2863 95%

aFor 0.025 mm (1 mil) film at 25°C (77°F) unless otherwise specified.
bTemperature at which a film supports a load of 0.14 N/mm2 (20 psi) for 5 sec.
cThis classification rating is not intended to reflect hazards presented by this or any other material under actual fire conditions.
dSamples melted in arc did not track.
eTo convert to cm3/100 in2×24 h×atm, multiply by 0.0645.



Property Values of DuPont™ Teflon® FEP Fluoroplastic Film (continued)

Typical Valuea

Property Test Method SI Units English Units

Electrical

Dielectric Strength, short-time in air at 23°C (73°F), 
6.35 mm (1/4 in) diameter electrode, 0.79 mm (1/32 in) 
radius  
60 Hz, 500 V/s rate of rise:  
0.025 mm (1 mil) film  
5 mm (20 mil) film

ASTM D-149 Method A  
 
 
 

260 kV/mm  
70 kV/mm 

 
 
 
 

6500 V/mil 
1800 V/mil

Dielectric Constant, 
 25°C (77°F), 100 Hz to 1 MHz 
 –40 to 225°C (–40 to 437°F), 1000 Hz

ASTM D-150  
2.0  

2.02–1.93

Dissipation Factor,  
25°C (77°F), 100 Hz to 1 MHz  
–40 to 225°C (–40 to 437°F), 1000 Hz  
–40 to 240°C (–40 to 464°F), 1 MHz

ASTM D-150  
0.0002–0.0007 

0.0002 
0.0005

Volume Resistivity, –40 to 240°C (–40 to 464°F) ASTM D-257 >1 X 1018 ohm.cm

Surface Resistivity, –40 to 240°C (–40 to 464°C) ASTM D-257 >1 X 1016 ohm/sq

Surface Arc Resistance ASTM D-495 >165 secd

Insulation Resistance  
at 100°C (212°F)  
at 150°C (302°F)  
at 200°C (392°F) 

Based upon 0.2 MF wound 
capacitor sections, using single 

layer, Teflon® 50A Film

 
350,000 Mohm×µF 
250,000 Mohm×µF 
65,000 Mohm×µF

Chemical

Moisture Absorption — < 0.01%

Weatherability Continuous exposure in Florida No adverse effects after 20 yr

Permeability, Gas: 

Carbon Dioxide 
Hydrogen 
Nitrogen 
Oxygen 

ASTM D-1434 cm3/m2×24 h×atme

25.9 X 103

34.1 X 103

5.0 X 103

11.6 X 103

Permeability, Vapors: 

Acetic Acid 
Acetone 
Benzene 
Carbon Tetrachloride 
Ethyl Alcohol 
Hexane 
Water 

ASTM E-96 g/m2×d g/100 in2×24 h

6.3 
14.7 
9.9 
4.8 
10.7 
8.7 
7.0 

0.41
0.95
0.64
0.31
0.69
0.56
0.40

aFor 0.025 mm (1 mil) film at 25°C (77°F) unless otherwise specified.
bTemperature at which a film supports a load of 0.14 N/mm2 (20 psi) for 5 sec.
cThis classification rating is not intended to reflect hazards presented by this or any other material under actual fire conditions.
dSamples melted in arc did not track.
eTo convert to cm3/100 in2×24 h×atm, multiply by 0.0645.

DuPont™ Teflon® FEP fluoroplastic is chemically inert and solvent-resistant to virtually all chemicals except molten alkali metals,  

gaseous fluorine, and certain complex halogenated compounds such as chlorine trifluoride at elevated temperatures and pressures.



Copyright © 2013 DuPont. All rights reserved. The DuPont Oval Logo, DuPont™, The miracles of science™ 
and Teflon® are registered trademarks or trademarks of DuPont or its affiliates. 

K-26941 5/13

CAUTION: Do not use DuPont materials in medical applications involving permanent 
implantation in the human body or contact with bodily fluids or tissues unless the material 
has been provided from DuPont under a written contract that is consistent with DuPont 
policy regarding medical applications and expressly acknowledges the contemplated use. 
For further information, please contact your DuPont representative. You may also visit 
www.teflon.com/industrial to download a copy of the “DuPont POLICY Regarding Medical 
Applications” H-50103 and “DuPont CAUTION Regarding Medical Applications” H-50102.

For medical emergencies, spills, or other critical situations, call (800) 441-7515 within the 
United States. For those outside of the United States, call (302) 774-1000.

The information set forth herein is furnished free of charge and is based on technical data 
that DuPont believes to be reliable. It is intended for use by persons having technical skill, 
at their own discretion and risk. The handling precaution information contained herein is 
given with the understanding that those using it will satisfy themselves that their particular 
conditions of use present no health or safety hazards. Because conditions of product use 
are outside our control, DuPont makes no warranties, express or implied, and assumes no 
liability in connection with any use of this information. As with any material, evaluation of 
any compound under end-use conditions prior to specification is essential. Nothing herein 
is to be taken as a license to operate under or a recommendation to infringe any patents.

NO PART OF THIS MATERIAL MAY BE REPRODUCED, STORED IN A RETRIEVAL SYSTEM 
OR TRANSMITTED IN ANY FORM OR BY ANY MEANS ELECTRONIC, MECHANICAL, 
PHOTOCOPYING, RECORDING OR OTHERWISE WITHOUT THE PRIOR WRITTEN 
PERMISSION OF DUPONT.

How to Use tHe DUPont™ teflon® BranD name witH YoUr ProDUct

Teflon® is a registered trademark of DuPont for our brand of fluoroplastic 
resins. Customer use of the Teflon® brand name must be licensed by DuPont 
in association with approved applications. Without a license, customers may 
not identify their product with the DuPont™ Teflon® brand name.

Unlicensed customers may refer to the DuPont product offering when used 
as an ingredient in their products by the DuPont product code number and 
generic descriptor. In this instance, when the product offering is to be sold 
and used without a license, the customer may refer to the ingredient as 
DUPONT™ FEP film.

If you are interested in applying for a trademark licensing agreement for the 
DuPont™ Teflon® brand, please contact us at (800) 207-0756 in the US or 
(302) 996-7906 (outside of the US).

For more information, visit www.teflon.com/industrial
For sales and technical support contacts, visit 
www.teflon.com/industrialglobalsupport 

This product is manufactured with technology that meets the goals of the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 2010/15 PFOA stewardship program. 
See www.fluoropolymers.dupont.com for more details.

Property Values of DuPont™ Teflon® FEP Fluoroplastic Film (continued)
Typical Valuea

Property Test Method SI Units English Units

Miscellaneous

Density ASTM D-1505 2150 kg/m3 134 lb/ft3

Coefficient of Friction, Kinetic (Film-to-Steel) ASTM D-1894 0.1–0.3

Refractive Index ASTM D-542 1.341–1.347

Solar Transmission ASTM E-424 96%
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A.9 Flea®3 USB3.0 camera



www.flir.com/mv

FLIRFLEA®3
USB3 VISION

ULTRA-COMPACT + HIGH FRAME RATES 
The Flea3 line of USB 3.0 cameras offers a variety CMOS image sensors in 

ultra-compact, low-cost packages. To maximize USB 3.0 reliability, the Flea3 

provides a unique set of features including a 32 megabyte frame buffer; 

on-camera power, temperature, and status monitoring; and in-field updatable 

firmware. The camera also provides on-camera processing including color 

interpolation, look up table, gamma correction, and pixel binning functionality.

KEY FEATURES
• Low-cost, high-speed CMOS image sensors

• USB 3.0, 5 Gbit/s interface

• Ultra-compact 29 x 29 x 30 mm metal case, lightweight



Specifications

www.flir.com/mv

©2017 FLIR® Integrated Imaging Solutions Inc. All rights reserved. 

Names and marks appearing on the products herein are either registered trademarks or trademarks of FLIR® 
Systems, Inc. and/or its subsidiaries.

FLIR Integrated Imaging Solutions

CANADA 
12051 Riverside Way
Richmond, BC, Canada
V6W 1K7
T: +1 866.765.0827 (toll free)
T: +1 604.242.9937
F: +1 604.242.9938
E: sales@ptgrey.com
www.ptgrey.com

USA
T: +1 866.765.0827 (toll free)
E: na-sales@ptgrey.com

EUROPE
T: +49 7141 488817-0
F: +49 7141 488817-99
E: eu-sales@ptgrey.com

CHINA
T: +86 10 8215 9938
F: +86 10 8215 9936
E: chinasales@ptgrey.com
www.ptgreychina.com

ASIA
E: asia-sales@ptgrey.com

Model Version MP Imaging Sensor
FL3-U3-13E4C-C
FL3-U3-13E4M-C

Color
Mono

1.3 MP
n e2v EV76C560, 1/1.8", 5.3 µm
n Global Shutter
n 60 FPS at 1280 x 1024

FL3-U3-13S2C-CS
FL3-U3-13S2M-CS

Color
Mono

1.3 MP
n Sony IMX035, 1/3", 3.63 μm
n Rolling Shutter
n 120 FPS at 1328 x 1048

FL3-U3-13Y3M-C Mono 1.3 MP
n On Semi VITA1300, 1/2", 4.8 μm
n Global Shutter
n 150 FPS at 1280 x 1024

FL3-U3-20E4C-C
FL3-U3-20E4M-C

Color
Mono

2.0 MP
n e2v EV76C5706F, 1/1.8", 4.5 µm
n Global shutter
n 60 FPS at 1600 x 1200

FL3-U3-32S2C-CS
FL3-U3-32S2M-CS

Color
Mono

3.2 MP
n Sony IMX036, 1/2.8", 2.5 μm
n Rolling Shutter with Global Reset
n 60 FPS at 2080 x 1552

FL3-U3-120S3C-C Color 12 MP
n Sony IMX172, 1/2.3", 1.55 µm
n Rolling shutter with Global Reset
n 15 FPS at 4000 x 3000

Imaging Performance
(EMVA 1288)

See the Imaging Performance Specification, which includes quantum efficiency, saturation capacity (full well depth), read
noise, dynamic range and signal to noise ratio.

A/D Converter 12-bit (FL3-U3-13S2, FL3-U3-32S2, FL3-U3-120S3) / 10-bit ( FL3-U3-13Y3, FL3-U3-13E4, FL3-U3-20E4)
Video Data Output 8, 12, 16 and 24-bit digital data
Image Data Formats Y8, Y16, Mono8, Mono12, Mono16, Raw8, Raw12, Raw16 (all models); RGB, YUV411, YUV422, YUV 444 (color models)
Partial Image Modes Pixel binning and region of interest (ROI) modes
Image Processing Gamma, lookup table, hue, saturation, and sharpness

Shutter
Rolling Shutter (FL3-U3-13S2) / Global Reset (FL3-U3-32S2, FL3-U3-120S3) / Global Shutter (FL3-U3-13Y3, FL3-U3-13E4,
FL3-U3-20E4); Automatic/Manual/One-Push/Extended Shutter* modes (*except FL3-U3-13Y3)
See product webpage for specific model's range

Gain Automatic/Manual/One-Push Gain modes
See product webpage for specific model's range

Gamma 0.50 to 4.00, programmable lookup table
White Balance Automatic/Manual modes, programmable via software
High Dynamic Range Not applicable
Color Processing On-camera in YUV or RGB format, or on-PC in Raw format
Digital Interface USB 3.0 interface with screw locks for camera control, data, and power
Transfer Rates 5 Gbit/s

GPIO 8-pin Hirose HR25 GPIO connector for power, trigger, strobe, PWM, and serial I/O: 1 opto-isolated input, 1 opto-isolated
output, 2 bi-directional I/O pins

External Trigger Modes IIDC Trigger Modes 0, 1 (excluding FL3-U3-13E4 and FL3-U3-20E4), and 15
Synchronization via external trigger or software trigger
Image Buffer 32 MB frame buffer
Memory Channels 2 memory channels for custom camera settings
Flash Memory 1 MB non-volatile memory
Dimensions 29 x 29 x 30 mm excluding lens holder (metal case)
Mass Without optics: 35 g (FL3-U3-13S2, FL3-U3-32S2) / 41 g (FL3-U3-13Y3, FL3-U3-13E4, FL3-U3-20E4, FL3-U3-120S3)
Power Consumption 5-24 V via GPIO or 5 V via USB 3.0 interface, maximum <3 W
Machine Vision Standard IIDC v1.32, USB3 Vision v1
Camera Control Via FlyCapture SDK, CSRs, or third party software
Camera Updates In-field firmware updates
Lens Mount CS-mount (FL3-U3-13S2, FL3-U3-32S2) / C-mount (FL3-U3-13Y3, FL3-U3-13E4, FL3-U3-20E4, FL3-U3-120S3)
Temperature Operating: 0° to 45°C; Storage: -30° to 60°C
Humidity Operating: 20 to 80% (no condensation); Storage: 20 to 95% (no condensation)
Compliance CE, FCC, KCC, RoHS
Operating System Windows 7, Linux (32- or 64-bit)
Warranty 3 years

For a full list of international distributors and offices visit www.flir.com/contact-us
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A.10 Elmasonic P ultrasonic cleaning
unit



Elma Schmidbauer GmbH · Gottlieb-Daimler-Str. 17 · D-78224 Singen · Fon +49 (0) 7731 882-0 · Fax +49 (0) 7731 882-266 · info@elma-ultrasonic.com
www.elma-ultrasonic.com 

Product Profile

Elmasonic P 30 H
Ultrasonic cleaning unit

The Elmasonic P is the ideal unit for professional applications in analytical and medical laboratories and in industrial production 
processes.The unit series consists of 6 different unit sizes with tank capacities ranging from 2.75 to 28 litre. Microprocessor-controlled 
ultrasonic cleaning with multi-frequency technology (37/80 kHz) and special features are perfect for intensive cleaning 
tasks and laboratory applications. The units are more powerful than standard ultrasonic cleaning units, and the ultrasonic power can 
be reduced electronically depending on the cleaning task.

Further advantages
● ultrasonic tank made of cavitation-proof stainless steel
● casing made of stainless steel, hygienic and easy to clean
● sandwich-type performance transducer systems
● two ultrasonic frequencies, switchable in one unit: 37 kHz und 80 kHz
   37 kHz: for the removal of coarse contaminations and for mixing, dissolving, dispersing and degassing
   80 kHz: perfect for the cleaning of capillaries and fort he use in quiet work areas, prolonged cleaning period 
● automatic frequency switch-over for simultaneous coarse and fine cleaning  
● activatable Sweep mode for an optimised sound field distribution within the cleaning bath
● activatable Pulse mode for an intensified ultrasonic cleaning power, additional ultrasonic power up to 20%
● activatable Degas mode for the quick degassing of HPLC samples or solvents and of fresh cleaning liquids
● Auto Degas mode for an automatic degassing cycle, e.g. for fresh cleaning liquids
● ultrasonic power variable for sensitive surfaces
● temperature-controlled ultrasonic operation: ultrasound starts automatically as soon as the preset temperature is reached
● indication of unit settings (e.g. set and actual values) by alphanumerical display
● saving of the last unit settings at switch-off
● electronic turning knobs
● drain duct mounted to the unit rear, operation of the drain duct on the unit side
● automatic stirring during heating-up process
● pluggable mains cable
● automatic safety switch-off after 12 h operation to prevent unintended permanent operation
● automatic safety switch-off at 90 °C to protect the cleaning items against excess temperatures

Technical data
Mains voltage (Vac) 115-120 V/220-240 V

Ultrasonic frequency (kHz) 37 / 80

Power consumption total P 30 H (W) 370 / 350

Ultrasonic power effective (W) 120 / 100

Ultrasonic peak performance max.(W) 480 / 400

Heating power (W) 250

Unit outer dimensions W/D/H (mm) 300 / 179 / 221

Tank internal dimensions W/D/H (mm) 240 / 137 / 100

Basket internal dimensions W/D/H (mm) 198 / 106 / 50

Max. filling volume tank (lit.) 2.75

Elma Order Nos.
Elmasonic P 30 H (220-240 V) 101 3737

Elmasonic P 30 H (115-120 V) 103 3218

Basket stainless steel 100 4176

Cover (plastic) 100 3281

Further accessories on request

Weight (kg) 3.3

Material tank stainless steel V2A

Material casing stainless steel V2A

Drain 3/8“

CE-compliant √

Protection class IP 20

Sound pressure level (LpAU) * (dB) <70

Ultrasonic sound level (LpZ) ** (dB) <105

* Sound pressure level measured with basket and cover at a distance of 1 m
** Ultrasonic sound level measured with basket and cover at a distance of 1 m S
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A.11 Formlabs Form Cure





APPENDIX B

Parts drawings

B.1 Salvina molesta-inspired hydro-

phobic surface
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B.2 Test artefact
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B.3 Acoustic absorbance study - outer
tube
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APPENDIX C

Extended results

C.1 Pigmentation study

(B) Black, 

10 μm, 

0.453 mW/cm 
2

(C) Red, 

10 μm, 

0.489 mW/cm
2

(D) White,

10 μm, 

0.828 mW/cm
2

2

(A) Natural, 

10 μm,

0.381 mW/cm   

500μm

Figure C.1: Microscope picture of pillars structures fabricated with different
pigmentations of the resin.

(A) Natural, (B) Black, (C) Red and (D) White colour.
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Figure C.2: Main effects plot of resulting deviations of pillars height for varied LT,
I0 and pigmentations.
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Figure C.3: Main effects plot of resulting deviations of pillars width for varied LT,
I0 and pigmentations.
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(B) Black, 

10 μm, 

0.453 mW/cm 
2

(C) Red, 

10 μm, 

0.489 mW/cm
2

(D) White,

10 μm, 

0.828 mW/cm
2

2

(A) Natural, 

10 μm,

0.381 mW/cm   

500μm

Figure C.4: Microscope picture of grooves structures fabricated with different
pigmentations of the resin.

(A) Natural, (B) Black, (C) Red and (D) White colour.
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Figure C.5: Main effects plot of resulting deviations of grooves width for varied LT,
I0 and pigmentations.

(B) Black, 

10 μm, 

0.453 mW/cm 
2

(C) Red, 

12 μm, 

0.489 mW/cm
2

(D) White,

10 μm, 

0.828 mW/cm
2

2

(A) Natural, 

10 μm,

0.381 mW/cm   

1mm

Figure C.6: Microscope picture of inclined structures fabricated with different
pigmentations of the resin.

(A) Natural, (B) Black, (C) Red and (D) White colour.
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Figure C.7: Main effects plot of resulting deviations of inclined structures for
varied LT, I0 and pigmentations.
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